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AVANT-PROPOS
 

Within the following pages, 1 examllle the l'oies, potentials and limitations of 

community radio. As a locally-based media which manifests itself on a global scale, it is 

defined within a myriad of social, communicational and media traditions as weil as varying 

legal frameworks. Community radio, as with other forms of citizen-focused media, has greal 

potential in terms of creating accessible spaces for community dialogue, social self'

representation, and information and media democratization. The development of this media, 

however, is often hampered by dominant ideologies and practices of democracy. social 

communication, media use and media reguJation. Thus, the goal herein is nol sim ply to 

examine alternatives to these dominant ideologies and practices but to propose ways in which 

these alternatives can be integrated as functional social norms. 

The origins of this subject lie in a desire to measure the feasibility of a national media 

system based primarily on social communication and dialogue as opposed to currently 

dominant systems which are based primarily on commercial ideology. Inextricably linked to 

this inspiration is my own personal history in community radio which began in 1993 as a 

volunteer at WLFR (Lake Fred Radio). a college radio station in the woods of southern New 

Jersey. Since 1995, l have been a volunteer in various raies at CKUT Radio in Montréal, 

Québec, one of the many stations examined in this study. Throughout this time, r have variably 

observed the great potential of this media and the tremendous limitations imposed upon it and 
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emhodied by il. Among the hopes for the work which follows is that it serve as concrctc tool 

for the <ldvancement of citizen-b<lsed medi<l, if not the full realization of its vast potential. 

This study h<ls been conducted within the methodological rrwcro-framcwork or a 

"cross-border" comparative case study and aims to present a working mcthodological model 

that can be adapteu hy future researchers. Ir consists of two individual case studies examining 

community radio within the urban environs of Montréal, Québec and Montevideo, Uruguay. 

Within each self-contained case study, it will examine the self-perceiveu mies of comlllunity 

radiO. the historical development of these roles, the relationship between communications 

rcgulation and the identity of community radio <lnd the strengths and wcukncsscs of cach 

community radio system. A final analysis will compare the results of these stuclies in order to 

derive eommon theories on citizen-Ievel media use and examine common barriers to the 

c1evelopment of such media. 

The research eonducted for the creation of this thesis sceks to directly implicate and 

represent the diverse actors in the complicated soci<.l1 construct of community radio. It consists 

primarily of the qualitative al1alysis of interviews with community radio practitioners. the 

<lnalysis of past studies in this field and the analysis of telecommunications regulalory 

frameworks. ln arder to both broaden the representation of actors within the scopc of this 

thesis and to conduet research which inspires dialogue, interviews h<tvc oeen conduCled with 

local experts in the field of communications and community meclia and with regulatory actors 

themselves. It is hopecl that dialogue that h<.ls been brought about during this stuuy ancl lhal 

which will develop as u result of it will help close the gap between those in the privilegccl 

positions of regulating, observing und analysing society and those who <.lre more orten 

reguluted, observed and unalysed. As a work which will foeus. in part, upon regulatory 

transparcncy and purticipatory democracy, it aims to contribule actively and concretely to the 

é1dvancement of such ideals. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Popular notions of media use in North America are historically limited to commercial 
forms of media and consumption, focusing on consumption rather than communication. 
Community-based media, however, provide alternative approaches to media use and social 
communication that can be incorporated into the broader management structures 01" democratic 
society. 

Community radio is the subject of study through which we explore this problcmaLic. 
While our airwaves are recognized internationally as the property or mankind, CUITent systems 
01" regulation structura\ly priv ilege thei ruse by pri vate and commercial enterprise over that of" 
citizens. In order to address this problematic, we consider the role 01" national media systems in 
terms 01" their communicational relationships with the social body. 

This thesis seeks to explore the roles, potentials and limitations 01 communily radio. 
Our objective is to provide an extensive evaluation of the current state or community radio in 
Montréal, Québec and Montevideo, Uruguay and to propose concrete and practical steps 
towards the further development of this form or media. 

Our work has been conducted in the form of a comparative case study. We perf"orm 
qualitative analysis of extensive sets of interviews from ail licensed community broadcasters in 
Montréal, twelve recognized community broadcasters in Montevideo and interviews with local 
communication experts, community radio associations and communications regulator,s. 

During our research, we have become equally intrigued by the potential 01" the 
communications researcher to function as a catalyst and intermediary actor in communications 
policy reform. Thus, our case studies have been performed From a necessarily critical and 
practical perspective. 

KEY WORDS ALTERNATIVE; COMMUNICATIONS POLlCY; COMMUNITY; 
INDEPENDENT; PUBLIC SPACE; REFORM; URUGUAY 



RÉSUMÉ 

L'usage des médias, dans les conceptions populaires, est historiquement restreint à des 
formes commerciales de médias dans une optique de consommation. Cependant, les médias 
communautaires abordent l'usage des médias et la communication sociale d'une manière qui 
peut s'incorporer à l'intérieur des superstructures normatives de la société démocratique. 

Notre sujet d'étude, la radio communautaire, nous permet d'aborder cette 
problématique. Alors que nos ondes radiophoniques sont reconnues internationalement comme 
patrimoine social, les systèmes de réglementations actuels donnent des privilèges d'utilisation 
aux entreprises privées et commerciales plutôt qu'aux citoyens. Pour aborder cette 
problématique, nous considérons le rôle des systèmes nationaux des médias selon leurs 
relations communicationnelles avec le corps social. 

Ce mémoire explore les rôles, les potentiels et les limitations de la radio 
communautaire. Notre objectif est de faire une évaluation extensive de l'état actuel de la radio 
communautaire à Montréal au Québec et à Montevideo en Uruguay, et de proposer des étapes 
concrètes et pratiques pour développer ce genre de média à un niveau optimal. 

Notre travail se présente comme une étude de cas comparative dans laquelle nOlis 
employons la méthode qualitative d'analyse. L'essentiel de notre corpus se compose 
d'entrevues, d'observation participante et de textes de chercheurs spécialisés, ainsi que 
d'entretiens réalisés au sein d'associations de radios communautaires, de l'ensemble des radios 
communautaires à Montréal, d'une douzaine de diffuseurs communautaires à Montevideo et 
auprès de représentants du gouvernement. 

L'ensemble du temps consacré à cette recherche nous a révélé des faits intrigants. 
D'abord le potentiel du chercheur en communication comme élément catalyseur autant que son 
rôle possible d'acteur intermédiaire dans la réforme des politiques de la communication. Notre 
recherche s'appuie donc sur une perspective critique et pratique. 

MOTS-CLEFS: ALTERNATIF; POLITIQUES DE LA CO:Mlv1UNICATION; 
COMMUNAUTAIRE; ESPACE PUBLIC; RÉFORME; URUGUAY 



INTRODUCTION 

As has been documented in many acadell1ic studies. governll1ent reports and 

international dialogues, our wodd is one which is increasingly and overwhelmingly mediatized. 

The prime moyer of this pervasive social and cultural superstructure is commerce. an art which 

hw.; served to consolidate media ownership, public political opinion and econoll1ic power. 

Whilc Ihere is great potential in the use of media for social communication and social sell"

representation and many examples of this potential in practicc, such concepls are lar'gely absent 

l'rom public, regulatory and academic approaches to media use. Not only has the commercial 

superstructure monopolized the means to communicate, il has monopoli7.cd the 

concepluaJization of media within the public imagination. 

Knownalternately as citizen's media, community media, autonomous media, 

alternative media and radical media (among other terms) there are traditions 01" media ll~e 

which would defïne themselves in opposition to the dominant commercial modcl. While many 

meuia groups operating under this banner may indeed have employees, financial goals arc nol 

lhe ullimate goals. The study presented herein examines à subset of this form 01" media - lhat 

of community radio. Having developed on an intermltional scale according local faclors of 

lradition and necessity, il is a uniquely positioned form or media. Local and global, il lllilil.es 

the radio spectrum which ilself has been recognized inlernalionally as propcrty of ll1ankind. 

Although the concept of commllnity radio has been praclised since the 1940's, the sniolls study 

or this media has only recently beglln, even then on a very limited scale. While case stlldies 
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have occasionally examined individual radio stations ln Canada, none have examined [he 

community radio system as a whole. The situation is more positiv.e in Latin America wherc 

international organizations of community radio stations have conducted their own largc-scale 

studies and other work has examined individual national systems. The community radio 

stations of Uruguay, however, have never been included in such studies. Thus, in an el"l"ort [0 

divcrsil"y the manner in which eommunity radio is studied, the campus-community radio sector 

01" Montréal is examined here as a limited subset of the Canadian national sector and the 

community radio sector of Montevideo as a limited subset 01" the Uruguayan community radio 

scctor. 

The first Canadian community radio stations appeared in the 1970\. Due to the hlct 

that it has permittcd the existence of community radio as a legilimate sector 01" the hroadclst 

system since this time, Canada\ legislative framework has become an ideal loI' communily 

radio advocates. Québec, in particular, has worked consistcntly since the 1970\ to strenglhcn 

the community media seetor within its borders. That said, reecnt studies both in the world 01" 

academia and that of federal self-examination have demonstrated a continued and unhealthy 

concentration of media ownership in Canada, a country which currently has no laws govcrning 

the concentration of media ownership. Provincial funding of community radio in Quéhec has 

stcadily decreased during the same period. 

Unlicensed union-managed broadcasters operated in some neighbourhoods 01" 

Montevideo, Uruguay during the 1950's and numerous unlicensed community broadclsters 

have been active since the country's transition from dictatorship to democracy in 1984. To lhis 

day, however, community radio is illegal in Uruguay besides the fact that there are an estimalcd 

60-80 such hroadcasters operating in the country. Federal governmenls here have hislorically 

and consistently ignored the importance of developing and regulating the communicalions 

sector. Similar to the case with Canada, there has never been an extensive study 01' community 

broadcasting in the country. Media ownership concentration is extremely high and has hcen 
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documented in three studies since 1997. As in Canada, concentration of media ownership is 

unregulated in Uruguay. 

The research presented here aims to examine the use of community radio as a space of 

community dialogue, social self-representation, and information and media democratization. In 

doing so, we will examine the construction of dominant ideologies and practices of democracy, 

social communication, media use and media regulation as weil as those which have becn 

marginalized. The simultaneous local and international posilioning of communily radio 

presents us with a unique opportunity through which we can conduct research both locally and 

internationally, examining the role of community radio within a variety of social and cultural 

contexts, according to different social and cultural values. 

We approach this study through the macro-methodology of a "cross-border" 

comparative case study. Within this framework, the community radio systems of Montréal, 

Québec and Montevideo, Uruguay will be examined individually in order to determine the self

defined roles of community radio within each context. The legal and social frameworks which 

define each system will be considered individually according to the extent to which they 

facilitate the pervasive use of community radio. In a final step, these two systems will be 

analysed in opposition to one another in order to determine common ideals as weil a.s variables 

which are unique to each system. 

Within the context of each individual study, we operate according to an interview-based 

investigatory methodology. ln each city, semi-guided interviews have been carriecl out with 

either the operational collectives, representatives of these collectives or station managers 

depending on the individual radio station structure. In order to examine the state of community 

radio From multiple vantage .points as weil as thoroughly document the history of these two 

media systems, supplementary interviews have been conducted with regional and national 

community radio organizations, local experts with extensive knowJedge of both the national and 
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local community-based media systems, local community media producers and 

telecommunications regulators. 

This work is organized in six chapters in addition to the introduction and conclusion. 

The first chapter situates the problematic of community radio within the world of monopolized 

media and public consciousness. It outlines our explicit lines of examination and specific 

research questions. In addition, this chapter contains a review and summary of past studies 

conducted in this mea of research, demonstrating the place of the current study among them. 

In Chapter II, theories of participatory communication and media use, citizenship. 

public space and democracy will be explored in relation to community radio. We rely heavily 

upon Latin American theorists such as Jesûs Martfn-Barbera in an effort to avoid the 

ideological trappings at play in much North American work. Whi le a majority of North 

American approaches to evaluating systems of media and theories of media use work l'rom 

within the dominant socio-political organization of capitalism, the participatory and 

representative rights and raies of individuals - factors which are central to our approach. have 

been more adequately developed within the social and historical context of Latin America. 

The methodoJogical framework of this study is detailed within Chapter Ill. We 

explain the justifications, advantages and mechanics of conducting an international comparative 

case study. Our exact approach is presented in detail, elaborating upon the corpus composition 

of each individual case stlldy and our methods of evaluation. 

Chapter IV consists of a case study of the Montréal campus-community radio system. 

First, a brief history of Montréal camplls-community radio is presented. The Canadian 

regulatory framework for campus-community radio is then analysed, followed by presentation 

of each radio station included in the study. We have used regulatory licenses as a standard and 

have thus included every station currently operating as a campus-community or community 
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broadcaster in the metropolitan area. Finally, we present a complete analysis of the Monlréal 

campus-community radio system. 

The Montevideo community radio system will be addressed in Chapter V. First we 

present a history of community radio in Uruguay based on previous studies and upon our 

extensive set of interviews. We will also present a brief recent history of the country in order to 

situate our study within a unique historical context. While Uruguay lacks the standard of' 

community radio licensing, two national community radio coordinators define local standards 

and have been active on an international scale for quite some time. Only members of these two 

coordinators have beenincluded in the study. We will present each of the radio stations who 

agreed to take part in this study followed by a complete analysis of the Montevideo community 

radio system. 

Chapter VI consists of a cross analysis of these two distinct case studies, proceeding 

along the Jines of investigation presented in chapters 1 and Il. It responds directly to the 

questions posed the first chapter with the goal of determining common and unique social and 

cultural factors within the community radio systems of Montréal and Montevideo. Hoping to 

facilitate positive and systematic change, we will determine common regulatory and ideological 

limitations to the successful advancement of community radio ane! propose basic social and 

Iegislative frameworks for creating enabling environments for this form of media. 



CHAPITRE 1
 

CONTEXTE ET PROBLÉMATIQUE
 

Since its advent, radio has served as a widespread and often primal")' l'orm of media in 

various corners of the world, large]y due to its financial and technical accessibility a11(1 ils 

definitive]y aura] nature. Thanks to relatively inexpensive costs for both radio media producer 

and listener, community radio has become a hub for citizen-Ievel social implication within the 

current commercial monopo]y-dominated environment of global media communications. Uscd 

as a tool of social communication, community radio can serve as a potent vehiclc loI' the 

demoeratization and demystification of information and media, enabling citi/.cns to uccess 

media as producers and consumers alike. While by its very definition community radio is 

tocused upon loca] concerns, it manifests itself on a broad national, regional, und intel'l1ational 

scale with a variety of coordination efforts and organizations. Within these divisions, a myriad 

of ideologies and ideals are at work constructing and sustaining a media funclamentally by and 

for citizens. 

Airwaves have been aitelllately appropriated and reserved for public usc since the early 

days radio. In North America, the concept of listener-sponsored radio began with the I()unding 

of radio station KPFA and their accompanying Pacifica Radio Foundution in San Francisco, 

California in ]949 (Fairchild, 2001). This model of community radio is perhaps that most 

widespread in North America today (King, 2002). In the case of Canadu, the first campus 

radio station began operating at Queen's University in 1922, but the first community stations 
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did not appear until the mid-1970's when stations were founded in Vancouver, Kitchener, 

Ottawa, and Montréal (Stevenson, Ward, and Kaestner, 20(4). Community-based radio stations 

in Latin America generally originate from two traditions. In 1947, Radio Sutatenza was 

founded in Colombia and set the stage for the development of what is now a substantial network 

of edllcational radio stations throughout Latin America embodied, in the organization of 

ALER ' . In 1952, twenty-six mining community radio stations in Bolivia formed a nctwork as a 

fllnctional and fundamental part of labour organizing and social resistance (Roblec1o, 1998, pp. 

11-12). Pirate radio stations - unlicensed and often clandestine - broadcast across Europe 

during the 1970's and 1980's in an effort to provide alternatives to public broadcastcrs which 

maintaincd a monopoly on the airwaves at this time (Collectif Radios Libres Populaires, 1978), 

ultimately resulting in the official authorization of local radio stations (UNESCO, Sanchez, 

2003, p.6). 

1.1 Mapping the Media: Resources, Property and Control 

While community media has developed substantially over the course of the prcvious 

century, commercial media has grown in an unrivaled manner. The increasing economic, 

political and social power of commercial media has been observcd by various combinations of 

Canad ian academ ic and governmental researchers since the 1970's (Gingras, 1999, pp. 31-34). 

The most recent and far-reaching studies within this set focus on Québec-basec1 media (Raboy 

20(0), the state of media concentration within Québec and Canada in the context of global 

comparison (Université Laval, 2006) and the overaJl health of the Canadian broadcaqjng 

system (Heritage Canada, 2003). American-based researchers have publishec1 nUlllerous stlldies 

on the state of American media and the effects of increased media monopolization on the 

American public and the international corpus of American media consumcrs (Sch i Ilcr, 1989; 

Bagdikian, 1992; McChesney 2004). Common themes among them illustrate the cresting 

privatization of the public sphere and the explicit relationships betwccn Ihis global phcnomena 

of media monopoly, global economy and communications regulation. As wc will explOl'c in thc 

ALE\{, the Asociaciôn Latinoalllcricana de Educaciôn Radiolùnica or the Latin-Al11erican RadiO
 
Education Association was foundcd in 1072. They can he I<wnd online at http://www.aler.org.ec
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foJlowing chapters, media use and media access are vital factors in the maintenance of 

democratic society. This concept is not new. What is new is the extensive levello which media 

systems and of our popular understanding of these systems have been consolidated by corporate 

networks of economic and communicational control. While this is a shift that has been 

obscrved since the very beginning of media regulation (Smythe, 1981), it has picked up 

exceptional speed since the 198ü's and appears to be accelerating. In 2()()4, threc companies 

controlled more than 50 Canadian commercial radio stations each whi le not one of [hem ownecJ 

more than 30 stations in 1999. Ten companies, owning hulf of the Canaclian commerciul 

broadcasting industry between them, take in 79% of the industry revenue. On a smaller scale. 

three private companies control close to 5()% of the commercial broudcasting inclustry in 

Québec. On the island of Montréal, there were 13 commercial broadcasters at this timc" 

compared to four campus-community broadcasters who are mandated to provicle media access 

within the greater Montréal community (Centre d'études sur les médias, 2(06). 

Studies on corporate media control in Latin America and much or the developing worlcl 

have historically focusecl on imbalances in the flow of information between these countries ancl 

the United States. Starting with the work of Armand Mattelart in Chile in 1972, they proceecled 

in the form the MacBride Commission in the early 198()'s and culls for a New World 

Information Order. The issues addressed in these debates were not necessuri Iy conccrncd 

primarily with media democratization, but rather the desire for local culture industries to ne 

afforded the opportunity to develop, commercially and otherwise. The earliest duta wc have 

been able to find on media concentration in Latin America dates to 1997 (Mustrini, 2()()6). 

Studies on media concentration in Latin America, such as Mastrini's JOl/malists und 7\'COOIIS : 

7he Structure and Concentration of Culture Industries in Latin America1 have been pcrformed 

in reccnt years, but are unfortunately not as widely available as their North Amcrican 

counterparts. We limit ourselves in the current discussion to the case of Uruguay, a country of 

2 The CRTC does not make puhlie statislies concerning eurrent or previous commercial liccnsing 
deeisions. The data availahlelhrough secondary sources should roughly resemhle the situation 
today. 

:1 Periodislas y Magnatcs. Eslructura y Concenlracjôn de las Industrias Culturales en Al11érica Latina. 
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roughly 3.5 million people. According to the most recent study on media concentration in this 

country (Barreiro, Lima, Romano and Stolovich, 20(4), 283 licensed commercial broadcasters 

currently operate in Urugual. The majority of economic and organizational power is 

concentrated in l'ive "l'ami lies". Studies on media concentration in Uruguay do not incorporate 

the concept of community media into their analysis, logically due to the continued illegalnaturc 

of these broadcasters and their restricted financial situation (we will explore this further in 

Chapter Five). 

As it is a universal natural resource, the radio spectrum used by ail forms of air-bolïlc 

communication is considered universally as the property of mankind. While the seLs of 

l'requencies considered technically suitable for communications use are managed globally by 

the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the actual allocation of frequcncies and 

their social applications are left to the management of each sovereign state. This has resultcd in 

<1 plelhora of communication and media models which have devcloped according to the 

particular political, social and economic histories and on-going realities of each state. The 

media systems addressed within the CUITent study present two very different developmental 

histories in terms of structural and regulatory development. ln each case wc have the common 

factor of a well-documented and worrisome domination of the public Sp<lCC of media by 

increasingly ccntralized private interests and accompanying regulatory frameworks (or lack 

thereot) which support this privatization of the public sphere. 

Having enjoyed a legitimacy of sorts due to longstanding Iegislation, Canada's 

community radio system - in terms of ils regulatory structure - is routinely considercd as an 

ideal model for other states. A 2003 UNESCO study of community radio legislation in 13 

countries evaluated nine countries5 where community radio has no leg<ll sLalus in comparison to 

the four where it is most explicitly legitimate : Canada, Australia, South Africa and Colombia 

4 This sludy has not heen puhlishecl for one rcason or anothn. Their authors Iwve quite gennously 

macle Ihem availahlc 10 us. 

:i Argentina, HI Salvador, Ghana, India, Lchanon, Philippines, Polancl, Spain and Uruguay. 
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(UNESCO, Sânchez, 2003, p. 98). The coordinators of a CUITent (May-August 2(06) 

comparative study of community radio JegisJation conducted by AMARC-ALC(' had initially 

hoped to use the Canadian model as ~m example of best practices for enabling this form of 

media7 Jndeed, the community broadcasting sector has been enshrined in the Broadeasting Act 

(Government of Canada, 1991) as a vital part of the Canadian broaclcasling syslem - the olher 

two sectors being commercial and public. Telecommunications regulation in Canada is highly 

defined and organized. The social policy of broadcasting regulation is operationally separalc 

from the technical management of the radio spectrum. Within the Canadian broadcasting 

mode!, the State centrally defines the structure of the national broadcasting system and lhat of 

ils eomponents, allowing for regular public input on this structure through a system of cyclical 

and regular sector evaluation. As we shall examine in detail in Chapter 4, while community 

broadcasting is noted as a vital national sector, it has been historieally underfunded and is 

defined as an alternative to the commercial and public broadcasting seetors rather than as a 

unique entity unto itself. While the commercial domination of radio broadcasting in terms of 

audicnce, broadcasting range and revenue have been weil documented, therc are ICw Icgal 

barriers to continued concentration of ownership and domination of the national broadeasting 

system. Likewise, there are few, if any, frameworks in place to assure the viability and 

sustaÎnability of community-based non-commercial radio. 

The governments of Uruguay have historically been unable or unwilling to address the 

regulation of telecommunications in a comprehensive and serious manner (Kaplûn, 20(5). 

Radio licenses had been granted by presidential clecree until 2001 when URSr:C, lhe 

telecommunications reguJator, was created (Government of Uruguay, 20(1). To this clay, 

management of the radio spectrum lies in the hands of the Ministry of Defense. Thcrc is no 

CUITent legislation on community radio in Uruguay nor has there ever becn. Radio stations of 

6 AMARC-Amériea Latina y Carioe is the Lalin Amcriean and Cariobcan arlll or AM!\RC. 
7 The alilhor parlicipaled in lhis sllldy as the Illain researchcr responsioll: l'or Canada. A coml'éu,llivc 

stlldy or cOllllllllnity radio legislalion in 16 cOllnlries, this sllldy willllilimatcly oe presented 10 thc 
Inler-American Human Righls Commission in Oclooer 2006 and Ill,lke recollllllendalions [ùr 
creating legal and social systems which en able the praelicc or cOllllllunily radio. 
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this type have historically been identified by the authorities as "pirate" or "Iow-power" rad io 

stations. One URSEC proposai for the regulation of community radio in 2002 would have 

granted these stations legitimacy but limited them to a broadcast range of 1.5 kilometers 

(Goverllment of Uruguay, 2002) - a standard also seen in Chile (Yânez Uribe and RodrÎguez 

L1ona, 2(01). Since the election of a progressive Uruguayan government in November 2004, 

AMARC-ALC has worked with UNESCO, local community radio coordillators and local social 

organizations to develop model legislation for proposaI to Parliament. At a May 2005 

UNESCO/AMARC-ALC seminal' themed around this model legislation, Uruguayan vlce

president Rodolfo Nin Novoa announced that his recently elected government would legalize 

community radio (Curuchet, Girola and Orcajo, 2006, p. 21). As of today, there has been no 

formai advancement of the legal status of community-based radio in Uruguay. Similar to the 

case of Canada, the government has taken no pro-active steps in slowing or diversifying the 

centralization of privately owned media nor in creating frameworks for enabling sustainable 

community media. 

1.2 Community Radio in the Written Public Sphere 

Upon reviewing the literature informing the problematic of media democratization, one 

quickly encounters an extensive canon of literature demonstrating and analyzing the state of 

commercial market-driven media. However, the examinatioll of alternatives to this form of 

media is quite limited in both scope and methods of analysis, leaving a void for researchers and 

practitioners in terms of both theory and primary research data. 

1.2.1 Monopol ized Media 

Media concentration has been studied in Canada since 1970 (Raboy, 1990, pp. 2(0). 

Throughout this time, various federal committees, commissions and researchers have regularly 

examined the state of Canada's media system, often making subsequent proposais to the 

governmellt. Continuing in this tradition is the work of the Centre d'études sur les médias at 
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l'Université Laval which regularly provides in-depth analysis of the state of media concentration 

in Québec and Canada while providing global comparisons8
. Yet while there are 39 community 

radio stations operating in Québec, more than any other province in Canada, none of the CEM's 

studies take into account the subject of community radio. Similarly, Les médias quéhécois: 

Presse, radio, télévision, inforoute, the last academic tome to extensively dissect Québecois 

media, explores in great detail the structure and socio-economic power of commercial media in 

Québec while biefly noting the existence of community radio (Raboy, 1999, pp. 27-28). This is 

perhaps due to the fact that, unlike the commercial and public broadcasting sectors, there has 

never been a comprehensive study of community radio in Canada. 

Other works, originating in the United States but of great relevance to the general state 

of multi-national media enterprises, address the problematic of media democratization in a 

similar manner. Now in its seventh edition, The Media Monopoly demonstrates the extent to 

which the entirety of American media is dominated by an incredible minority of companies 

(Bagdikian, 2004). Robert McChesney illustrates, 111 particular, the extent of corporate 

domination of the airwaves in the United States. In The Prohlem of the Media : u.s. 
Communication Politics in the 2/" Century, he extensively documents the effects of commercial 

broadcast lobbying on telecommunication regulation (McChesney, 2(04). Tt is the summary 

opinion of these authors that the use of electronic media and social practices of media use must 

be fundamentally and primarily altered through political means. The authors use the poor state 

of community broadcasting as an example of the harm done by monopolized media. At no 

time, however, do they consider the development of community broadcasting as a viable 

alternative to the commercial media monopolies to which they are so steadfastly opposed. In 

doing sa, they too relegate this form of media to a state of marginal consideration. While 

focusing their efforts on de-constructing the monopolized media machine, they never concretely 

address a serious operational question : how do we practically construct a national system of 

media that is not primarily driven by market and profit and at risk of monopolization and 

8 Le centre d'éludes sur les médias can be found on-line al hup:l/www.cem.laval.ca 
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consolidation? 

1.2.2 Case Studies : Their Practical Applications and Practical Limitations 

While North American commercial media is often examined as a broad and mttlli

faceted system composed of parties that interact in various terms of function and economy. 

community media is predominantly approached through the practice of single-subject case 

studies. These are generally presented within lwo conlexts : 1) examination of a single 

community radio station as the subject of a masters' thesis and, 2) as examples of successful 

democratic media practice within broader theoretical examinations. Past maslers' theses have 

approached community radio as a form of "autonomous media" (Dubois, 2(05), a social 

structure lor community dialogue (Schulman, 1985), and as a place for cultural and social self

represenlalion (Belibi Mengueme, 1998). Others have approached community radio in terms of 

relalions of power, exercised and structured through regulatory policy (Kaltenback, 1992; 

Monk, 1997) and within theoretical explorations on democratic media use (Senecal, 1983). In 

each of these works, the authors foc us upon either one single radio station or upon the 

amorphous whole of the community radio sector. We have found no North American studies 

which examine the sector in a manner that incorporates multiple stations as a sampling of the 

larger national system nor studies which incorporate the international movement of community 

radio. 

Single-subject case studies of community radio are occasionally present in the 

theoretical discussion of media democratization. The Invisible Medium examines traditions of 

public broadcasting in a number of social settings and explores the marginalization of public 

communication both in policy debatesand national broadcasting systems (Lewis and Booth, 

1990). It incorporates examples of public broadcasting (BBC) as weil as brief examples of 

community radio in North America, ltaly, France and a number of developing countries. In 

contrast, Community Radio and Public Culture situates this media in the midst of dominant 

North American commercial media and investigates its potential to create social networks of 
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resistance. After charting the history of community media in contrast to dominant commercial 

forms, the author continues with a study of a Toronto, Ontario-based community radio station 

as a means of crystallizing his theory into practice (Fairchild, 2001). [n a book developed along 

similar lines, Kevin Howley explores the place of community media in contemporary society 

and the example of his local community radio station, in addition to three other comlllunity 

media groups, to explore his theoretical findings (Howley, 2005). Howley's book presents a 

unique effort to address the problematic separation of theory and practice in examining 

community media and it very much in the same spirit that we approach the current study. 

ln recent years, a number of books have presented collections of case studies with the 

goal of serving as inspiration to other community media practitioners. Bruce Girard's A 

Passion for Radio provides a diverse set of community radio examples with the purpose of 

facilitating the interchange of experiences among community broadcasters everywhere (Girard, 

1992). Similarly, Making Waves : Staries of Participatory Communication for Social Change 

(Dagron, 2001) compiles a vast array of experiences from ail corners of the world providing 

inspirational stories for audiences of fellow media practitioners. These studies tend to limit 

themselves to examples of "best practices" in order to prove, to an extent, how community 

media can succeed in spite of myriad challenges worldwide. This is incredibly valuable work 

for an international sector of media which, by design and necessity, relies predominantly upon 

the strength, inspiration and labour its communities in order to survive and succeed in socio

economic and lega[ spaces where it is marginalized and restrained. That said, there are few 

studies which attempt to rectify this state of marginalization through concrete action. 

C1emencia Rodriguez9 attempts to do so by re-defining alternative media practices and 

structures as citizens' media. In Fissures in the Mediascape, she traces the histories of four 

citizen-based media experiences in four different international settings. Similar to Howley's 

work, Rodriguez presents diverse exampJes in which media institutions have become viable and 

popular centres for community participation. By re-positioning "alternative" media as citizens' 

9	 Clemcncia Rodriguez is a professor in the department of communication al the University of 
Oklahoma. Online: http://faculty-staff.ou.edufR/Ciemencia.Rodriguez-l/default.html 
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media, she attempts to i11ustrate how eommunity-based media can effectively acquire a central 

raIe within local and global communities. Seen in this manner, media which is situated around 

citizens and communities can effectively beeome dominant popular forms of media through 

their prevalence, local relevance and community participation as opposed to markeL control. 

1.2.3 Canadian Broadcasting : System-focused Studies 

There have been no studies that examine communiLy radio in Canada as a system unto 

ÎLself nor as a significanL part of the national broadcasting system. While numerous Canadian 

governmental sLudies have examined the state of the counLry's broadcasL system, the mosL recenL 

being the 2003 Heritage Canada reporL "Our Cultural Sovereignty : The Second Century of 

Canadian Broadcasting" (Heritage Canada, 2003), the state of communiLy broadcasting is never 

addressed in earnest. Nor has iL been fully explored as a subject of academic or sector-bascd 

research. As i Ilustrated above, numerous single-subjecL case sLudies have been conducted, 'YCL 

North American research in this field has not matured beyond this point. The po.,;sible reasons 

for this are numerOLlS. Media scholars have studied commercial media t()r decades, buL have 

consistently avoided the consideration of non-commercial community-based media, resulLing in 

LI fundamental lack of theory with which to explore the medium (Howley, 2005, p. 5) as weil as 

a lack of research resources for students, teachers and practiLioners alike. The formai 

associations of community radio in Canada have also been unable LO conducL a study of their 

sector, this due to lack offunding rather than lack of interesL 'o Commercial media has not only 

dominated the informaLional public sphere, but has monopolized the focus ;lI1d resources of 

media analysis as weil. 

1.3 Alternative Approaches to Broadcast System Analysis in LaLin America 

Recent studies in Latin America provide examples of working alLernatives Lo Lhis 

approach to research which historical!y privileges commercial media at the deLrimenL 01' 

commllnity media. In 2001, a diagnostic study was condllcted by researchers in Chile which set 

10	 The au Lhor is a Illemher or the Board or Direclors or the National Campus and Comillunily Radio 
Association which is currently (Jum; 2(06) considering the possihilily or conducting such a s\udy. 
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out to examine the state of the nation's community radio system - at this pointlimited legally to 

a maximum broadcast range of 1.5 kilometers and otherwise lacking infrastructure and 

resources (Y<iiiez Uribe and RodrÎguez Llona, 2(01). Radios col11ul1itarius y de mll1imu 

coberatura" traces the history of community radio in Chile and its social roles alongsicle thc 

development of regulation of the medium. It then evaluates the state of 14 stations in various 

parts of the country in order to determine the health of the national system as a wholc. This 

same year, AMARC-ALC and ALER published a diagnostic of community radio across Latin 

America. Having witnessed numerous socio-economic crises throughout the continent, they 

organized teams of researchers in 12 of 19 countries with the goal of evaluating the health of 

individual community broadcasters, community radio associations and ultimately the hcalth or 

the movement as a whole (Geerts and van Oeyen, 2(01). Two years later, the same groups 

reorganizcd this research as a series of 32 in-depth studies of the finest examples of community 

broadcasting in Latin America (Geerts, van Oeyen and Villamayor, 20(3). Rather than frame 

community radio in opposition to commercial and broadcasters, relegating it to dcfinition as an 

"alternative" to dominant forms of media production and media use, these studies examine their 

subjects according to their unique values and functions. 

On a smaller scale, three studies have attempted to illustrate the state of community 

radio in Uruguay, each employing a sampling of stations rathcr than incorporating the whole (a 

veritable impossibility due to limited human and financial resources). 1998 saw the publication 

of two of these studies - one in the form of a book and the other as a university honours' thesis. 

Working within an environment where the government was openly hostile to community radio 

stations (several were shut down this year), the authors present the history ancl thcn-current 

state of community radio in the urban setting of Montevideo (Bouissa, Curuchet and Orcajo, 

1998; Robledo, 1998). Perhaps emblematic of the situation of community broadcasting in 

Uruguay and academic research of this type in general, the book has gone out of print, Ieaving 

the authors without copies and a few chapters posted on the Internet. Thc honours' thesis is only 

Il "Coll1lnunily and low-power radios". 
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available at the library of Universidad Cat61ica in Montevideo, Uruguay. More recenlly, a third 

study has examined five Uruguayan community radio stations in great detail, pcrfonning 

audience analysis, programming content analysis and extensive interviews with station 

members while tracing the history of the development of community radio in this country. 

Again, due to lack of resources, research that had been initially performed in 20m was 

ultimalely an<Jlyzed, synthesized <Jnd published in 2006 (Curuchet, Girola and Orcajo, 2006, p. 

11-12) during which Lime the political situation of community media in Ihis counLry has 

changed gre<Jtly. Nevertheless, the rese<Jrchers provide a formidable methodology lor 

me<Jsuring the success <Jnd relevance of community radios in a situation where the listcncrship 

surveys typical to North America simply do not function and one which can possibly be 

adapted to other environments. They also provide at'] up-to-date history of community radio 

which takes into account the recent political changes (although interview data docs not)I". 

1.3.1 Combining Research Traditions 

Community radio provides the ideaJ subject for a study capable of leveraging the 

opposing theories and histories of North America and Latin America in order Lo identify the 

possibilities for media democratization in each setting. International in scope, it is a movcmcnt 

with as many histories as members. The studies presented in this chapter have providcd us with 

exnmples of single-subject case studies (which we use as a tool rather than ,IS ,1 primary ami 

singular source) and of cross-cultural theoretical analysis (upon which we shall expand). Thus, 

we will be adapting the most appropriate research practices present in each stucly type in orcier 

to ovcrcomc thcir inherent limitations. We approach this work in a manncr which will allow us 

both the methodological f1exibility necessary to study an under-resourced field of media while 

simultaneously generating tiers of case-study data. Single-subject case studies will be 

pcrformcd in order to facilitate large-scale system studics. In addition, by cxamining 

community radio on both a local and internntional, cross-cultural scnle, we hope to discern the 

common and divergent ideals and reaJities of community radios in relation to Lheir local 

12	 Fktwccn May-AuguSl200S, wc interviewed many or the samc individuals. Wc rinally hecalllc 
awarc or this sllIdy in Novemher 200S and received a copy in May 2000. 
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audiences as weil as their historical and current sociopolitical contexts. 

In a departure from research traditions which typically measure successl'uJ media use 

Ihrough audience or market domination, we instead consider social communication and the 

creation of spaccs for continuai social dialogue to be central f"actors for our investigation. 

Understanding these factors to be central to the social role of community radio, we also strivc 

for this study to be action-based as weil as research driven. Thus this work acquires Iwo 

distinct goals. First, through the examination of community radio within Montevideo, Uruguay 

and Montréal, CanJda, we hope to determine the roles which this media plays in relation to the 

unique social, politicaJ and economic structures in which they operate. We will simultaneously 

observe the effects of our research process upon the subjects and structures which it examines. 

ls it possible, over the course of our research, to facilitate dialogue and self-examination within 

the comJnunity radio structures and regulatory structures we examine'! WhiJe this second goal 

is nol primary, it will be used as a manner of informally measuring the success of our research 

and potentially provide examples for future research design. 

lA Object of Research 

Herein, we will examine the similarities and differences betwecn community radio in 

Montevideo, Uruguay and in Montréal, Québec, Canada in terms of the use this media in the 

active construction of citizenship within the mediatized public sphere while taking into account 

the social, political, and economic structures and histories of each locale. 



CHAPITRE II
 

CADRE THÉORIQUE
 

ln order to consider community media as a means of communication unto itsel r', to the 

exclusion of commercial media and the dominant conceptions of media use which accompany 

it, wc must assemble a unique set of theoretical tools. While such tools have been c1cvcloped 

and rclïned for the examination of commercial mass media, one finds a sparsely populateel and 

Iragmcnted assembly of theory with which to evaluate community media. This is espccially the 

case in North America where the private media sector has made a substantial claim to the 

public comprehension of media, its creation, use and regulation. Within this study, wc rely 

lIpon Occidental traditions of media monopoly amJlysis in order to contextualize the role ot" 

community media. However, our analytical approach is primarily informed by Latin American 

traditions of communication research. fn this chapter, we wi!.1 explore a body of thenry which 

permits u,s to understand media lise in fundamentally human terms in order to cvaillatc media 

institutions and their sociopolitical frameworks according community-based measures of 

suceess rather than traditional profit-focused indicators. To this end, we will examine dominant 

and alternate notions of community media, democracy, and citizenship and the situation of 

these concepts within theories of media use. Thus, before proceeding furthcr, we will examine 

some ol'these distinct terms for the ,sake of precision and c1arity. 
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2.1	 Theorizing Non-commercial Media 

The contemporary history of non-commercial media in North America and Western 

Europe is one of social, political and intellectual evolution throughout which we encounter a 

number of theoretical approaches to understanding media use and consuillption. Rather than 

trace the progress of each approach, we will instead present thase IIIost prevalent taday, 

ultimately determining thase of most relevance to our current task. 

2.1.1 Alternative Media / Autonomous Media 

Alternative media is a term which originales in the 1960's and furthcr developed in the 

1980's-90's underground of cultural production. The pervasiveness of the ward "alternative" 

wiLhin both academic and quotidian cultural analysis has linked the phrase to various vehicles 

or dissemination ranging from radio to print publications. Media that is "alternative" tends 10 

be produced and consumed on a small-scale, serving niche audiences. In North America, these 

media have developed along defined political and aesthetic lines. Alternative media in Latin 

America tend ta be explicitly political and alternative artistic expressions of culture have anly 

recently begun ta be integrated l1 
. While alternative media may not always be de1ïned by a 

primary palitical objective, it generally aims to provide media spaces for thase unl'avaurcd by 

established networks of media expression (Atton, 2(02). That said, media of this sort does not 

neeessarily attempt to provide viable alternatives to commercial mass media. Instead. 

specialized media spaces tend to exist outside the dominant social sphcre rather than pravide a 

direct challenge to il. 

Autonomous media works to ad vance the broad ideals of media access similar to those 

of alternative media, but through a slightly different meLhod. This approach Lo media came into 

locus with the creation and subsequent development of Independent Media Centres as pJrt of 

the growth of the anti-globalization movement in 2000 (Dubais, 2005, p. 44). In thi,s contcxt, 

media is a tool ta be put at the hands of social Illovements and politically active cOlllmunitics 

13	 In Chapter !-'ïve, we will see Ihis cxelllpliricd in the cOllllllunity raciio slations or Montcvidco, 
Uruguay. 
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and individuals. It is seen as a tool of defense against capitalist media, operating indcpencJently 

of eapitalist media structures and thus understaad as "autonomous". This is alsa a media that 

relies primarily upon Internet technologies (Dubois, 2(05) As new technologies arc 

increasingly integrated into dominant commercial media practices they are equally claimecJ hy 

thase who aim to appropriate them for alternate uses. The study al' alternative Illedia has 

rallowed in kind with much hope given ta the "patentially lioerating eflect of communication 

and information technologies" (Howley, 2005, p. Il), adding to the momentulll of a quickly 

expanding international movement. For media activists operating within broader reglilated 

social media systems, the as-yet-unreglilated space of the Internet is often seen as ideal ground 

for untcthered self-expression and self-representation. However, we will posit that while this 

rmntier may appear fundamentally emancipatory, it is ouilt upon UJleven graund. The mcdium 

of the Internet privileges those with the access and expertise to take advantage of sa id 

technology and the financiaJ and basic technological means to take part in il. While the 

Internet is indeed an ideal venue for policy deoate, its backbone is largely owned by privatè 

cnterprise (Worthen, 20(6) and final policy decisions ultimately lie, ta a large extent, in the 

hands of the United States government (MueHer, 20(4). We find it counteractive to engage in 

debate and action concerned with media democratization within this world of privately owned 

and managed networks while avoiding direct confrontation with aur glohal and local systems of 

communication, their natllnll resources, and their dictating policies. Both alternative media and 

autonomOllS media traditions have a tendency to create media-driven Subcllitures while rel'using 

to engage the greater whole of society. In doing so, they potentially marginalize themselves as 

weil as other actors within the global debate over media monopolizatian and democratizatian. 

While we are in accord with the urgent need for media alternatives and media evolution 

advocated by those most ardently active in this movement, we believe that strategies 101' thc 

advancement of alternative media pnlctices must be revisited and refïned. 
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2.1.2 Community Media / Citizens' Media 

Community media institutions are based on a guiding ideology of participatory 

inclusion. They aim to provide open and accessible spaces in which community members and 

distinct communities themselves can interact and make their voices heard within the larger 

expanse of society and media. Through an emphasis on participation, these media institutions 

work to break down the barriers that traditionally exist between media content producer ,1I1d 

recel ver. Community media provide a media cJimate for socially and economically 

disadvantaged and marginalized groups while recognizing that the m,ùority or society is 

disadvantaged and marginalized in terms of media access. At the hear! of this practice is the 

understanding that freedom of expression is a fundamental human right which must bc 

extended to aIl. Most community media projects work with media that is pervasivc and 

accessible to typical consumers such as radio, television and print. While alternative and 

autonomous media movements tend to define themselves outside the bounds of the State, 

community media organizations often negotiate the space between the State and society-at

large. With self-expression understood as a human right, it is in par! the raie of the State to 

ensure its protection and facilitation and it is the right of' everybody to oe an active participant 

in the use of media, l'rom creation through consumption. By engaging State policy makers and 

community members, media systems of this sort actively work towards a structural 

democratization of media resources. Historically, this has resulted in a variety of support 

programs for community media. In Québec, the Minister of Culture and Communications has 

fLlnded community media projects since the 1970's through its Programme d'aide aux médias 

communautaires (PAMECt. On a national level, the Canadian Television Fund " provides 

substantial funding to independent media producers and the planning or a national funding 

mechanism for Canadian community radio is underwa/6
. Similar governrnental funding 

14 The Progmmme d'aide aux médias communaulaires is funded and managed hy Ihe Ministère (le la 

Culture el des COllllllunications du Quéhec. Online: 

http://www.l1lcc.gouv.qe.ca/i nciex. php?ici= 1999. 

15 hllp://www.canadiantelcvisionfund.ca 
16 The author is the Chairperson of lhe RaciioFunci commillee 01' lhe Nalional Campus and 

Comlllunily Radio Association and is currently involved in the developlllent of this l'und. This l'und 

will opera te independently 01' Icderal and provincial governments. 
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programs exist for community media in a variety of countries (AMARC-ALc' 2006; Stevenson, 

2006). 

The concept of "citizens' media" is an advancement of lhis understanding of 

community media which seeks to group the great variety of non-commercial media practices 

together as a singular and workable whole. As Clemencia Rodriguez details in Fis.\ures ifl rhe 

Mediascape, there exist a plethora of terms for non-commercial, community and humanity

based media practices : "Local media, community media, participatory media, independent 

media, popular media, indigenous media, self-governing media, emancipatory media, and 

radical media" (Rodriguez, 2003, p. 63). A number of practitioners éllld analysts or these media 

have historically defined the function of these media groups according to an oppositional 

paradigm in which they are working towards the emancipation of media resources l'rom the 

hands of corporate monopolies (Dubois, 20(5). Rather than considering these forms of non

commercial media in contrast to one another, the concept of citizens' media llnderstancls lhem 

as common goals with divergent operational strategies. "Despite their geographic, economic, 

and cultural differences, they ail have one thing in common : they express the will and agency 

of a human community confronting historical marginalizing and isolating forces, whatevcr 

these may be." (Rodrigllez, 2003, p. 63). Key to the advancement and realization of citizens' 

media is the understanding of the term "citizen" and the construcl of the citizen within a 

democratic social structure. Tt is lhrough the c1evelopment of these notions that we will begin to 

concretely locate community media use within the communicational frameworks of society. 

2.1.3 Citizenship in North America 

Throughout these chapters we make a concerted effort to present and analyse the 

panicularities of our sllbject l'rom a quolidian perspective - the perspective of those mosl 

in frequently afforded the opportunity to do so. True to the management structure of modern 

technocracies, the rights of the governed are managed by specialists in the constitution and 

governance of those rights. In North America, there exists a substélntial divide between the,se 
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two groups. Rather than manage our social structures by means of active constituant 

consultation, we are more often represented by the proxy of elected officiais in concert with 

appointecl or hired functionaries. A primary intersection between governors and the governed 

is historically found in the concept of citizenship. Western concepts of citizenship have been 

historically dcfincd as membership within a political social structure - that manag.ed hy Ihe 

State. Individuals do not necessarily have the means nor the opportunity to participate in the 

dehates over social policies which effect their lives and the future of their society. Indced, as 

citizens, we are entiLied to certain rights rather than social functions or l'oies. Citizcnship. in 

this structure, is a fairly passive and constricted social function. Ir we consider the l'ole of the 

State in creating the social policies of media use, the displacement of the individual l'rom 

possible implication in the formulation of such policies is almost absolute l7 While many 

democratic states have guiding ideals which define the rights of their citizens, thesc rights do 

not necessarily permeate through social management structures nor to the regular and active 

participation of the public lR 
• For instance, while Canada's Charter of Rights and rreedoms 

endows its social membership with the "freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, 

including freedom of the press and other media of communication" (Department of .Justice. 

1982), communications policy-makers do not actively incorporate thesc ideals into their work 

(Amodeo, 2(06). The combination of these factors which facilitate the structural abscnce of 

the quotidian citizen from the framework in which his/her social rights are defined has Icd to 

what has been identified as a "pervasive social authoritarianism" that pervades the unequal and 

hierarchical organisation of social relations as a whole (Dagnino, 200S)'<J. As we will sec, 

North American practices of citizenship and their enabling social and political structures are 

very ,similar to those which were prevalent in Latin America during years of dictatorship and 

subsequent democratic neo-liberal regimes. Thus, we will look towurds the ongoing 

17 ln Chuplers Four and Five, we will consider, in grealer deplh, the mie or Ihe puhlic in Ihe 
rormulalion or communication policy and the acccssihi lily or sueh proccsses. 

18 For èxampk, vOling is not obligatory in North Amcriea hut il' requircd in many Latin Amcrican 
eountrics. 

IY This concept will he considcrcd morc dccply through exumination or communications rcgulalory 
poliey in Chaptcrs Four and Fivc. 
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reformulation of citizenship and democratic social participation in Latin America in order to 

consider a model which seeks to actively engage individuals in the management and evolution 

of political and social communities. 

2.1.4 Citizenship in Latin America 

"Without the experience of sickness, there can be no health. And without the fact or 

oppression, there can be no practice of resistance and no notion of rights ... Wherever 

there was (and is) oppression - and Europe had no monopoly on oppression in history 

- there must come into being a conception of rights." (Mamdani, cited in Nyamll

Musembi,2(05). 

Recent developments in Latin American social movements and in the local academie 

analysis of these movements provide us with an approach to understanding citizenship in which 

primacy is given to quotidian perspectives. In the time since the l'ail of most Latin Amcrican 

dictatorships in the 1980's (in the case of our current study, Uruguay's dictatorship spanncd 

l'rom 1973-1984), large social networks have developed outside the State, providing a selting loI' 

the reconstitution of social ties based primarily upon the active participation of individllals 

(Alvarez, Dagnino, and Escobar, 1998, p. 16; Fonseca, 20(5). The socio-historical proccss of 

dictatorship has thus allowed for a unique social understanding of human rights and needs. 

North America has known civil rights movements seeking the extension of basic social rights lo 

specific sections of society - usually defined by race, sexual preterence, class or gender. The 

basic rights of man were themselves defined largely during the fOllnding of North American 

nalions, the broad extension of these the resliit of social struggle and socio-polilical evolulion. 

However, during the process of dictatorship in Latin America, rights have been ddined in 

retrograde, the State becoming a central controller of rights rather than lheir carelaker. The 

definition of rights is as integral to their suppression as il is to their advancemenl ane! 

preservation. During the continuing process of democratization, community organizations have 
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become of viLaI importance to the organization of society outside the bounds or the State as 

weil as acting as an interface to the State. ln this manner, they have played a key role in 

evolving practices and structures of democracy through derining and enacting the role of the 

social citizen"ll. "Citizenship (has become) a prominent notion in the last decades becausc it 

has also been recognized as a crucial weapon not only in the struggle against social ami 

economic exclusion and equality, but - most importantly - in the widening of ciominant 

conceptions of politics itself" (Dagnino, 2005, p. 1). 

While there are a variety of approaches to citizenship in Latin America, we will limil 

ourselves to those which have sprung from the evolution of social movements during posl

diclatorship periods. The best known practices have their origins in Brasil. Models for 

l'acilitating citizen participation in traditionally State-driven tasks such as the formulation and 

approval or municipal budgets have been developed here and increasingly adopted elsewhere, 

including Montréal"'. ft is important that we consider the potential for extra-stalal mcchanisms 

of social organizing and the role that this form of organizing plays by crealing a social spacc (<Jr 

political debate. Through such mechanisms, individuals are able to collectively organize and 

advance popular causes to a state of broad social realization. Within the space of our CUITent 

study, we will consider the facilitation of active non-statal citizenship wilhin Ihe framework or 

community radio and organizations related to this movement. Definecl within this scope, 

community radio stations and their related organizations provide mechanisms [or collective 

social development in a number of manners similar to the movements which have catalysed 

social change in Latin America. As we will explore in the folJowing chapters, thcse 

mechanisms manifest themselves at three distinct yet interconnected levels. Communities and 

individuals organize within the social and media space of communily radio stations; 

associations of like-minded stations work together for the benefit of Iheir members and oflen 

20 Please sœ Chapler f-oïvc roI' rurlhcr discussion or Ihc cvoiulion or cOl11l1lunily radio and social 
l1lovclllcnLs in Uruguay. 

21 Le Pluleau-dc-Monlr6al is currcnlly conducling Ihe lïrsl parlicipalory oudgCl inilialive wilhin tile 
cily or Monlr6al. InrOrmalion on the inilimivc Gill hc round onlinc: 
hl (p://vi Ile.lllon1rcal.qc.ca/porta I/pagc')_pagcid=98,2993584&_c1ad=porwl &_schel1la= P()1<'1'/\ L 
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serve as a direct interface with the State; and international organizations unite a diverse range 

of community radio stations and serve·as a global representative of an international movement. 

Following l'rom this base, we will continue by considering community radio as a citizen-based 

social communication structure through which a true democratization of media use can be 

attained. 

2.2 Democratizing Communication: More Than Speaking Louder 

Media plays a fundamental and pervasive role in our individuallives and in the manner 

by which we are represented within society. It is a tool of social proLagonism, instilling within 

us knowledge, providing access to knowledge and contributing to the formation of opinions 

while enabling us Lo disseminate this information to others by various Illeans and to variolls 

ends. We live in a world which is overwhelmingly and inescapably mcdiaLized. This is both a 

common facL of life and a social framework which permeaLes throughout the developcd and 

developing worlds, albeit to a greater extenL within urban centres. To be present in the mcdia is 

to be represented within the greater whole of society, to be present in the greater imagination. 

In our conLemporary world, such representation is usually carried out by olhers - lar'gely by 

media protessionals who serve as our proxy. This representalion-by-proxy is predominantly 

exhibited in a relationship of inequality which privileges the emitler 10 information and Lhus 10 

the power inherenl 10 this possession. While the holder of information attains and rctains a 

privileged state of power, the receptor is confined to the status of consumer, a problematie 

further compounded by Lhe dominance and concentration of commercial mass media (MarLÎn

Barbero, 2004, p. 299). This has become a template for the popular ulldcrstanding of 

successful media and successful social communication. Accordingly, the popular 

comprehension of society's larger role in media use and communication has been reduccd to 

that of a consuming mass, a passively receptive audience rather the.lll actively interpretive 

rcsponder. Effectiveness and success are gauged through the efficiency of message delivery 10 

a defined audience (i.e. number of television spectator-consumers or radio listeners). Ncither 

dialogue nor the negotiation inherent to social communication is parL of the equation. Evidence 
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of this situation can be seen in the inability of community radio within "First World" urban 

centres to devise adequate methodologies with which to measure their effcctiveness, instead 

relying on stati stics of "J istenershi p" as opposed to community participation (1021, 2(06). Th is 

situation can also be observed in the inability of teJecommunications regulators 22 to address 

community radio as a form of distinct media (Amodeo, 20(6) ancl in the unique position of 

listenership ratings and profit margins 8S measures for success in commercial radio. 

The structural éllienation of the individuéll élS a communicational pratagonist can be 

seen as evidence of a more fundamentéll political and social crisis (Martin-B<.lrbero, 20()4, p. 

~13) in which inequality at the level of social communication via mcdi<.l use has not only 

become acceptable but is now the prevalent norm. A social statc identilïcd in our carlier 

discussion of citizenship as "social authoritarianism", evidence can oc secn in the dominant 

success of corporate mass media and the correlative footprint which it has been granted both in 

legislalion and public imagination. Change in one of these areils is likely contingent on change 

in the other. The mainten<.lnce of democr<.lcy h<.ls long been viewed as <.l central raie of the 

media with philosophers eternally espousing the importance of a well-inlormed citizcnry. 

While democracy is not necessarily based on absolute equality, il is based upon adequate 

representation of self as citizen within social and political structures. Thal said, how dacs onc 

<.ldequately engage in citizenship via media use in a society which is largely lll<Jssitïed (Yanez 

Urioe, 2005, p.3)? In more direct and pmctic<.ll tenns, can we create broad social and legal 

frameworks which facilitate the popular use of media as a means of social communic<.llion') 

In order to address such a question, we musl first address the underlying issues noted 

élbove. We must re-envision media itseJf as a sociopolitical and economic construct as wcll as 

revisiting notions of successful communiciltion and successful media (Martin-Barbera, 2004, p. 

3(2). Success can be neither simple reception nor successful emission, rather ils definition 

22	 CRTC cOl1llllunily radio policy defines campus-collllllunily radio slations in lelïllS or Illarkets. As 
shall he exalllineti in Chapter Four, cOl1lmunily radio in Canada has been dclïned as an ailernaliVL' 
ln cOlllmercial and puhlic hroadcaslers. 
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must be prodl1ct of the negotiation inherent to communication and the resulting social effects. 

Today, dominant media models are profit and sales-driven. In re-envisioning media and 

communications we must break from the dominant model of media which has historically 

favoured commercial and state enterprise over civil and public organization. Policy and politics 

are largely driven by what are defined and represented as economic realities while harder-to

measure factors such as social, cultural, and democratic benefits become secondary topics of 

discussion or are perceived as positive by-prodl1cts of economics (Martîn-Barbero, 2005, p. 

3(6). Only by adopting strategies that place these social, cultural and democratic values at the 

centre of social debate and awareness can this situation change. 

2.2.1 Alternate Models of Communication and Media Use 

Dominant mode!s for communication and media use in North American consistently 

privilege the transmitterlemitter of messages over the receiver of these messages. This 

persistent inequality makes itself known on four interrelated levels. On a broad social scale, 

mas,s media is understood within a uni-directional, audience-driven mode!. The corporate 

monopolization of these forms of media has served to further designate this model as a social 

norm by obstructing the feasibility of practical alternatives that can function on equal scale. 

This has been practiced through dominance of market as weil as dominance of natural resources 

in the case of radio broadcasting2J 
. Following in kind, media policy makers and reglliators in 

North America dedicate the majority of their resollrces to the lIpkeep of these corporate media 

systems (Amodeo, 2006; McChesney, 2004; Bagdikian, 1992). Likewise, the aeademic analysis 

of communication and media use in anglophone North America has largely restricted its work 

to the confines of this dominant model 24 while providing few fully developed alternatives. In 

the realm of print media, Jay Rosen proposes a model of "public journalism" which seeks to 

23	 CJLO, the carnpus-cornlllunity broadcaster ofConcordia University in Montréal, Quéhcc, was 
rl-'Cenlly granted an AM hroadcasting license. They could not apply for an FM liccnse occausc 
there was no spacc left on the Montréal rnetropolitan radio spectrulll. Pieuse see Chapler Four for 
rUrLhcr presentation of this cuse. In Uruguay, proposed legislation will idcally rcservc frequcncics 
for cornrnunily radio use. Please see Chupter Pive for further discussion. 

24 Wc also louch on this in ChupLer One. Please see pgs. 6-7, 
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implicate the newspaper industry more directly within their communities/markets (Rosen, 

1996). While his work is based on the utopian ideals of a healthy democracy fueled by a 

diversely informed public sphere (Alvarez Teijeiro, 2000), Rosen ultimately stays the proven 

course, arguing that newspapers must maintain c10ser community relations in order to survive 

in a competitive marketplace. As we explored brietly in Section 2.1 and in Chapter One, the 

theoretical and practical examination of alternative modes of communication and media use are 

similarly limited and under-developed, Jeaving non-commercial media as weil as the study of 

this media in a state of persistent marginality. We are unsure why so little research and 

theoretical development has occurred outside the dominant realm in communications and 

media studies and suggest that the comprehensive examination of this problematic is important 

to the advancement of the field of communication studies as a whole. Tt is precisely due to this 

absence of human or citizen-centred media theory in the North American anglophone canon or 

communications research that we seek here to introduce concepts that have developed within 

francophone Québec and in Latin America. 

Jt has been posited that the fundamental privileging of the emitter within the field of 

communication studies is an ethical problem perhaps related to the historical practice of 

separating the technical aspects of media from the comprehension of the impact of socio

cconomic factors on notions of acccss, use and participation (Urribarrf, 1999). This situation 

can be observed in the practice of communications regulation in Canada, a topic we will 

address in Chapter Four. It is important to note that we have found no work of North American 

anglophone origin which succeeds in breaking away from this dominant theoretical mode!. We 

have also found no work that addresses the systematic organization of alternative media 

organizations and the potential for their widespread integration into popular media use. It 

appears that there are, perhaps, certain utopian or idealist theories which rest absent from the 

canon of communication studies and thus subsequent theoretical development and real-world 

realization. Coincidentally, we have encountered work within Québec and Uruguay that 

provides us with a theoretical model of egalitarian communication. Referred to as the 
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EMEREC in Québec (émission-être-réception) and "emirec" in Uruguay (emisor-receptorf'. 

this model has been developed by Jean Cloutier (Cloutier, 1973; Cloutier, 2(01) and 

subsequently adapted by Mario Kaplûn (Kaplun, 1985)26. In breaking down the functional 

boundaries that have been constructed between emitter and receptor, they propose the co

existence and co-dependence of these two construcLs wiLhin one form. IL is Lo Lhis model of 

egalitarian communication that we now turn in order to demonstrate the feasibility of such a 

theoretical model within the practical setting of community radio. 

In defining the manner in which we communicate, from the broad regulated structures 

of radio and telecommunications to less financially profound yet no less important structures 

for social communication, we effectively define the essence of the society in which we live. As 

demonstrated thus far, our most dominant systems of communication and media use are based 

primarily on models of inequality. The model of the emirec, the emitter-receptor, provides a 

unique alternative. Cloutier situates his construct of the emirec within an open system of 

communication constituted of ail mankind as opposed to systems of communication based 

primarily on technology (Cloutier, 2001, p. 40). Within the model of the emirec, 

communication is fundamentally dialogic. The one-way transmission of a message is nothing 

more than the simple diffusion of information. For communication to be successful, feedback 

is required. The model of the emirec foc uses upon the individual and the abiJity of the 

individual to fully interact with its social environment. Every individual has the potential to 

function socially and communicatively as an emitter-receptor. At the heart of Cloutier's theory 

is a fundamenLal understanding of interactive, interpersonal and social communication as a 

human righL. Necessary to the preservation and active use of this human right is the 

maintenance of an open and supportive social communication system. Within such a system, 

25 For the sake of clarity anci simplicity, we will rcfer, herein, ta the "emircc" or "cmillcr-reœptor". 
26 Unfortunately, we have been unable ta acquire a copy of the noLed publication. Thus, in 

considering the work of Mario Kapllin, we will rely primarily upon secondary lexts which addrcss 
the body of his work. According to Gabriel Kapllin, son of Mario Kapllin and professaI' of 
communications at Universidad de la Repliblica dei Uruguay, Cloutier is the original creator of this 
theory in the 1970's (Cloutier, 1973). Mario Kapllin adopted it for use in his work, namely in 
popular eciucation and communication. 
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every individual is equally capable of communicating with others through any form of media 

(Cloutier, 2001, p. 41). A fairly idealistic idea, it is one that we will temper with practicality. 

The majority of the forms of mass media in practice today are subject to privatization 

to sorne extent simply due to the medium by which they diffuse their messages. Television is 

largely distributed through privately-owned cable and satellite networks, the written press on 

printed paper and increasingly on the Internet. While community television does exist in 

Canada, it exists on a sOla Il scale and either broadcasts at very low power or distributes cable 

programming over private distribution networks (CRTC 2003-413). Community-based radio, 

however, utilizes the radio spectrum which has been recognized universally as the property of 

mankind. As such, it offers the ideal real-world setting for the realization of a resolutely open 

system of communication where the construct of the emirec can successfully function. We 

would like to propose that the radio spectrum has the potential to serve as the medium with 

which we can construct a system for widespread dialogic media use. In addition, this approach 

- that of equal access and equal voices - is an ideal base philosophy for management and 

development of the spectrum. Radio provides the opportunity for creating open social 

communication systems within stations themselves and on a larger social scale. According to 

Cloutier, media plays a number of roles within such an open system of communication. Il acts 

as an intermediary between diverse emirecs and serves a means of message diffusion and 

diffusion of cultural products (Cloutier, 2001, pp. 50-51). This is the base from which we will 

work, throughout the 1-olJowing chapters, to evaluate the potential of community-based radio as 

an egalitarian form of mass and social communication. In our next section, we will approach 

the work of CoJombian researcher and philosopher Jesus Martln-Barbero in an effort to further 

develop a theoretical bed from which the models of emitter-receiver and open systems of 

communication will be practically embodied in the form of community radio. Thus, our 

theoretical postulations will become increasingly concrete through the facilitation of their 

practical application in conjunction with our methodological tools of analysis. 
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2.2.2 Preconditions for Open Systems of Social Communication Through Media Use 

The crafting of communications policy is, in practice, the construction of our social 

systems of communication. Through the creation of legally-defined communicational entities 

(radio stations, television stations, distribution networks, etc.) and their accompanying policies, 

social, legal and economic frameworks are erected which incorporate various individuals and 

groups according to certain pre-defined values or ideologies. Common understandings and 

practices of communications pol icy have a tendency to separate the "f1esh and blood" or 

"human" side of communications from the technical side. This can be seen in examples such as 

the Canadian regulatory system, whereby one body regulates the technicaJ limitations of the 

radio spectrum while another crafts the social policy of national communications27 However, if 

we are to construct large-scale systems of communication on egalitarian and humanist terms 

rather than relying on factors such as market and technical efficacy, a different approach is 

required. Jesûs Martln-Barbero suggests that, in order to more completely understand the 

relationships between media and society there is a "necessity to insert the relations of television 

(media) policy by mapping them across three key lines of consideration: 

1.	 the construction of the public; 

2. the constitution of the media within a space of social recognition; 

3. new forms of existence and the exercise of citizenship (Martln-Barbero, 2004, p. 322). 

We wi Il explore each of these submissions in order to provide a theoretical and, more 

importantly, a practical framework for the regulation and construction of a citizen-based media 

system. Such a result would ideally serve as an interface between the State and society based 

primarily on terms of communication rights and the access to media required to salisl"y these 

rights. 

In considering the creation of a system of media that is, in purpose and design, 

accessible to ail citizens, we must first evaluate the role of the communications regulator and its 

relationship with the public. As mentioned above, communications regulation is predominantly 

27	 Please sec Chapter Four, page #, for an in-depth analysis of Canadian campus-communily 
regulalory policy. 
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approached technocratically, placing strong emphasis on technologies and their Functions as 

communication mediums. Such an approach avoids, through its practice of dividing the 

"social" from the "technical", addressing the social tissue which ties us together as individuaJs. 

Instead, by separating the fibers of the social tissue - humans From the manner in which they 

communicate - fully-developed social actors are reduced to one-dimensional participants 

simple emitters or receptors (Martfn-Barbero, 2004, p. 313). For Martin-Barbera, the broad 

practice of such a narrow form of social policy at a level of dominant social authority is nothing 

less than a sign of deep socio-political cri sis. The strictly technocratic management of' our 

social systems of communication serves to advance the long-term reconFiguration of 

individuals as social communicational actors (Martfn-Barbera, 2004, p. 314). This is evidenced 

in the dominance of uni-directional mass media within the greater social imagination as weil as 

in the work and imagination of policy makers and communication analysts. After consecutive 

decades of such practice, we have lost our broad social sense of community or "togetherness". 

This is both the end result of technocratic media development/evolution and a sign of social 

crisis, ln persisting in this social state, we as society are provided with a stratiFied system in 

which to interact with one another as members of the "public", Such a system negates entirely 

the possibility of equal access to lines oF social communication. 

Contrary to the beliefs of some regulatory practitioners 28 
, we put forward the stance 

that communications regulation is a tool of great social and political significance in that it 

facilitates mechanisms for interpersonal and social communication. As such, it is a mechanism 

of the State with privileged access to the public and plays a key role in derining the inclusive 

scope of the public. Regulators embody a unique position in guiding the communicational 

evolution of society. This evolution is a process that both illustrates our current state of social 

divisions and provides direction for future social evolution by embodying the self-expression of 

society - or at the very least those members of society with adequate access to communications 

2R	 onc Chief Advisor for Radio and Television and Distrib,ulion, Mike Amadeo, hus lold us lhul his 
inslilution does not make any politieal or ideologieal decisions, rather il follows the rule or 
govcrnmcnl (Amodeo, 2006), 
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media. In order to assure that whatever inequalities have developed in our social system are not 

replicated (and thus magnified) through our communications system, the provision of equal 

access to communications media must be based on notions of social and cultural plurality. 

Without systems of communication which structurally provide for and guarantee plurality, we 

ultimately find ourseIves with disproportionate representation of the society in which we live 

and communicate. While the open communication system proposed within CIoutier's theory of 

the emirec is, indeed, a theoretical ideal, it is one that should be considered if not atlained. Il is 

only within such a system that ail members of society can represent themselves on equal terms. 

Media use has the potential to provide the individual and the community in which 

she/he lives with spaces for broad social representation and self-expression. As such, it can 

play an important l'ole in politically and social1y empowering ail members of society. "When a 

broadcaster gives the microphone to a woman from a neighborhood social group so that she can 

recount to the chief of the city water system how her neighborhood has been without water for 

two months, and the functionary promises publicaLly that the problem will be solved in two 

weeks, this is political action" (Martln-Barbero, 2004, p. 315)29. Martln-Barbero seeks to 

emphasize the potential of media use to magnify political situations from a guotidian 

perspective. The example he uses is telling and multi-faceted. By "giving the microphone" to 

member from the community, a radio station can play a vital l'ole in expanding spaces for active 

citizenship. Traditionally, the most active space for everyday people to exercise their status as 

citizens has been through statally defined political channels. The introduction of media use as a 

political activity - one with which individuals can actively make claims to thcir rights as 

citizens, extends the field of political representation in unlimited directions by creating spaces 

for ongoing political and social dialogue. However, if this instance is unique to the individual 

radio station and the individuals involved, it negates the opportunity for further and more 

widespread social engagement and political accessibility. Comprehensive approaches to 

building open and supportive social communication systems are needed in arder to assure that 

29 Our translation. 
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ex amples such as this (as weil as those explored in the second half of our study) do not appear 

as mere positive anomalies. 

2.3 Conclusion 

The theoreticaltools explored here exemplify the complexity and multi-faceted quality 

of our problematic as weil as the relative scarcity of tools available to researchers in the field of 

community media. In we are to advance in the study of communications and community 

media, it is imperative that we assemble an array of approaches relavent to our subjects rather 

than our strict domain in order to fully comprehend the relationships between individuals 

wîthin society and the l'oies (potential and actual) of media use in these relationships. Tt is to 

this end that we advocate a close working relationship between communications analysts, 

practitioners and regulators as theory without practice is ultimately impractical. While we 

understand theoretical approaches to be of great utility, we believe that such approaches in the 

study of community media can be more substantially developed in partnership between these 

diverse actors as opposed to each working in relative isolation. We believe that the theoretical 

franiework provided here will be helpful both to ourselves and the reader in approaching and 

interpreting the results of our research. As weil, we regard the knowledge of our interview 

subjects - these very analysts, practitioners, and regulators - to be at least as vital to the 

understanding of the l'ole community radio in modern society. Please consider what has been 

presented thus far as a starting point. It is these individuals who we believe to be most capable 

of expressing the unrealized potential of this media and the socio-political frameworks which 

are needed in order to develop community radio to its highest potential. As we progrcss, their 

experiences wi Il contribute to the deveJopment of a profound understanding of our prob1ematic. 



CHAPITRE 1Il
 

MÉTHODOLOGIE
 

3.1.1 Selection of Subjects 

As wc note in Chapter One, while there is a fairly broad international nody or literature 

on the subject community radio this form of media has never been studied as a media systcm in 

North America. Studies performed in North American tend to be limited to case sLudies wilhin 

the scope of masters' theses or within compiled collections of case studies. Large-scalc Latin 

American studies that have performed this type of research and analysis have been primarily 

function-driven in that they had the ultimate goal of evaluating the state of community radio in 

Latin America and evaluating mechanisms for improvement (Geerts and van Oeyen. 2()() 1; 

Geerts, van Oeyen. and Villamayor, 2003). While these are very thorough studies, they omit a 

number of countries both with lesser developed community radio systems lll (Uruguay, Haitf, 

Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama) and Brasil (due to its physical size and linguistic 

complexity) (Geerts and van Oeyen, 2001, pp. 21-22). One legislativc study has necn 

conducted concerning community radio, but restricts itse.lf to Lhe sole examination or 

legislation and takes no further steps to examine the tangible effects of legislation on 

community radio stations (UNESCO, Sanchez, 2003). Similarly, numerous studies in North 

America address the topic of media concentration·ll , but also restrict thcir discussion to a 

narrow consideration of media democratization through regulation of monopoly and not 

necessarily through a process by which media use is fully integrated as a social right. Thus, iL 

30 This is our guess as the authors do noL explain Lhe omission or counlries olher lhan Rrasil. 
31 Please see Chapler One l'or more elnboraLe discussion on Ihis topic. 
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is our aim to conduct a comparative case study which meets the following criteria: 

1.	 Examines community radio systems in Latin America and North America as delimited 
media systems which plLlY roles within larger communication systems; 

2.	 Integrates the comparative study of media concentrLltion Llnd media legislation with the 
qualitative study of individual radio stations and other stakeholders within community 
radio systems; and 

3.	 ls conducted cross-culturally in an effort to understand, delÏne and refine practical and 

theoretical comprehensions of communicationLiI rights and democratized media. 

3.1.2 Selection of Geographic Locations 

This study Llims to examine the community radio systems al' two different and 

diverse cities: Montevideo, Uruguay and Montréal, Québec, Canada. The selection or 

geographie areas of study is based upon a historic similarity in the developmenl or commullity 

media in both urban centres and their [arger surroundings. Community radio was first 

experimented with by the Uruguayan labour movement in the Montevideo barrio of Cerro in 

the 1950's (Emisora de la Villa, 2(05). Montréal community radio grew From a momentum 

which linked social and labour movements in Québec with the popu\ar use of media originating 

in the publication of community and labour journals12 (Raboy, 1983). ln addition, levels or 

media concentration are very high in Uruguay (Mastrini, 2006; Barreiro, Lima, Romano and 

Stolovich, 20(4), Québec (Université Laval, 20(6), and Canada (Université Laval, 2{)()6). The 

choice of these subjects also provides an ideal opportunity for examining the developrnent or 

community radio legislation. Canada has Iegally recognized community radio since the 197()'s 

whiJc such legislation is cUITently being developed in Urugua/\. Given this juxtaposition, we 

will observe and take part in the process leading up to thelegalization of community radio in 

Uruguay while equally evaluating Canada's legislation and support structure. 

32 As w~ will see in Chapter 5, a nUlllbcr or Urllgllayan COl11l11l1nity radio st<ltions h<lYe Ih~ir origins in 

cllll1Jllunily journals. 
33 As or 15 Scpl~l1lhcr 2006. 
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3.1.3 Delimitation of Scope 

We feel that a study charged with determining, in part, the role of COol munity radio 

should ideally consist of extensive case studies of the individual selected radio stLltiollS. Duc ta 

humLln, financial and time limitations, we have instead condensed these CLlse studies into 

interviews with the mLlnagement collectives or directors of the majority or campus-coJnJnunity 

<.lIld COol munity radio stations in Montreal and Montevideo. Il is not our distinct goal ta 

measure the success of each stLltion in performing its social roles. Rather, wc hope ta detcrminc 

the self-perceived raies of community radio from the perspective of those most implicated in 

this form of media practice and the feasibility of these raies within current socio-political 

fnlmeworks. In addition, we believe it necessary to examine the concept of community as it is 

defined within the structure of community radio and within the requisitc social and legal 

structures. 

3.1.4 Past Stud ies 

As we explored in Section 1.2.2, there have been a number of past studies concerning 

community radio which operate within a strictly delimited scope. We look to tïve studies 

among these for methodological inspiration as weil as an understanding of the rcal-world 

applicabilily of our work. These are the only examples we have found of studies which engage 

the subject of community radio in a mLlnner other than the reali7ation or single-suhjecl case 

studies. 

In 1999, a member of ALER, while observing the state of legislation and physical, 

economic and political constraints facing community radio in Latin America, questioned the 

viability of this media. With this question in hand, ALER organizcd the first large-scalc study 

of community radio and proceeded to examine this media in 12 countries along each of the 

following lines : sociopolitical support structures, political opposition, economic and physical 

resources (Geerts and van Oeyen, 2001). The methodological approach of this study relies 

upon a distributed network of researchers and interviewers and places great emphLlsis on 
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unclerstanding the reality community radio from within the institution. Rather than produce a 

scientific document, these researchers have produced a study that pinpoints the strengths and 

\veakness of community radio and the social systems in which it exists, ultimately providing a 

document of equal use to practitioners and researchers. The results of this firsL study were 

further expanded into a second (Geerts, van Oeyen and Villamayor, 20m) which presents what 

the authors have determined to be the finest experiences of community radio in Latin America 

according to similar methodology. On a more localized scale, one study has analysed the .qate 

of community radio in Chile (Yânez Uribe and Rodrfguez Llona, 20(1) and ha.s been developed 

similarly. 

ln the case of Uruguay in particular, we look to two studies for inspiration. Marcos 

Robledo's 1998 honours thesis on community radio in Uruguay provides us with a tïrst glimpse 

at this media, providing us with interview transcripts and a historical marker Lo use in 

comparison to our Findings. A more recent study, published under the tille COl17munity Radio 

or COlJ1l11unity Noise.~l'~, offers us methodological and historical aides as weil. The ,Iuthors 

conduct interviews with station collectives, analysis of community participation in 

programming and analysis of programming content. The interviews conducled and 

programmlllg analyzed within the scope of this study were realized between 20()} and Lhe 

analysis conducted between 2003-2005, during which time the political situation in Uruguay 

changed dra.stically (see Chapter 5). While we did not receive a copy of this work until May 

2006. we interviewed many of the same individuals. A comparison between these interviews 

and those we have conducted will provide a practical method of ob.serving the evolution of this 

media over this space of two years as weil as before and after the recent political changes. 

Thus, while we have not modeled our study on this concurrent one, it provides an ideal 

opportunity for historical analysis. 

34 "Radio () ruido COlllunilario'J" 
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3.\.S Personal Experience 

Our extensive background in community radio contributes fundamentally to the manner 

ln which we have formulated and conducted our study. We have actively vo.lunteercd at 

community radio stations in Canada and the USA since 1993. The majority of our volunteer 

work has been conducted at CKUT Radio in Montréal, a station that has been included in this 

study. During this time, we have volunteered as a music and spoken word programmer and 

producer, served on management and hiring committees, as weil as the Board or Direclors. In 

addition, we are currently on the Board of Directors of the National Campus and Community 

Radio Association. During the term of our research we also established a [lro hono working 

relationship with AMARC-América Latina y Caribe, contributing an anaJysis of Canadian 

community radio legislation to a comparative study of such legislation in 16 countries. Thc 

results of this study will be distilled into a report of best practices for creating enabling social 

and legal environments for community radio and will be presented to the Inter-Arnerican 

Hllman Rights Commission. With AMARC International, we served as part of a delegation 

From Québec community radio stations in an accredited journalist capaeity at the Pcorlc's 

Sllmmit and the Summit of the Americas in Argentina in November 20()S. Thlls, we arc 

extremely familial' with cornmunity radio both locally and on an international level. 

We feel that such experience is necessary and beneficial for the study of cornrnunity 

media. Indeed, the majority of studies we have found have been developed by implicatcd 

rnembers of these community media. Such personal history greatly facilitates the research 

process, allowing one ta immediately address the issues at hand ralher than l'irst becoming 

hlmiliar with the media itself. ln addition, it provides us with another manner of presenting 

OLu'selves as researchers when approaching our subjects. We are not anly interested in our 

subject; we have a vested interest. This has proved importanl in the proceedings of our stucly in 

Montréal as we are already a member of a small community. In Montevideo, we found 

ourselves acting as a representative of Montréal community radio in addition to Ollr raie as 

researcher. This was especially important in this context as it permitted us to quicl\ly gain 
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access to a distributed network of unlicensed community broadcasters who then pulus in touch 

with other such broadcasters. With no central organization, it was necessary lo become a de 

facto member of the Uruguayan community radio movement in order to gain complete access lo 

its membership. 

3.2 Methodological Approach 

The delimitations of sociopolitical borders are of primary imporlance to the successful 

facilitation of social research. Not on ly do we define our research subjects, but we define the 

extent to which we will examine them and our lines of examination. Such a delimitation is vital 

in the development and realization of case studies, providing necessary methocJological 

structures. While this methodological efficiency may enable the timely conduction of research 

and analysis of social phenomena within prescribed boundaries, it provides limited space for 

the development of more general social theory outside these defined norms. This situation is 

further rnanitest through our natural tendencies to work From familial' traditions or paradigms of 

social understanding. You might say we are bound by our geography and the various frontiers 

thal define il. Comparative case studies that cross sociopolitical and cultural (if not geographic) 

borders can provide us with research frameworks through which traditional social research 

requirements can be met while equally providing theoretical space for fundamental analysis, 

synthesis, and reaction. Thus, by introducing foreign traditions of social research and praclice, 

it is possible to gain a uniquely critical perspective of the environment in which one operates 

and envision radical transformations in cultural practices which may otherwise not be possible. 

While introducing non-Northern and non-European approches to theorizing the use of 

community radio (as presented in Chapter Two), we will work with a similar model in terms of 

practical methodology. By juxtaposing the community radio systems of two very different 

national communication systems, we hope to discern common social and communicative values 

that exist at the root of community radio lise and practice. In order to more broadly inform our 

perspectives on both systems, we have equally engaged in dialogue with community radio 
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station members, local communication specialists, regulators and community radio production 

groups. In addition to carrying out a large-scale comparative study of community radio 

systems, we offer the testimony of our subjects as a uniquely informed history of the 

development, CUITent state and possible future of community radio. 

3.2.1 Regulatory Frameworks 

Whde many forms of mass communication <.Ire appropriated for community use, the 

ultimate social legitimacy for this type of media is wholes<.lle integration into nôltional 

communications regulatory systems. Serving as the sociopolitical and Icgislativc 

superstructure for our systems of communication, communications regulators guide thc 

development of communication and media use as weil as the public and political perception of 

legitimate uses for media. With this in mind, eJch study will include an analysis of the cUITent 

national communication structure in order to determine the ways in which these reglilatory 

systems enable or impede the development and advancement of community radio. 

3.2.2 The Researcher as Cat<.llyst 

The prJctice of community media seeks to provide media space for the under

represented and ordinary citizen JS weIl as spaces for community diJlogue. We believe that the 

study of this media should operate somewhat similarly. As community media researchers, it is 

our social responsibility to provide more than data that is simply reflective of our sllbjects. 

Accordingly, we have entered into our research with three goals in mind: 1) to collection data 

relavent to the completion of our slUdy; 2) to inspire reflection and dialogue among members of 

the community radio systems of Montréal and Montevideo and between thesc 

individuals/groups and State regulators; and 3) provide methodological and theoretical 

frameworks as weil as qualitative data which can be used by rcsearchers in future studies. Our 

study has not developed in a traditional fJshion and we have found ourselves in many unique 

situations, often accidentally, where we have acted as a c<.ltalyst of this sorl. Thus, included with 

our subject data, we will present the reader with examples of these catalytic instances in order 
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to demonstrate the types of opportunities one can take advantagc of as a community media 

researcher and the possible effects of research-driven intervention. 

*** *** 

:1.3 Montréal - Composition of Corpus 

fn examining campus-community and comrnunity radio in Montréal, wc have limited 

ourselves tü cünsidering the comrnunity radio system within the urban confines of the Island of 

Montréal. In addition, we have engaged certain local communication experts and rcgulatory 

actors in order to provide a balanced set of perspectives on our subject. 

3.3.1 Montréal - Radio Stations 

The CRTC provides u~ with definitions of community and campus-comlllunity radio 

which are elabürated within their community and campus-community broadcast liccnses. In a 

general survey of the national campus-eommunity radio seetor, we did not find there to be 

Illany unlicensed broadcasters currently operating in Montréal)\ nor groups in the Montréal area 

in the process of developing community radio projects. Thus, our selection criteria is limited to 

licensed campus-community and community broadcasters on the island of Montréal as delïned 

by CRTC Public Notices 2000-12 and 2000-13. Initially, we had considercd including 

broadeasters in suburban areas of Montréal, but uJtimately limited this study to urban stations. 

This decision was arrived at after discussions with Lucie Gagnon16 and Bruee Girard.\7 ovcr the 

differences between urban and rural c_ommunity radio stations. We propose that future studies 

be pursued with greater resources in order to fully address this complex subject. Also, we had 

initially planned to include one university-based Internet broadcaster, but this proved to be 

3S This segmenl or research was conducled wilhin the scope or our analytical work for AMARC-I\LC 
l'or lheir comparative case study of cOlllmunity radio legislation (AMARC-ALC, 2()()(i). 

3() I.ucie Gagnon is secrétaire générale or J'Association des radios communaulaires du 0uéhec. 
37 Bruce Girard is a lounding memher or AMARC, international development eonsultanl, ex perl in 

comnlllnily radio and an informai mentor during the Montevideo kg of our fieldwork. 
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logistically impossible"x. The following table lists the stations ultimately included, the dates of 

interview and their license status. 

Table 3.1 
Primary Interviews: Montréal, 2006 

Date Organization Status 

26 January 2006 CJLO Concordia University- Internet only, awarded 
AM campus-community license in March 

2006 but not yet broadcasting 

2 February 2006 CINQ FM community radio license 

7 February 2006 CIEL eommunity radio license 

25 Fcbruary 2006 CISM Université du Montréal - campus-community 
license 

22 March 2006 CKUT McGi11 - campus-community radio license 

3.3.2 Montréal - Radio Station Interviews 

When approaching the Montréal radio stations, we requested interviews with either the 

station manager, the management collective or a representative of the collective. In Chapters 

Four and Five, we will present each station individually, relying primarily on thcse semi-guided 

interviews and supplementmy data that has been provided by the stations. We wililhen analy/.c 

the individual stations and their financial, human ancl physical resources while incorporaling 

the following analytical structure. Our interviews of stations in Montevideo will be evaluatecl 

according to the same framework except for in unique cases which are noted. 

:1R	 Th(; lnt(;rn(;l-oas(;d hroadcasl(;r not included is CHOQ which op(;rales al Universilé du Quéhec il 
Montréal. Duc 10 lime conslrainls, wc hac! 10 ultimalC!y omillhis stalion arler thr(;e monlhs wilhoul 
communicalion wilh ils management slarr. 
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Interview Grid 

Hislory 

We seek ta pinpoint the oriRins of community radio in Montréal und /() trace ils 

evolution ta the present, White past studies have addressed the origins oj' COl11l11unitr 

radio in Québec (Fillon, 1994; Proulx, 1979), no reeent studies continue the 

development and documentation (~fsuch data. 

1.	 Year founded - The year of origin situates radio station onglns wilhin the 

regulatory history of the country. The age of the station can possibly used as 

evidence of sLlstainabi 1ity. 

2.	 General history - What are the origins of the radio station? Who loundcd il 

and why? What sort of transitions has it gone through? What ,ne lheir 

historical ties with their communities and how have thesc connections bcen 

maintained? 

Role 

While there is a stronE; international eommunity radio movement tf1at con be 

ohserved in the work of large international orgal1izations such as AMAf?C and ALE!?, 

the definition of "eommunity radio" and the spec(fic role or commun in' radio 

depends very mueh on factors that cannor necessarily be generali::.ed. EWJ7Jilling thf 

self~defined roles of eommunity radio stations in Montréal and Montevideo and the 

other foctors pertinent to our study, \1'1' will determine the co/11/11onalities and 

il1col1sisfencies within these two community radio systems and prrJl'ide one or mor(' 

definitions of "col11munity radio ", 

l,	 Role of individllal radio station - What commllnities does the radio station 

serve and what l'ole does it play in these communities') 

2.	 Guiding ideology - What is the fundamental inspiration of the radio station 

members? Are they actively political/revolutionary, lrying to promole cultural 
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diversity, or simply providing an ail-inclusive mouthpiece to the communily'7 

3.	 Formai communit~ ties - How does the community participate actively and 

regularly in the operation of the radio station? Is the radio station strllctllrally 

tied to the community in any formai manner? 

4.	 Role of community radio system - What does each radio station sec a,~ the rolc 

of the entire system Montréal and Montevideo community radio stations? 

What purpose does this system serve in the Im'ger national meclia systcms'! 

Funding 

!s community radio financiaLLy sustainab!e: Are .Iitnding sources diversi(ied: !s 

jilflding community-based and community-controI/cd: U' thac i.l' jilllding I}f'(JI'ided 

through granting organi;:,ations or institutions: !(so, is it tied to ('enaill operatioua! 

conditions: 

1.	 Budget - What is the operational budget of each radio station and IS it 

sufficient to meet their needs as a community media outlet') 

2.	 Funding sources - What are the sources of funding for each radio station'} Are 

they sustainable? Do the stations rely on the personal funds of their immcdiatc 

membership, the larger local community, advertising, institutional, 

governmental, NGO funding or any other sources? 

Infrastructure 

Adequate human,financiaL and physicaL resourccs are vita! to the successfitl 

operation of a community radio station as with any otl1er media organi~ation. Does 

the station have such adequate resources? What technicoL resources are S('('II as 

being necessarv to the production of radio'! Are community radio stotious acc('ssih!e 

to their communities in tenns of broadcast range ond participatory systems 01 

integrotion? 
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1.	 Location - Where is the radio station physically located? Is in a centrally

located, community accessible location? What neighbourhoocl is il localcd in 

and how is this neighbourhood characterized (urban, rural, pOOl', middlc-class, 

metropolitan, etc)? 

2.	 Transmitter power / broadcast range - [s the radio slation lilllileu lo an 

immediate localized audience due to pOOl' lechnical resources? 

3.	 Studios - What sort of broadcast facilities does each radio stalion have? Do 

they find their infrastructure to be adeqllate? Is il slIslainable? 

4.	 Libraries - Does lhe radio station have an audio library for use by volunleers? 

5.	 Internet connection / computer use - Does the radio station have access lo lhe 

1nternet? Do they broadcast on the 1nternet') Do they use computers as a 

regular part of their broadcast infrastruclure and, if so, how? 

Station Structure 

HoH' are .l'fations nUlnoRed? How do thev structural/y assure that they wp el/~a~ed 

~rith (heir local communities? How do thev insure inslitwioni.i1 ('ontinuity ll'Îthin 

organiZCltions that are volunteer-hased? 

1.	 Basic structure - Is the radio station organized collectively or hierarchically'l Is 

il structurally lied to the community in any way? 

2.	 Core staff - Are there paid employees to provide continuily in the developmenl 

of the radio station? Is the core staff of the radio station made up or 

volu ntccrs? 

3.	 Volunteers - How many active volunleers work al the radio station and how 

regularly do they contribute? 

Programming 

Content analysis of radio prowamming will not he included in this sllldv large/r 

due (0 restrictions of time and resources. II1.1'tead, prowammil1g \l'il! he addre.l'.I'ed il1 
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terms ot'structure and accessibiLity ta community participation. 

1.	 Hours of operation - Do the radio stations broadcast regularly'? What t~lctors 

determine broadcast schedules? 

2.	 Type of programming - \\!hat is the express inlent of the programming which 

they conduct? What sorl of programming is it? 

3,	 Programming Management - \\!ho makes programming decisions'? 

Self-evaluation 

Can the radio stations measure what they do and their eft'ectivenes,1 as a 

community-based media institution? Are systems of self~e\'aluation ill pla('(:, and, il 

.1'0, what are they? 

1.	 Method - How does the radio station measure ils succcss as a comrnunity 

radio station? 

2.	 Suggestions - How C<ln the community radio movemcnt, as u whole, devclop 

and institute methods for self-evaluation? 

Regulation 

From the perspective of Montréal-!Josed community radio stations, does Canada's 

regulatory system adequately enable them tofu(fï/I their mane/otes! 

1.	 Is the regulatory environment of Canad8 one which en8bles lhe rudio station to 

fully develop and thrive as a media institution? 

2.	 What cun the tederal government and/or CRTC uo to Improve the sl<.itc 01' 

community radio in Canad8? 

Community radio system 

While there are over 140 campus and cammunity radio stations in Canada amI .\'('\'en 

in the Montréal orea l
'!, there i.I' no central association ~I"hich represen/S themall as Cl 

:W	 Two liccnsed communily hroadcaslcrs, CHAA and CHAI, opaale on lhe South Shore or Montréal. 
They have nol hcen includcd in Ihis study hecausc lhey do nol operalc as urban cOl1llllunily 
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sector. Working in tandem with interviews of the three relevant r-ommllnity radio 

associations (see Section 3.3.3), these factors serve [() evaluate the organi-;ational 

health of the community radio system itself 

1.	 Inter-station cooperation - ls their active cooperation between this radio stal ion 

and others? 

2.	 Coordination - What is the role of groups sLlch as ARCQ, ARQ, and NCRA') 

How active are Montréal community radio stations within these groups') 

:U.3 Montréal - Community Radio Associations 

There are three main campus-community and community radio associations in Canuda 

: the Nutionul Campus and Community Rudio Association, l'Association des radios 

communuutuires du Québec and l'Alliance des rudio communauwircs du Canadu. Whilc their 

membership does not encompass the entirety of cumpus-community and comlllunity stations in 

the country, they do include the msjority of stations und are the oldest such associations. While 

one station included in this study, ClSM, is a member of the Coulition des rudios universiwires, 

we huve decided not to include this ussociation due to their relative inactivity in the an~na of 

broudcusting policy. Our interviews with the selected ussociations uim to eluborate uron the 

following topics: 

1.	 The involvement of these associations ln the developmental history of campus

community and community rudio in Canadu; 

2.	 From the perspective of these associutions, the raie of cumpus-community and 

community radio in Canuda; 

3.	 Finunciul resources availuble to these types of organizations; 

4.	 The l'ole these associations currently play. 

hroadcastcrs. 
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Table 3.2
 
Interviews with Associations: Montréal, 2006
 

Date OrganizationlIndividual Criteria
 

8 February 2006 Magalie Paré - ARCQ Association des 
radiodiffuseurs 

communautaires des Québec 

JO February 2006 Serge Paquin - ARC Alliance des radios 
communautaires 

10 February 2006 Mel issa Kaestner - NCRA National Campus-Community 
Radio Association 

3.3.4 Montréal - Local Communications Specialists 

The evolution of communication systems IS adynamie process which progresses 

continually. Communications policy-making is both a motor of this evolution and a result of il. 

Rather than sirnply interpret Canada's broadcasting policy as it has been prescribed, we have 

decided to include two specialists in our study in order to provide a more complete 

understanding of the policy-making process, the rationale of current broadcasting policy 

concerning campus-community and community radio in Canada and to obtain an informed and 

unbiased perspective on this media. They are: Mike Amodeo, CRTC Chief" Advisor on Radio 

and Television and Professor Marc Raboy, specialist on Canadian broadcast policy and aulhor 

of several books on Canadian media. 

3.4 Montevideo - Composition of Corpus 

Community radio does not legally exist in Uruguay. There are, however, many small 

radio stations which identify as community radio stations. Many of these stations have 

organized themselves into two separate associations, AMARC-Uruguay"1I and ECOS. Our first 

illvestigatory contact was the International Secretariat of AMARC in Montréal who provided us 

with a list of member stations in Uruguay with email and/or telephone contact information. 

40 Whilc AMARC does not aCliveiy establish ilsell" as a local coordinator 01" cOll1lllunity radio statiolls. 
groups in Uruguay and Mexico have adapled AMARC's principals and I()rged I"ormal relalions with 
lhis internalional organi/.alion. 
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While long-time members of the Uruguayan community radio movement estimate at least 6{)

80 community stations in operation (Alternativa FM, 2005; Emisora de la Villa, 2005, ECOS, 

20(5), we decided to limit our study to members of these two associations within the urban 

centre of Montevideo. In addition to members of the majority of Montevideo stations, wc also 

intcrviewed a number of local communications specialists who have been implicated in the 

Uruguayan and Latin American community radio movements for several years. 

3.4.1 Montevideo - Radio Stations 

Our objective was to interviewa representative or represenratives of the operational 

core of each community radio station in the Montevideo metropolitan area, thercl()re 

conducting a study capable of taking into account the unique eharactcr or each group 

independently of others. ln total, 16 community radio stations in the Montevideo mctropolitan 

area were visited and representatives were interviewed. Interviews were also conclucted with 

two community radios in the interior of the country, but we have chosen to omit these from our 

study due to the complexity of analysing rural stations and urban stations simultancously (as in 

the case of Montréal stations). Efforts to coordinate a visit and interview with one other 

Montevideo area radio station41 were ultimately fruitless. One other refused to he visited or 

interviewed, stating that they work within an extremely Illarginalized community in the "red 

zone" of Cerro'll and did not want themseJves nor their community ta he taken advantage or (or 

the sake of a study. Two others were not visited simply due to lack of time and contact 

in(ormation41 
. Due to their operating schedules, most stations could only be visited on 

weckends. During severa] of our station visits, we were interviewed on-air about our research 

project and community radio in Canada. The tollowing page documents our interview process 

in Montevideo. 

41 Wc wcre uilable 10 arrangc an inlerview Germinal FM afkr IwO Illonths ol'sporadic cillai 1and 
phone conlnc!. 

42 Resistcncia FM replicd to an cmailcd intervicw requcsl lhallhcy wcre very implicaled in Ihcir 
cOl1llllunity - one of Ihe pomesl in Montevideo - and prclCrrcd to kccp a low prolïle. 

43 We c1id not mnke contact \Vith En Construccion b'M and Radio Cirnarrona, holh currenl (.Iuly 2(06) 
AMARC-Uruguay mcmhers ancllocated in Montevideo. 
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Table 3.3 

Primary Interviews: Uruguay, 2005 

Date Subject 

10 May 2005 David Rabinovitch - Radio 
Timbô 

14 June 2005 Juan Pablo 

16 June 2005 Mario Perez 

J7 June 2005 Carlos 

22 June 2005 Héctor and Omar 

25 June 2005 Radio collective 

26 June 2005 Radio La Bemba 

27 June 2005 José 

1 July 2005 Juan 

1 July 2005 Victoria and David 

2July2005 Radio collective 

l JLIly 2005 Radio collective 

7 July 2005 Radio collective 

29 July 2005 Radio collective 

10 July 2005 Radio collective 

31 July 2005 follow-up visits 

Note/Radio
 

Located in San José (intcriOi'
 
of country), orniflcd
 

Radio FEUU
 

La Angoslura
 

Radio de Prado, was
 
interviewed on-uÎr
 

Radio Contonia FM
 

La Barriada FM is part of "cl
 
galpon de corralcs"
 
communily cenlre,
 

interviewcd lwice on-air
 

no interview on lape,
 
interviewed on-air
 

Radio La Coton'a
 

Radio La Klussista
 

Emisora de la Villa
 

Rudio La Voz
 

Alternativu FM - intervieweu
 
on-air
 

Espika FM, located in town 01
 
Santa Lucia (intcrior of
 

country), intcrvicwcd, Ol77ifled
 

El Puente FM
 

La Esquina FM
 

La Coton'a & La Villa
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3.4.2 Montevideo - Radio Station Interviews 

We condllcted guided interviews with the management collectives of each station or a 

representative of these collectives. White a few of these interviews were conducted in bars and 

cafes, the m,-\jority 0[' our interviews were carried out at the stations themselves during their 

hours of operation. The interview process often took between four to six hours, inclllciing travel 

time. Usually, we wOllld spend the afternoon or evening with the station participants and were 

frequently interviewed on-air ourselves. We aimed to engage our suhjects in conversation 

regarding the history oftheir radio stations, the role their radio plays in the community, the l'ole 

of commllnity radio in general, the possibility for expansion of broadcast range (in tcrms of 

technical capabiJity and programming capacity), as weil as their own personal histories in the 

context of community media. Our interviews will be analysed accorciing Lo criteria notecl ln 

section 3.3.2, incorporating to the following qualifications and particular nuances. 

History 

/n the narratives of these interviews, responses to these questions ofien speuk to 

the fo!lowing questions on the m/e of community radio. Here, He seek to /Jin/)()illt 

the origins 0/ community radio in Uruguu)' and to trace its e\'(J/utioll to the 

present. By s)'nthesdng these resu.lts \1,ith the histories presented in pust .\tlidies, Il"e 

will he ahle to present a complete and current his/ory of cornrnunity radio 1/1 

Montevideo. 

Programming 

Content analysis ofradio programming HillnOl he included in this stud\' /urge/y due 

10 restrictions of time and resources. Insteud, programming will be uddressed in 
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terlns of structure and accessibility ta community participation. The authors of 

"Radio comunitario 0 ruido comunitario" conduct content analysis of the 

programming of five Uruguayan community radio stations. We do not knoH', 

however, if this is relavent given the sporadic developmental nature of these stations. 

Regulation 

During 2004-2005. a group of institutions in Unl/?uay beRan to deve/op model 

legislation on community radio to propose to the federal govemment. This l:roup is 

made up of the Instituto de Estudios Legales y Sociales (IELSUR 44
), Licencioture de 

la Comunicaciôn de la Universidad de la Repûblica45
, Asociaciôn de la Prenso 

Uruguaya (APU)46, and the World Association of CommunÎty Rroadcosters 

(A MA RC). Hmvever, the inclusive consultation or participation of oll existin/? 

community broadcasters was never fully organized with members of ECOS lefi out 

durin/? the majority of its development47
. This section of the study seeks to detPrmine 

the diversity of opinion thm may exist on the topic and the possible side-ertects of 

communi(v radio legislation. 

1.	 Project of law - Community radio is currently unregulated in Uruguay. What 

are the prerogatives of each radio station concerning the current AMARC 

project of law which will recommend a process of regularization to the federal 

government? 

2.	 Suggestions - How would each radio improve the situation of community radio 

in Uruguay in terms of CUITent legislation? 

3.	 Desire to change - The regularization of community radio in Uruguay would 

44 !nstitute of Legal and Social Studies. Onl ine: hllp://www.inslanlfacls.se/ielsuLhlml 
45 Communications Program of the University of the Republic of Uruguay. Onlinc: 

hllp://www.\iccom.edll.uy/ 
4ô Urllguayan Press Association. Online: http://www.apu.org.uy/ 
47	 We attended, by manner of coincidence, a meeting of ECOS and a legal representative of th(; group 

devcloping the new legislalion and have heen party 10 much of ils dehate within hoth associations. 
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potentially provide community radio stations with the opportunity to develop 

larger projects in which broader broadcast ranges, more regular broadcast 

schedules, and sustainable financial, human, and physical infrastructures could 

be realized. Provided with such an opportunity, would the radio station change 

in any way? Why or why not? 

Sociopolitical environment 

Potentials of new government - Do they have confidence that the newly elected 

government of Uruguay will be able to affect positive change in terlns of social and 

telecommunications policy? ls there a difference in the perspectives of the older radio stations 

who have survived past persecution and newer radio stations who have never heen persecuted? 

Community radio system 

Over the course or the interview process, it quickly hecame apparent that there is CI 

long-standing divide between the two community radio associations, demonstrating an 

ohservahlefragmentation within the movement. The answers to these questions will provide 

a greclter understanding of this divide and insight into the community radio movement. 

3.4.3 Montevideo - Supplementary Interviews and Documentary Research 

We conducted our fieldwork within the space of a summer internship 

performing research on quotidian communication with Professors Monica Maronna and 

Rosario Sanchez at Universidad Cat61ica in Montevideo, UrugualR
• With the entrance of a 

newly elected progressive government two months before we began our fieldwork, we arrived 

in Uruguay during noticeably confusing times. Social policy of every sort was suddenly 

serious grounds for public and official debate, including telecommunications regu lation. In 

order to better understand the sociopolitical context of our research, we called upon a number 

of local communications experts and other individuals with vast experience within the local 

48	 This internship / stage de recherche was part of Professor Carmen Rico's Quebsud research 
program. 
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community radio movement. These include Gustavo Gomez, director of the legislative 

program of AMARC-ALC, members of four community radio production groups and Gabriel 

Kaplun, director of the graduate program in communications at Universidad de la Republica dei 

Uruguay and coordinator of the Media Committee of the political party of the new 

49government . ln addition, we met regularly with Canadian researcher and communications 

consultant Bruce Girard in order to gain a greater perspective of community radio in Latin 

America. Through these interviews, we were able to collect a great deal of commentary on the 

history of community media and media regulation in Uruguay and began to comprehend the 

complicated political scene. While our community radio background helped LIS gain access to 

primary interview subjects, regular meetings with locally-based communications researchers 

helped us understand the theoretical, functional, and methodological intricacies of our rescarch. 

We also visited a number of Argentinian community radio stations in a casual capacity during 

which time we had the occasion to interview the director of La Tribu FM:\o, Argentina's oldest 

community radio station. This interview and related visits provided a brOé:lder understanding of 

the state of commnnity radio in Latin America. Meetings with Mr. Girard were regular and 

informaI. Ali others were recorded as formai interviews and have been documented in the 

accompanying interview list. 

Since November 2004, AMARC has worked with various other social organizations in 

Uruguay to develop legislation on community radio for future proposaI to the government. As 

part of this process, they held two public seminars in Montevideo, both sponsored by 

UNESCO, both of which we attended. The first took place on 26 May, 2005 and was entitled 

"Freedom of the press, media, and governability of democracy." The second, on 8 November 

2005, was for the pUl'pose of dialogue on the subject of the now-completed model legislation:\'. 

These events provided a wealth of resources, allowing for a more profound contextualization 01' 

49 The Frcnte Amplio -the politieal coalition party eurrently in power in Uruguay, cOll1posed a set of 
34 COll1ll1illces chargcd with evaluating the slale of Uruguayan society. These cornmiltees have no 
formai government function and wcre most active bcforc the 2004 prcsidcntial clcction. 

50 La Tribu FM, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Online: (hllp://www.fmlatribu.com) 
51 Known as Ihe "proyecto de ley" or "project of law". 
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community radio within Uruguay and more generally within modern democratic society. In 

doing so, they assembled community radio practitioners l'rom throughout the country, 

regulatory representatives from Argentina, Colombia and Venezuela, and representatives l'rom 

various stakeholders including the commercial radio sector. These events signify a substantive 

advance in the public consideration of community radio in Uruguay and will bc prcscnlcd, in 

part, within our study. The following table documents our supplementary interview process: 

Table 3.4 
Supplementary Interviews: Uruguay, 2005 

Date Subject Note 

12 May 2005 Gustavo Gomez, AMARC Interview on legislation and 
future possibilities 

13 may 2005 Elena Fonseca, Cotidiano 
Mujer\2 

Host of program which is 
member of AMARC, provides 

history of post-d ictatorsh ip 
social movements in Uruguay 

19 May 2005 Carlos Caseras, Comcosur AMARC representative in 
Uruguay 

15 June 2005 Mauricio de los Santos 
RadioMundoReal 

Former AMARC 
representative in Uruguay, 

coordinator of 
radiomundoreal.com 

28 June 2005 ECOS collective Meeting between ECOS and 
legal representati ve of model 

legislation design group. 

5 July 2005 Juan Pablo Mirza 
Testi mon iOS51 

Preliminary meeting 

21 July Gaston La Tribu FM. Buenos Aires 

26 July 2005 Testimonios Interview with collective 

52 Cotidiano Mujer or "Quotidian Woman" is the oldest l'cminist publication in Uruguay. A large 
organization, it rents radio airtime rrom a private broadcaster to air a program called Nunca en 
Domingo or "Nothing on Sunday." Online: http://www.colidianomujcLorg.uy 

53 Translation: testimonies. 
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Date Subject Note 

1 August Gabriel Kaplun Universidad de la RepûbJica, 
MPP-FA Media Committee 

May - August 2005 Bruce Girard 54 Community radio researcher 
and consultant, weekly 

informai meetings 

3.5 Case Study Analysis and Synthesis 

Our data consists of the noted interviews, documentation provided by radio stations and 

otherwise collected during our research, correspondence with our subjects and the publicly 

avaiJable policy documents relavent to community radio in Canada and Uruguay. ln the process 

of research and analysis, we will present each of the proposed case studies individually, first 

analyzing the community radio systems - these consisting of the stations themselves and 

associated production groups in the case that they are present. ln a second step, we wi Il analyse 

the social, political and economic systems in which community radio exists. Finally, we will 

synthesize these results in order to trace the developmental history of community radio in each 

environment in order to present an alJ-inclusive portrait of these communications systems and 

to determine the level to which community radio in Montréal and Montevideo is able to operate 

to its fullest potential. 

3.5.1 Community Radio Systems 

In the preceding section we presented our analytical methodology. Working with this 

fr<lmework, we will evaluate each selected radio station in order to determine the SllCcess of 

each station in operating as open and inclusive centres for community media use. Within this 

analysis, we will focus upon the stations themselves in order to determine individual 

operational ideologies, organizationallstructural behaviour, definitions of comlllunity and 

community access and funding patterns. Do community radio stations limit their own potential 

S4	 Bruce Girard is one of the founders of AMARC and has been working in the field of community 
radio, communications and development since the 1980's. Online: http://www.comunica.org 
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as a citizen-based media due to internaI factors? Are they self-marginalizing, marginalized, or 

successfu Ily operating outside mass society? 

3.5.2 Social, Political and Economic Systems 

Social communication systems - community-based and commercial alike - work 

within a number of larger social frameworks that influence their operations both on a basic 

functional level and on a broad ideological level. With this in mind, we will evaluate the effects 

of the CUITent and historical social, political and economic systems of Montréal and 

Montevideo on the operations of community radio stations. For the purpose of this study, we 

delimit our inquiry of these systems as follows : 

Social system: What is the popular social comprehension of communication and 

media use and production? To what extent is community media and 

community radio incorporated within this view? 

Politieal system: What has been the historical approach of the government (local, 

federal) with regard to community radio? What are the current 

regulations which apply to community radio? Is there governmental 

financial support for community radio? Do the regulations 

pertaining to community radio enable it to operate to its full 

potential? How can these regulations be improved? 

Economie system: What is the relationship between community radio and the greater 

economic system in which it is situated? Can community radio 

adequately fund itself within such a framework'? 
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3.6 Comparative Analysis and Synthesis of Case Studies 

In addition to evaluating the community radio systems of Montréal and Montevideo 

according to their ability to serve as inclusive communicational conduits, it is important for us 

to take the occasion to evaluate the social values inherent to the stations themselves and to their 

particular social systems. Community radio is a media that exists on a vast international scale, 

manifesting itself in countless societies and the particularities of these societies. By 

juxtaposing lwo structurally and culturally different community radio systems, we hope to 

discern values in common as weil as values unique to each situation. Such cross-cultural 

analysis will enab1e LIS to make theoretical postulations on modern perceptions communicalion 

rights, media use and citizenship. We will make recommendations of best social practices tor 

creating social systems that innately enable the use of communications media tOI' social 

communication, social self-representation and community dialogue. Thus, we present this 

work as a study of community radio as an example of the potential inherent to ail forms of 

media. 



CHAPITRE IV
 

ÉTUDE DE CAS - MONTRÉAL
 

4.1 Community Radio in Canada 

The form of self-expression exercised through broadcasting is defined in Canada 

through two foundational pieces of legislation. The first is the Canadian Charter of Ri[?hts and 

Freedoms which guarantees individuals the fundamental right of self-expression. Specifically, 

Section Two includes "freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression including freedom of 

the press and other media of communications" (Department of Justice, 1982, Part l, Section 

2B). The national broadcasting system itself is defined within the Hroadcast Act and is 

comprised of three distinct sectors managed by a central regulatory body. 

The C;ln3dian hroadcasting system, operating primarily in the English and French 

languages and comprising of puhlic, private and community clements, makes use or 

radio rrequencies that are puhlic property and provides, through ils programming, a 

public service essential to thc maintenance and enhancement or national identity and 

cullural sovereignty. (CRrC, 1991, Part 1, Section 3.l.b). 

It is important to note that community broadcasting is recognized as a central element in a 

successful national broadcasting system and the construction and maintenance of "nation 

identity". Such recognition defines this form of media as fundamentally equal to what are 

today dominant forms of broadcasting in terms of license ownership (Amodeo, 20(6) and 

infrastructure. In addition, ail broadcast media is reserved as a public service for lise by the 
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nation's citizenry. It is with this theoretical equality of broadcasting seclors and universal 

public service in mind that we examine the CUITent state and future potential of communily 

broadcasting in Montréal. 

The first campus-based radio station in Canada appeared in 1922 al Qucen's Universily 

in Kingston, Ontario, yet the first community broadcasters were not founded until 1974-1975 in 

Vancouver, Kitchener, Ottawa and Montréal (Stevenson, Ward and Kaestllcr, 20(4). The 

Monlréal station and other Québec-based broadcasters sprung, in part, l'rom an an el"torL by the 

provincial government to develop community media under the guidance of locally-basccl 

community production committees (Raboy, 1990, pp. 223-237). Québec communily 

broadcasting wou1d begin to grow in 1975 when the Parti Quebecois government expanded ils 

Programme d'Aide aux Médias Communaulaires (PAMEC). With the support of lhe Minislry 

of Communications, twenty-two community radio stations were operating in lhe province al 

this time with severa1 more in the planning stages. Today, the Montréal metropolilan area 

provides a fairly representative cross-section of campus and community broadcasting, 

illustrating a diverse variety of radio projects as weil as the organizalional efforts of the 

community broadcasting movement. Within the space of this case study, we examine the five 

currently Iicensed campus-community and community broadcasters located on the Island of 

Montréal. These inc1ude three campus-community broadcasters"'"' - CKUT, C1SM, and CJLO

and two community broadcasters - CINQ and CIBL. Among these broadcaslers are members 

of three associations of such broadcasters - the National Campus and Communily Radio 

Association (NCRA/ANREC), l'Association des radiodiffuseurs communautaires du Quéhcc 

(ARCQ) and La coalition des radios universitaires (CRU). While we have included the tïrst two 

associations in our study as weil as l'Alliance des radios communautaires du Canada (ARC), we 

have omitted CRU primarily due to their relative inactivity with regard to broadcast policy as 

weil as other contributing factors\6. 

55 Ail ealllpus-hascd hroadcastcrs in Canada are delïncd as carnpus-eollllllunily hroadeaslel's and ,u'e 
Illanclalcd lO acl as a conduit hetween univcrsitics ancltheir greater eOll1lllunitics. 

56 The general manager of the one CRU melllber station wc did interview, CISM, was openly hostile 
10 our work as weil as proposed invoivelllent with eOlllll1unily-ccnlred hroacleasling associalions 
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4.1.1 Broadcasting Policy : Legal Foundations 

The above mentioned Hroadcasting Act serves as an overall framework for the 

conception and realization of radio broadcast meclia in Canacla. This piece of Iegislation 

clefines the three key sectors of the Canaclian national hroaclcast system: commercial, puhlic 

ancl community. IL also clefines the general structure of the CBC ancl of the CRTC, Ieaving it to 

the CRTC itself to clefine the workings of commercial ancl community broaclcasting. The first 

Jevel of raclio broaclcasting policy generatecl by the CRTC is embocliecl in the Radio 

Regulations. Here, the regulator clefines the generaJ terms for broaclcast regulations by setling 

content stanclards, terms for election-relatecl enclorsements, broaclcast log requ ir~ments. 

ownership rules ancl working clefinitions of commercial ancl community raclio stations. It is 

also within this clocument that the regulator clefines the term "market", this being the unique 

term usecl to acldress the physical and radiophonic presence of a broadcaster. 

4.1.2 Campus-Community and Community Broaclcasting Policy 

The policies governing community broaclcasting in Canacla have been reviewcd ancl 

revised many times. The most recent review occurred in 1998 with new policy releasecl in 

2000. The stations included in this study have been licensed as either community broaclcasters 

or campus-community broadcasters. Campus broadcasters are mandated to play a clistinct l'ole 

both in their universities and the cOlTllTlunity-at-large. 

COI11f11unity-hased campus: The primal'y l'ole of these stations is to provicle alternative 

programming such as music, especially Canadian music, not generally hcard on commercial 

stations (including special interest music, as weil as styles of popular music scldom broaclcast), 

in-depth spoken word programming, and programming targeted to specific groups within the 

community. Although students play an important l'ole in programming, community-based 

campus stations may also provide access to members of the community at large. Such stations 

also provide training in radio production to volunteers. (CRTC, Public Notice 2000-12) 

such as Ihe AKCQ and NCKA. For runher discussion or crSM, plcase see Section 4.3. 
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Community broadcasters are provided with a similar mandate, charged with providing 

accessible media space to their general communities, training to community mcmbers and 

providing a diversity of programming. 

COll1l1wnity radio station: A community radio station is owned and controllcd by a not-for

prorit organization, the structure of which provides for membership, management. operation 

and programming primarily by members of the community at large. Programming should 

reflect the diversity of the market that the station is licensed to serve. 

The mandate or a community radio station is to "provide community access to the airwaves and 

to offer diverse programming that refleets the needs and interests of the communily that the 

station is licensed to serve, including : music by new and local talent, music not gcncrally 

broadcast by commercial stations, spoken word programming and local information." 

(CIUC, Public Notice 2000-13) 

While defining the mandate of community-based broadcasters as community-focused, 

the CRTC utilizes the sole concept of "market" to envision the social landscape wilhin which 

community. commercial and public broadcasters co-exist. "Market" is, in fact, defined through 

the measurement parameters of Bureau of Broadcast Measurement (BBM), a private entity that 

tracks the listenership of broadcasters'7 (CRTC, Radio Regulations, 1986). The regulator 

defines a number of programming requirements for campus and community broadcasters. 

While the examination of these factors is outside the scope of our study, the determining factors 

provide an insight into the regulator's comprehension of the national broadcasting system and 

the place of community radio in· this system. Programming requirements for campus

community broadcasters are equal wherever the broadcaster is located. Howevcr. 

programming requirements and advertislng regulations for community broadcasters are strictly 

defined in opposition to and in subordination to commercial and public broadcasters and 

57	 BBM Illeasurements arc the standarù of measurelllent for cOlllmercial hroadcasters. In orcier 10 gain 
aeeess 10 statisties pertinent to a broadeaster, that broacieastcr Illusl he a suhscrihing Illclllher or 
BBM. This suoscription cast is historicaJly oulsiùc the Illcans ofcoillmunity oroadcaslers. Online: 
hltp://www.ohm.ca 
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according to market. 

T\'pe A - "A community radio station is Type A if, at the time of licensing, no other station, 

other than one owned by CBC, is operating in the same language in aIl or part of its market." 

7)lfH! l3 - "A community radio station is Type B if, when the license is issued, at least one other 

station, other than a station owned by the CBC, is licensed to operate in the same language in 

ail or any part of the same market." (CRTC, Public Notice 2000-13) 

The malll di fference in CUITent regulations for the two categories concerns requ ired 

programming content in that Type A stations are mandated to air a smaller quantity of spoken 

word programming and avant-garde types of musical programming. Until 2000, Type A had 

been restricted to ai ring "non-competitive" advertising in order to assure that their radio 

aesthetic would not evolve into a commercial one. This restriction was lifted in 2000, leaving 

the door open for more lucrative advertising possibilities for ail campus and community 

stations. This is the single most significant change that occurred in the 2000 policy revision. 

Rather than exploring public funding mechanisms for public broadcasting, the reglliator 

mandated a commercial, advertising-based approach for funding community radio. 

4.2 CKUT Radio - 90.3 FM - Radio McGi11 - http://www.ckut.ca 

CKUT is a campus-community broadcaster attached to McGill University in 

Montréal:i~. It broadcasts with a power of 5,500 watts at the 90.3 FM frequency. This 

broadcaster was most recently examined within Frédéric Dubois' 200S masters' thesis on 

autonomolls media (Dubois, 2(05). 

4.2.1 History 

Campus-based radio has existed at McGili University since as early as the 19S0's. 

Eventually, in 1987, the CRTC made a cali for applications for a campus-community radio 

.'ïfl	 Jt should hc nolcd that wc have hccn activcly cngagcd on a striclly voluntccr husis al CKUT sincc 
1995. 
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station in Montréal which was answered by the radio clubs then active at McGi11 and Concordia 

University. The license was ultimately awarded to McGill's radio club, making it the only 

English-Ianguage community broadcaster in Montréal. Given this unique statu s, the station has 

attracted a large anglophone and allophone community contingent interested in having access to 

media (Burns, 2(06). Today, CKUT is among the largest campus-comrnunity broadcastcrs in 

Canada in terms of financial and human resources and broadcast power. In Montréal, it has 

become a hub for the Anglophone independent music and arts communitics. This station is 

likely the first Canadian campus-community radio to broadcast on the Internet having startcd to 

do so in 1997. 

4.2.2 Role 

CKUT plays a number of social roles within the city of Montréal. As a campus 

community broadcaster, it has the mandate of providing training and radio broadcasting 

opportunities to its volunteers. Rather than operate simply as a radio station, it is more of" a 

"community social resource centre in the way that people come here, build friendships. create 

networks formally and informally with other people in their community or people in other 

communities". The mandate of the station is to provide spaces of representation lor ail 

communities within Montréal and to "expose news, music and culture that isn't even being 

superfïcially examined anywhere else on the dial" (Saljoughi, 2(06). 

For Saljoughi, key aspects of community radio that help defïne it in the larger contcxt 

of Canadian media are inclusiveness and access. These can be considered the "heal"l of 

community radio" in that they constitute a volunteer-driven, inclusive and open structure of 

operation. Ail programming and most other tasks performed at the station are carried oulon a 

volunteer basis, enabling individuals to acquire a significant base of experience in the making 

of radio. That said, community radio still "has a long way to go in terms of what wc coyer. in 

terms of balance in our programming. (... ) Community radio serves a purpose in that it covers 

a lot of things, stories that aren't heard in other media forms, but we still have a long way to go 

and staying relavent will be really looking at that question and trying to answer it" (Saljoughi, 



2(06). 

FormaI ties to communities are primarily maintained through programllling with a 

large number of Montréal communities represented on the airwaves. Programming 

coordinators are charged with performing outreach in communities nol yet represcnlecl in terms 

of news, cultural and musical programming. The Programming Committee (see Section 4.2.3) 

consists of stakeholders from various communities, each eonlribuling to a halancc in 

programming decisions ilIld representing their respective constiluencies. 

4.2.3 Inlernal Structure 

CKUT is the only station included in our study which is organized non-hierarchically. 

There is a core colleCtive of seven paid staff complimented by two part-time employees. Ail 

slaff are paid equally and the administrative role of "monthly facilitator" rotates Illonthly 

among lhese staff members. 

Table 4.1 

CKUT Radio Paid Staff 

Tille	 Duties 

Music l'rogramming Cooruinalor	 Coord inali ng and training Illusic volunleers, 
interviews, recoru label relalions, overnighl 
progra III 111 1ng. 

Music Resollrccs Coordinator	 Recorcl library managelllent ancl upkeep, libr<lry 
vollinteer training anu coordinalion, record lahel 
relations. 

COllllllunily News Coorclinator	 Coorclinating ancl training news volunleers ancl 
programllling. 

Culture Programming Coordinator	 Coorc1inating and lrallling spoken word/culture 
progralllllling and vollinteers. 

Sa les Manager	 Auvertising sales, advcrlising-Ior-goods exchange 
negol iation s"). 

S9 The station orten exchanges advertising for goods and services sllch as website hosling and studio 
equiplllenl. 
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Fund-raising Coordinator Annual funding uunpaign, funding research and 
grant-writing. 

Production Coordinator Training volunlccrs in radio production, 

responsihle for upkccp of studios. 

Accountant (Part-lime) Book-keeping and accounling for station ilnd ;111 
departments. 

Administration (Pari-lime) Management of external contracLs. 

Ail members of staff are members of the Steering Committec which is also includcs tlHce 

volunteers - these individuals representing the music, spoken word and production 

<.Iepartments. This committee deals with the daily functioning of the radio station. The 

primary work of paid staff is to facilitate the work of volunteers. The Board of Directors is the 

ultimate authority and is legally responsible for ail actions of the station, ilS staff and 

volunteers. Ils membership represents the general Montréal community, .station staff, McGili 

undergraduate and graduate students, McGi11 academic staff' and McGi11 non-acadcmic star'!". 

There can be a maximum of two non-Canadian members, yet they must have legal status in 

Canada. ln addition, the Programming Committee is charged with managing the programming 

grid through the evaluution of applications for new programs, cominual cvalualion or curn:nt 

programs and managing listener complaints. The committee consists of elected representativc.s 

l'rom the McGi11 community, general Montréal community, the Montréal black community, 

Francophone community and volunteer representatives l'rom the Music and Spoken Word/Ncw.s 

departments. Staff members l'rom these two departments are alsoincluded, but have 110 vOling 

rights. 

Most campus-community and community broadcasters have a form or tieree! 

membership which equates the privileges of membership (training, progrumming, decisiol1 

making) with particip<ltion in the lite of the organization. While ail McGill ulldergraduatc 

.studenl.s are automatically members through their annual payment of tees, individuals must 

cOlltribute a minimum of four hours monthly in order to l'ully benefit. There is, however. no 

system for accounting for such criteri<l and a casual ullderstanding that free time can be limited 
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for many people. Thus, while the station has over 15,000 members due to McGi11 Univer.sity's 

student population, it has approximately 400 active volunteers. 

4.2.4 Programming 

CKUT broadcasts 24 hours per day with programs ranglllg from ~()-~()O minutes in 

duration. Programs air at varying frequency, the majorily airing once weekly wilh ccrtain 

programs airing only once or twice per month. There are currently lOS distinct programs 

represented on the broadcast schedule. The Programming Committee, described aoove, makes 

ail decisions concerning CKUT programming in terms oF approval of new progr,lms and 

evaluation of CUITent programs. Radio programs, however, manage themselves. Over the past 

three years, a number of shows have become collectively structured and are bcilitated oy the 

relavent departmental coordinator. Ali programming from midnighl-6am Falls outside rcgular 

CRTC oroadcasting guidelines and, al this station, is the sole responsibilily of lhe Music 

Programming Coordinator. CKUT does not organize its programming according to thcme

oricnted blocks. However, most evening programming tends to be musical in conlent und there 

is news and CUITent events programming every morning and evening, Monday lhrough Friday. 

Daytime programming is an equal mix of music and spoken word. Such an arrangement 

provides accessible alternatives to dominant forms of radio programming (CBC/SRC and 

commercial radio)(.o. CKUT presents its programming according to the Following categories: 

Table 4.2 

CKUT Programming 

BeaIs. Soul. Reggae Rock 

They'11 Play Anything Wide Wide Wide World 

Elcelroniea New Sound/. 

Folk, Country. Blucgmss Wo Ille n 

COJllll1unilies Current Affairs / Polilies 

.1<.11.1, Blues, Gospel Culture 

60 ln Ollr easu<.ll ohservations, wc have seen lhal many cOllllllercial broadcasters. the CBe and SRC 
have silllilar broadcasling pallerns. 
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4.2.5 Methods of InternaI Evaluation 

CKUT does not employ any methodological research tools nor listenership poils in 

order to measure their success as a community-based broadcaster. l nstead, their success can bc 

observed more fluidly through their presence in the community. While an understancJing of 

estimated listenership can be important, it is more important for the station to assure thal it 

maintains an open, transparent and accessible infrastructure thal communities can interface 

with. 

"Ilhink olher ways we can judge iL (our success) are Ihrough Lhings likc fCcdhack we gcl 

l'rom 1isleners and people who aren'l 1isleners hut havc hcard ahouL wha! wc do. 1:01' 

examplc, in Lhe music deparLment. ..people using our Illusic chans, n.:quesling inlt.:rvinvs 

WiLh our programmcrs, our relaLionships wiLh people in Lhe Illusic induslry. Ihings lhal 

rcrlect how l'clavent wc are (...) RUl 1 Ihink lhe grcalesl lhing is collllllunily 

invoivelllent." (Saljoughi, 2(06) 

The primary indicator of success that exists at CKUT is broad and vélried COl1llTlUl1ily 

implication in the programming and management of the station. Rough estimations of 

community appreciation can be observed in advertising-related sectors. An informai measurc is 

lound in the broadcaster's annual fllnding drive which l'uns during a IO-day stretch once yearly, 

generating an average of $60-70,000 in pledged donations with an average 709f! retllrl1. 

Another means of measllring and assuring station presence in the commllnity is through 

advertising whereby CKUT offers local and independent groups (musical, academic, activisl, 

etc) aHordable or free advertising in exchange for reciprocal media presence within the context 

of their events. The station does not, however, regularly review the fine details of mechanisrns 

nor does it currently have a strategy in place for considering other forms of measurement. 

4.2.6 Infrastructure 

From 1987-1995, this broadcaster was located in two rooms of the bascment of the 

McGili Stlldent Union Building. Today it is located on the bottom two f100rs of a building 

helonging to McGi11 University and sitllated in downtown Montréal. lis hroadeast range is 

considerable; with a 5,5000 watt transmitter it can be heard throughollt Montréal and orten into 
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parts of New York State and Ontario!>'. Situated on these two f100rs are five offices fè)r paid 

staff and volunteers, one production studio, one editing studio, u vast library of recordings 

(approximutely 90,000 albums), and an on-air studio. The station hus converted their 

production studio to a mix of digital and analogue equipment over the past four yems. While 

they find their physical situation to be adequate for their work, they would ideally like 10 own 

their own building with space for un ever-expanding library, less cramped office space ancl 

laI'ger studios. CKUT has digital mobile recording resources for volunteer use, an adcquatc hut 

limited quantity of computer editing stations with Internet access, ancl has been hroadcasting 

on-line since 1997. They currently have the most sophisticated Internet broadcasting system of 

a.ny Montréal station, offering their broadcasl in multiple live streams, archived programs loI' 

download and "podcasts" of ail programs6~. The station also regularly broadcasts concerts ancl 

community events with the aid of open-source Internet technology. CKUT is not casily 

accessible to physically disabled individuals. 

4.2.7 Finuncial Resources 

As with most st,ltions examined in this study, CKUT suppliecl us with a thorough and 

up-to-date copy of their operating budget. For the year 2005-2006, the broadcaster has 

budgeted $402,060 of revenue and $383,089 in expenses. A significant percentage of revenue 

comes in the form of a student levy whereby every McGi11 undergraduate student contributes 

$8 yearly for a total of $165,000. This amount is continually in flux as stuclents can opt out of 

their contribution and the number of enrolled students changes from year to year. Other 

significant areas of revenue are sub-carrier rental('! (two conlracts for a total $63,8)5), 

advertising ($110,000) and fund raising ($48,000). While funding is diversified among these 

()I Due ID a teehnieal issue -Ihe "shadow" of Ihe Iransmillcr and lower - CKUT cannol he casily 

reccived wilhin the McGi11 sludent resiclences. ln reecnt years, the slalion and university have 

ercalccl a dedicaled Internet stream for students residing here. 

62 "Podcasting" is a term relatcd to the advent of the Apple iPod hut not limited to the use of this 

specifie mohile audio player. Il allows [nternèlusers to suhserihe 10 and automatieally c1ownload 

programs 101' future listening or archivai purposes. 
63 Many FM stations rent their harmonie sicle-hands to niche-markel hroadeaslers. Until rcccnl ycars, 

lhese hroadcastcrs were primari Iy MU/.ak hro<ldcaslers. CK UT renls Iheir sidc-hands 10 two el hnic 

hroadcaslers wbose comIllunities must purchase special rcccivers to l'eccivc their signal. 
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sources, such funding is not necessarily reliable. ln the case of student tees, CKUT has been 

negotiating with an uncooperative university administration for the past l'ive years during which 

lime this funding was withheld twice. In addition, any member of the McGi11 student 

community can, al any time, organize a referendum calling into question this significant source 

or runding. Instability can be observed in the other major sources of rcv~nue as weil. Sub

carriers account for substantial revenue but have proven fairly unreliable over Ihe ycars. 

Similarly, the majority of CKUT advertisers are "really small, unstable businesses and 

emerging creative producers." The station purposely keeps its adverlising raIes minimal in 

order to provide maximum benefit ta local, independent entrepreneurs, artisls, social groups, 

etc. (Burns, 20(6). CKUT is not eligible for funding l'rom PAMEC nor many olher granting 

agencies because they are affiliated with a university. Likewise, it has proven diffïcull l'or the 

stalion to receive charitable tax status due ta its affiliation with a university thal has such status 

yel will not share it with the broadcaster. The broadcaster occasionally hosts grant-funded 

projects whereby troubled teens or single mothers (examples of two pasi projects) acquire radio 

production skills. While beneficial ta ail involved, the financial henefit of such projecls IS 

usually minimal and are accompanied bya large administrative burden. (Burns, 2(06). 

The bulk of CKUT expenses lie in three main areas. Payroll expenses accounl l'or 

$215,312 with each full-time employee making $22,750 per year. Annual rent tor Ihe station 

studios and offices amounts to $39,470 (paid to McGi11 University) and fees related to 

transmitter hOSling and broadcast tower rentai amount la $JJ,250. Station revenue has not 

increased substantially in many years. There is no system for regular wage increases, starf do 

not have any medical benerils, nor is their funding for staff development. While rentai Fees 

increa.'e annually, none of CKUT's revenue sources increase at an egual and predictablc rate. 

Due to poo1' salaries, many staff members supplement their incarne with freelance employmenl. 

This situalion reguJarly leads to staff bum-out with most staff members working at the station a 

maximum of three ta four years. 
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4.2.8 Inter-station Relations 

CKUT does not have any formai ties with other Montréal campus-community and 

community radio stations. There are, however, a number of volunteers who contribute their 

time and programming here and at other stations. Members of CKUT reported from the 

Summit of the Americas and People's Summit in Mar dei Plata, Argentina with an AMARC

organized delegation of Québec community broadcasters. Members were also present at the 

2006 World Social Forum in Caracas, Venezuela. The broadcaster has been a long-time 

member of the NCRA and is one of two member-stations in Québec!>'!. Today, CKUT is one of 

a number of NCRA member-stations across Canada that exchange programming on a regular 

basis. lt is also part of an organizational effort to create a national independent news agency, 

building upon the network that already exists informally among stations, the NCRA ancl other 

organizational efforts. CKUT has no reJationships with ARCQ, ARC or CRU. 

*** *** 

4.3 CISM -	 89.3 FM - "La Marge" - http://www.cism.umontreal.ca 

CISM is the campus-community broadcaster affiliated with Université du Montréal. 

4.3.1 History 

CISM received their broadcast license in 1990, entering as the mos! powerful 

Francophone campus-community broadeaster in Canada. The roots of the station lie with li 

small group of s!udents at Université du Montréal who began to explore the possibility of 

founding such a broadcaster in 1970. In 1980, the stuclents of Université clu Montréal cleciclecl 

to create the station in an instructional capacity upon recommendation of a feasibility study. As 

with the other broadcasters presented in this study, there are notable delays between the initial 

organizing efforts and the ultimate founding of the licensed broadeaster. In lhi.s case, CISM 

began broadcasting on-campus in 1985, received their campus-community license in 1990 and 

M The olher is CJMQ in Lcnnox'villc. Onlinc: hllp://www.cjl1lq.fm 
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began broadcasting on FM in 1991. They transmit at 10,000 watts, the most powerful of the 

broadcasters in this study. Their rationale for this status is a need to broadcast to the St

Hyacinthe satellite campus of Université dù Montréal. (St-Onge,2006) The station's broadcast 

radius is approximately 70 km. CISM suftered from notable financial and organizational 

troubles between approximately 1998-2003 and appears to bc undcrgoing a CUITent "rc

branding" as weil as a re-working of operational policy. 

4.3.2 Role 

CISM exists primarily to act as a trampoline tOI' emerging Québecois talent not yet 

known to mainstream media. Although the CRTC policy mandates campus-based broadcasters 

to incorporate the larger community in the operations of the station, the station maintains that 

their target audience is francophone students between the ages of 18-34. The director gencral of 

the station, Guillaume St-Onge, believes strongly that the credibility of community radio has 

been damaged by its historical connections to progressive social and political movemcnts. Such 

connections have left community radio socially and econornically marginalil.ed. By restricting 

programming to mainly underground and emerging music, St-Onge ai ms to "restore credibility" 

to the institution. (St-Onge, 2006). 

4.3.3 Internai Structure 

CISM is organized hierarchically with a director general responsible for overseeing ail 

operations. It has a total of seven paid staff. Rather than rely on a volunteer-based 

programmll1g committee, the program director is charged with overall management of the 

programmll1g schedule and is aided by a paid assistant. Two programming-focused staff 

coordinate music and cultural programming. ln addition, there is a promotions and sales 

director who is responsible for outward station promotion and adverLising sales. Finally, one 

employee is charged with maintaining the station technical resources and production needs. 

Besides paid employees, the station has designated music directors who are voluntecrs 

responsible tor managing certain genres of music. In this case, they are: loud rock, anglophone 
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hip-hop / soul / funk, jazz / world music and electronic (rpm). A number of other voluntecrs 

are responsible for coordinating the general volunteer body which amounts to 200 active 

members. 

4.JA Programming 

Ail programming at CISM is managed by the programming c1irector in conjunction 

with the musical and cultural directors. While staff at ail other broadcasters in this stucly 

produce programming in a uniquely volunteer capacity, this is not the case at CISM, the 

practice having changed with the hiring of a new music director in the past year. Whilc ail 

programming had previously been produced by volunteers, the music director is now 

rcsponsible for assembling aLltomated playlists which are broadcast a total of 40 hours pcr wcck 

between n distinct programs. In addition, a nightly I-hour airs which presents the weekly 

charts('), based on weekly programming which is dominated by tl1c pre-delïned prograrnming of 

the music departmenl. This is a practice that we have only before witnessed in commercial 

radio. We wi IJ conclude by suggesting that CISM is currently in violation of thcir campus

community broadcast license. The CRTC outlines strict programming criteria in order to 

assure a high level of diversity, one of these criteria being a required 25% spoken ward 

programmlrJg. CISM broadcasts a total of 12.5 hours of non-musical programming weekly, 

amounting to 7%. 

4.J.S Methods of Internai Evaluation 

BBM (Bureau of Broadcast Measurement) surveys are the primai")' method of 

evaluation in the world of commercial radio. They have been historically avoided by 

community radio stations as these surveys are expensive and provide only one range 01' 

rneasurement : whether an emitted message has been rcceived. As cvidenced by the various 

systems utilized by other broadcasters in this study, community radio traditionally places an 

65	 Radio stations compile weekly charls which represent lhe CUITent popul<lrily of artiSls, alhuIl1s :lIld 
record companies. These arc olkn contrihuled to léll"ger charts cOJnpiled hy puhlicalions and L1scd 
as an eXéllnplc of a station's relevancc whcn asking recorcllahels for proJnotional servicing. 
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emphasis on accessibility and community presence, factors BBM cannot address. To the 

contrary, Mr. St-Onge asserts that BBM surveys are the only manner by which community 

radio can measure its success as a broadcaster. For him, proof of listenership is in these basic 

numbers. This year, CISM subscribed to a BBM survey for the first time. The results state that 

CISM has 70,000 regular listeners in the Montréal area. When we suggested that BBM surveys 

were limited in their ability to take into account more complex social t~lctors, he immediatcly 

dismissed such talk as "Ieftist, progressive" and basically useless for attracting advertisers. (St

Onge, 2()()6). 

4.3.6 Infrastructure 

ClSM is located deep inside a building on the campus of Université du Montréal. 

While the building is easily accessible by public transportation, the station itself is hard to find 

and not very accessible to the physically handicapped. The physical space includcs a large 

volunteer area, three offices for staff, production studio, library and on-air studio. They 

recently invested $60,000 in their studios (Robillard Laveaux, 2(06). The station broaclcasts 

on-line and offers some, but not all, of their programs for archived c1ownload. Their 

infrastructure appears sufficient for the programming they are engaged in. 

4.3.7 Financial Resources 

CISM is the only broadcaster in this study which refused to provicle us with complete 

financial records, insteacl giving us a one-page abstract of minimal detail for rcasons of 

confidcntiality. Ali other broadcasters have been willing to explain their financial situation and 

history in detail ancl have proviclecl recent budgets ancl annual reports (if availablc). Eventually. 

we werc provided with a copy of the CISM financial records by a colleague at Université c1u 

Montréal. 

Thi.s broadcaster receives the largest amount of single-source funcling of ail stations 

examinecl in our study, this due to the large student population of Université de Montl·éal. Each 
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student contributes $2 per session ($1 per sesSIOn for sludents at l'École Polylechnique and 

ÉAlucat ion Permanent). For the 2005 budget year, they received $180,881. An adclitional 

$132,778 is generated by advertising, $52,248 through rentaI of studios and services, $15,588 

through fund raising productions and promotional events and $2,966 From a funding campaign. 

MI". St-Onge informed us that thcy would be discontinuing their funding campaign duc the 

small rellll'n on a large amount of labour. He asserted lhat the tradition of donating mone)' lo 

cilmpus und community broadcaslers is absent in the French culture. Ail other broaclcastcrs in 

this stud)', with the exception of CJLO, successfully operules an annual funding call1paign. 

While it is financially beneficial, it uls.o serves to muintuin visibility in the community at large 

und is ofLen used as u gauge of cOlllmunity appreciation. 

Salary costs at CrSM alllount to $189,284 with an additional $34,889 conlributecl to 

sales commissions. The broadcaster puys $13,897 for antenna rentai, a rate that incrcascs by a 

small margin unnually. While Mr. St-Onge told us that the station had accumulatcd u large c1eht 

in recent years, he would not quantify nor explain this debt. According to the financial records, 

CrSM has an outstanding loan From Université du Montréal of $90,000 (down from $IIO,OO() 

the previous year) which it is repaying al a rate or $15,000 per year without interest. They owe 

the Fédération des associations étudiantes de campus de l'Université de Montréal an additional 

$7,000. The station does not pay rent and we assume these costs are absorbed by the 

Fédération. In 2004, CISM had engaged in good and services exchanges at a rate of $201,000. 

This was reduced this to $69,500 in 2005. As seen in the other subjecls or lhis sludy, goods and 

services exchanges are mechanisms for offering small local businesses advertising thal would 

otherwise be unreasonably expensive. ln return, the broadcaster receives goods or services they 

could not olherwise afford and increase their visibility as an accessible broadcaster. Mr. St

Onge expluined that the station has no desire to forge and maintain community relations in such 

a manner and that advertising should be sold, not bartered. (St-Onge, 20(6). 

The broaclcaster seems to have ils finances in good order. While their debt is si7.ahle, 
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they are operating with exactly the surplus they are scheduled to repay annually. The slalion 

also benefïts greatly from rent-free living. However, we are concerned that CISM is making 

itself less accessible to the community in an effort to obtain further financial stability lhrough 

their changes in advertising policy. This is a concern that we have heard from various Montréal 

community members, local artists and CISM programmers and is an issuc which may 

eventually damage the station reputation within the communily and thus, thcir financial 

resources. In particular, we questioned ML St-Onge about policies whereby programmers arc 

on)y permitted lo comprehensively announce events for promoters and artisls who have paid for 

advertising. His response was that paid advertising takes priority. Ali other broadcasters in lhis 

study encourage their programmers to announce ail local events, free of charge. 

4.~.8 1nter-station Relalions 

This broadcaster has no formai relations with any other stations. CISM has no 

rclationship with AMARC, NCRA or ARCQ. They are one of the five members of CRU. 

*** *** 

4.4 CINQ - "Radio Centre-Ville" - 102.3 FM - http://www.radiocenlreville.com 

CINQ, popularly known as Radio Centre-Ville, is the oldest community broadcaslcr in 

Montréal. Given their uniquely defined multi-cultural mandate, they have been lhe subjecl of 

several academic studies. A chapter presenting the broadcaster appears in Bruce Girard's il 

Possionfor Nadia (Girard, 1992, pp. 39-46). 

4.4.1 History 

The roots of Radio Centre-Ville lie in Québec's movelllents for social change c1uring the 

1960-197ü's. In 1970, members of five Montréal communities - anglophone, francophone, 

hispanophone, Portuguese and Greek - began lo consider the possibilily of founding a 

community radio station. Their motives were primarily 1) to help members of their distinct 



communities to better integrate themselves into the larger Montréal community and; 2) to 

provide a means of mass communication to those without such access. Members 01" this core 

group incorporated the station in 197266
, began broadcasting from the studios of Radio McGi11 

and began preparing an application to the CRTC. In 1974, CKRL in Québec City became the 

first licensed community broadcaster in the province. On 27 January 1975, Radio Centre-Ville 

began broadcasting with a power of 8 watts - a range of 1 to 2 kilometers. Throughout the 

1980's, they raised funds for three power upgrades, eventually graduating to 1:-\00 watts in 1991 

(Kapetanakis, 2(06). 

4.4.2 Role 

The mandate which is projected by Radio Centre-Ville is very clearly delïned. Rather 

than "give a voice to the voiceless" they provide an organizational centre for Ihe sectors of 

Montréal society that are marginalized both socially and in their portrayal in the media. Within 

this organization, the so-called "voiceless" can represent themselves. From its inccption, 

Radio Centre-Ville has placed a strong emphasis on inter-cultural exchange as weil as ciistinct 

cultural representation. The media structure of a community radio station serves to provide il 

counterbalance to non-representative corporate media and a point of convergence {or social 

groups working for common causes such as "citizen participation, solidarity, social justice and 

the delllocratization of communications media" (Radio Centre-Ville, 2005, p. 7t"'. Today, the 

station is organized into seven linguistically defined production teams. By maintaining a 

permanent media environlllent for these cOlllmunities, Radio Centre-Ville facilitates the 

integration of new immigrants into their distinct communities as weil as inlo the hroacler 

communities of Québec and Canada. 

They participale in Ihe social life of Quéhec hy cOl11ll1unicating their own cullure, and al 

Ihe same lime, help lheir compalriols becol11e more aware of Quéhec and Canadian 

currenl evenls and eullure. Listcners oenelïl from information in their own languages 

about the new social environmcnt 10 which they l11usl adapt, and they conserve lileir 

66 Radio Cenlre-Ville Saint-Louis Inc. 
67 Our translation. 
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clIlllIral origins. (Girard, 1992, p. 42.) 

This broadcaster believes l'ully that regularized audience participation is necessary in arder for 

such work to be successl'ul. To this end, they have developed a series of operational principlcs. 

While we can attest l'rom personal experience that many of the stations examincd in the currenL 

sLudy also work according ta such precepts, Radio CenLre-Ville is the only staLion tha! has 

ckarly defined them as operational guidelines. We excerpL these l'rom the sLaLions "Welcornc 

Manua!":('X 

Radio Centre-Ville will encourage listener participation by various means: 

by permitting access to the airwaves; 

by conrinually ofFering training in the production 01' radio programs; 

by demonsLrating local musical and literary talent; 

by organizing or prornoting the organization of forums of public debate; 

by encouraging new approaches to programming and public interest; 

by cncol1raging new and innovalive approaches ta radio; 

by producing programs developed more in the critical spirit than Lhat of contormity. 

Formai Lies with cornmunities are embodied in the form 01' seven radio production groups 

French, English, Spanish, Creole, Chinese, Greek and Portuguese. It is the responsibiliLy of 

these teams La maintain open relations with the various social groups within their communities 

and to assure that their programming and community outreach work adheres ta these principlcs. 

4.4.3 Internai Structure 

The operations 01' Radio Centre-Ville are organized hierarchically with a direcLor 

general responsible for the daily l'unctioning of the organization. The broadcastcr has 10 other 

employees. Four volunteer coordinators assure that there is a presence at the station day, nighl, 

and on the weekend. One of these coordinators Functions as an information coordinator Lo 

facilitate the activities of volunteers. In addition, the station has an accountant, technical 

director and an individual centrally responsible For interviews. Radio Centre-Ville hasts a 

6~ Our Iranslation. 
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project called Radio-Enfant (Kid's Radio) which is funded mainly by Centraidel 
••, and employs 

th ree sta ff. 

Unlike CKUT, the coordination of programming at Radio Centre-Ville is entirely in Ihe 

hands of volunteers. For this reason, the concept of membership at the station is taken very 

seriously. The volunteer base is organized into seven linguistic production teams as notcd 

above. Each team is responsible for coordinating ail of their programs and le)r any 

collaborations between teams. Before volunteers can be fully integrated into the station as 

"members" they must first implicate themselves in the work of the station. Eventually, they 

stand before the membership committee which determines the extent of their participation and 

knowledge and ultimately grants them membership or not. The teallls have no slandard 

operating procedures and arrive at decisions according to their own devices. In orcier to 

coordinate programming more broadly, organize a unified station body and encourage inter

cultural exchange, an "inter-team" committee consists of one representative From each linguislic 

team and a member of the Board of Directors (Kapetanakis, 2(06). 

As with ail incorporated broadcasters, the Board of Directors is the ultimate Icgal 

<luthority within the organization. Here, they are required to be Canadian citizens anu to have 

been implicated in the organization for a minimum of nine Illonths. Contrary to other stations 

examined here, seats on the Board of Directors are not defined by constituency. Instead. the 

body is elected or its membership reconfirmed nnnu,lily. 

4.4.4 Progralllming 

Radio Centre-Ville broadcasts 24-hours per day with programs varying From ]O-]O() 

minutes in length. As noted above, each of the seven linguistic production teallls at the station 

is responsible for coordinating and producing their own programming. They arc mandated by 

the CRTC LO broadeast 50% French-language content, the other 50% of airtime split among six 

69	 Cenlraide is the United Way of Canada, a large comllluniLy-works oriented NGO. They are online 
al hllp://www.œntraide.ca 
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minority languages. 

Table 4.3 

Breakdown of Radio Centre-Ville Programming 

Language Nurnher of Progrullls Hours of Programming 

1~Ilglish 17 ICl.S 

Spanish 13 49 

Creole , Il Il 

Chinesc 5 5 

Grcck '33 12.5 

POrluguese 27 29 

French 79 79 

Among Lhese programs are nightly Portuguese-Ianguage music magazines, daily Greck and 

Spanish community programming, daily news programming and a late-nighL program for 

Haitian taxi drivers. Even with this incredible diversity of programming, director general Evan 

Kapetanakis finds the CRTC regulations to be Iimiting. He feels the high percentagc 

requirement of French-language limits the number of new communities thaL can be integrated 

into the staLion (Kapetanakis, 2006). 

4.4.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

For the pasL three or four years, Radio Centre-Ville has been relying on lisLencr survcys 

to calculate their number of listeners in order to provide potential advertisers wiLh a concreLe 

demonstration of their footprint. The Jatest survey puts this number aL 100,000 lisLeners 

(Kapetanakis, 2006). In addition, they keep track of the number of phone cali inquiries Lhey 

receive daily, their working relationships with social groups and letters and emails l'rom 

lisleners. Another way they measure the success of their work as a community broadcasLer is 

through monitoring new program proposaIs and communications between programl1lers and 

their audiences. Like other stations, they receive a large portion of their an nuaI funding l'rom 

the Montréal community and the fact that they are surviving financially is a testament Lo 
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community appreciation of their work. Kapetanakis believes that, given their rcsources, it is 

impossible to determine the social impact of their organization in a thorough manner. 

4.4.6 Infrastructure 

Radio Centre-Ville has been located on two floors of a commercial building in Lhe Mile 

End neighbourhood of Montréal since 1982. Theil' broaclcast range includcs the bel ter pllrt of 

the Island of Montréal, but does not quite reach the extremities. The physical space includes 

three offices for staff, large meeting spaces for volunteers, Lwo digital production studios and a 

digital/analogue on-air studio. The station library is not very accessible. Il is split inLo seven 

small libraries, one for each linguistic team with only those members having access. Centre

Ville broadcasLs on-line, but does not aller archives of their programming. While their physical 

space has becn adequate for many years, it is not conducive La growLh and provicles very limitecl 

space for library or studio space. It is also is not easily accessible ta physicaJly c1isabled 

inclivicluals. 

4.4.7 Financial Resources 

Radio Centre-Ville provided us with their budget for the year 2(0)-2006. Similar to 

CKUT, their revenue was budgeted at $399,558 and their expenses budgeted cqually. Rough\y 

half of the revenue for this budget year was generated through general operational grants and 

through project-based grants. This ail amounts to $224,528 and comes l'rom six separate 

streams. An aclditional $97,430 was budgeted as commercial revenue generated by adverlising, 

comrnunity announcements and sponsorships. The thircl main source of revenue is community

generated and accounts for $42,100 coming from an annual lottery, membership fees, l'und 

raising and special programming. They also manage ta make $30,000 through rentai of their 

production studios. While CKUT's budget remained relatively sMic betwœn rcecnl budget 

years, Centre-Ville suffered a considerable $43,000 drop in revenue l'rom the previous year, duc 

entirely to cuts in subsidized funding and community-generated revenue. Their funcling is quite 

diversified, yet Lhe largest sources seem to be in decline. 
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Centre-Vi lIe's expenses lie in a number of categories. Salaries account tor $155,158. 

Annual renl accounts for an additional $26,000. Advertising-related costs amounl to $46,600. 

Basic administration costs for the station, not including salaries, are $48,400. The second mosl 

significant source of revenue for Radio Centre-Ville, project funding, is also ils second mosl 

significanl expense al $107,000. Revenue does appeur lo be reglilar enollgh lhal graduatcd 

wage increases ure granted annually. While the budget we have been provided with does not 

detail exact salaries, gruduated wage increuses signal that the broadcuster mukcs efforls to pay 1.1 

living wage and perhaps suffers From 1.1 lesser rate of staff turnover than some other stutions. 

This, however, may be to the detriment of other station needs. 

4.4.8 Inter-stution Relations 

Similur to CKUT, Radio Centre-Ville does not have formai ties with other oroadcasters. 

They have been un uctive member of ARCQ for many yeurs. Community journalists From this 

broadcaster were members of the AMARC delegation of Québec community oroadcastcrs 10 

the Summit of the Americas and People's Summit in Mar dei Plata, Argentina in Novemoer 

2005. In addition, programmers at Centre-Ville regularly collaborate with broadcasters in lheir 

home counlries. Some members of the station perform programming at CKUT and CIBL. 

Radio Centre-Ville has no affiliation with the NCRA, ARC or CRU. 

*** *** 

4.5 CJLO - http://www.cjlo.com 

CJLO is the Internet broadcaster of Concordia University. They recently received their 

AM campus-community broadcasling license. The university has two campuscs and, until 

1998, two closed-circuit radio stations CRSG and CFU. 

4.5.1	 History 

Until 1998, each of Concordia University's two campuses operated a closed-circuil 
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campus radio station. These two stations, CRSG and CFLl, then merged inLo CJLO and began 

broadcasting by cable FM to the Concordia student residences. Early plan,s lo apr1y for an FM 

broadcast license were hampered by high staff turnover. ln 2002, CJLO began to broadcast on

linc, using this structure as a springboard to AMIFM broadcasting. Finally, their CRTC 

broadcast license application was filed in 2(0) and they were granted an AM licensè in Mareil 

2006. When they begin broadcasting in January 2007, they will be the only campus-comlllunity 

broadcaster in Montréal on the AM band due to the fact that there is no more space lert on [he 

city's FM band. 

4.).2 Role 

CJLO primarily serves the student body of Concorclia University, but also counts 

several community members among its volunteers. Much of their specific broadcasting 

mandate will be developed when they are an AM broadcaster with the ability to reach the 

broader community of Montréal. Today, they mainly ailll to promote inderendenl and 

underground music and to provide a space where individuals can gain experience in radio. 

Station manager David Caporicci-Urovitch 70 thinks it is important that there be a media spacc 

for people to express views not included in the mainstream media. (Caporicci-Urovitch,2006). 

4.53 Internai Structure 

The broadcaster currently has two paid staff, the general manager and program director. 

The general manager is responsible for the overall management of the organiz~ltion and 

cUlTently responsible for laying the physical and organizational groundwork for a station that 

will soon be making the transition From Internet broadcaster to licensed radio broadcaster. The 

program director is responsible for ail programming management. Ali other stail are 

volunteers. Two music directors manage the record library and music industry relations. An , 

additional four vo!unteers act as specialized music directors, each focusing on "non-indie rock" 

genres, specifically hiphop, electronic music, metal and world beat. Administrative tasks are 

70	 David Caporicci-Oroviteh Idt the station shorLly alü;r we inlerviewed hilll. The currenl (August 
20(6) station manager is Chris Quinncll. 
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split among five volunteer staff: sales manager, executive assistant, entertainment director, IT 

director and librarian. Technical responsibilities are shared by the production direclor and 

engineer/technician. While ail other stations included in this study employa numbcr of full

time staff and limited part-time staff, ail volunteer staff at CJLO work a minimum of 2-8 hours 

pel' week. CJLO has a 5-person Board of Directors consisting of the station Illunuger, one 

Concordiu faculty member, one community member at lurge, and two station members. Ail but 

the station manager huve 2-year terms. The broadcuster currently has 80 active members who 

neecl to have volunteered at least 6 hours of their time in the last year. 

4.5.4 Programming 

CJLO does not broadcast live 24-hours a day. Currently, they providc 93 hours of live 

programming weekly. This time consists of 45 programs, three of them spoken word, but not 

news or current affairs based. Ali other programming is music-based ancl delïncd according to 

the tûllowing genres: rock-ait, hiphop, jazz, world beat, punk, country, metal, l'pm (clectronic).. 

Whcn not broadcasting live, digitized archives of past programs are played ranclomly. When the 

broadcaster becomes an AM station, it will invest in radio automation software und digitize 

their record collection in order to provide randomly generated, automated programming. There 

is no programming commiltee, rather the program director makes ail programming decisions 

individually. 

4.5.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

As an Internet broadcaster, CJLO relies prirnarily upon website statistics to iniorm 

them of their listenership. Caporicci-Urovitch believes that this tûrm of radio has not become 

as popular in North America as in Europe because it is not as accessible as FM and AM radio. 

The station does not have any formai mechanisms for measuring the presence of their station in 

the community other than listener feedback. Once CJLO begins broadcasting on AM, they will 

operate within the physical community of Montréal and be able to consider more concrclc 

mechanisms. 
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4.5.6 Infrastructure 

CJLO is located at the Loyola campus of Concordia University, rar From the downtown 

core oF Montréal and not easily accessible to the general community. The physical spacc 

consists of three offices for staff, a production studio, record library and on-air studio. This 

station is the only one in our study with a second studio fit for mixing and broadcasting live 

bands. As the station grows in terms of volunteers, paid staFf, and library spaœ, we prcdict 

space problems in the coming three to five years. The station is accessible by elevatol" bul 

ditlicult to locate. 

4.5.7 FinanciaJ Resources 

The sole source of budgeted funding for CJLO is approximately $150,000 in the fOl"m 

of a student levy. Each Concordia University student pays $0.25 per credit. The station's 

largest current expense, similar to the situation elsewhere, is salaries which add up to $S2,SOO 

between the two paid staff positions. Unlike the other broadcasters in Montréal, their physical 

space has been provided free of charge by the Concordia Student Union. In the future they will 

be spending approximately $18,000 annually on land rentai for the physical location of thcir 

antenna and tl"ansmitter as weil as $25,000 for the purchase of their AM antenna. The inFormai 

budget which they provided us also includes $10,000 towards the launching of the ,station in 

.lanuary. While the station is operating at a surplus with $150,000 in revenue and $117,000 in 

expenses, il is presently quite disorganized. Only recenlly were we able to obtain a copy of the 

CJLO budget after five months of intermittent contact with two previous station managers and 

one member of the Board of Directors. Lacking an accountant, the station manager is 

responsible for finances as weil as the rapid evolution of the station. Il is our opinion that 

CJLO will have to make a significant effort not to fall into financial and organizational disarray. 

4.5.8 Inter-station Relations 

CJLO is still in the midst of becoming a operating broadcaster and have not joined the 

membership of any campus-community broadcasting associations. They are cOl1sideflng 
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joining the NCRA and have been in regular contact with other Canadian stations in order 10 

request advice on the various processes involved in the structuring of a radio station. 

*** *** 

4.6 CIBL - "Radio Montréal" - 101,5 FM - http://www.cibl.cam.org 

CIBL is the sole independent francophone community radio in Montréal. 

4.6.1 History 

CIBL was born of the 1970\ Québec student movement and was primariJy product or 

the work of four students from Université du Québec ù Montréal. Plunning tor the slation 

began in 1978. In 1980, it received its license and began broudcusling. The fïrst ten years saw 

much financial and organizational instability after which time their situation stubilized. The 

station experienced another period of extreme organizutional and finuncial turbulence betwccn 

2()()()-200S, the two factors compounding one another. Il is currently experiencing a period or 

renewed stability. (Doré, 2006). CIBL has recently dubbed itself "Rudio-Montréal" in an dlort 

to more globally engage the laI'ger community of Montréal. 

4.6.2 Role 

ClBL has, Slllce its inception, been identified as the francophone community 

broadcaster or Montréul. Il is a point of reference for francophone culture outside the 

Illuinstream. While il was born of the studcnt movement, it has grown to becol11e a broadcaster 

"by und for the greuter Montréal community." The mujority of Montréulllledia is commercÎully 

owned und managed by a profit-driven agenda. By creating. an accessible and participatory 

media space for community members that interprets profit as the sociuJ good, CJBL facilitatcs 

the disseminution of independent voices and information (Doré, 20(6). In terms of inf'ormation 

and cultural product, it is the mandate of CJBL to promote emerging, marginalizecl and locul 

perspectives on the world. 
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4.6.3 Internai Structure 

This broadcaster is organized hierarchically with a staff of nine full-Lime employees 

and one part-time employee. The director general is responsible for ail operations and fïnancial 

management oF the station while the assistant to the director aides with these tasks. Three 

inJividuals are charged with coordinming volunteer programmers : the cultural coordinator, 

news coordinator <lI1d music coordinator. Other full-lime positions include adverLising 

manager, publicity producer, and membership and funding coordinalor. The programming 

director is responsible for the coordination of programming under the gu idancc 01' a voluntccr

based pl"Ogramming committee. The volunteer coordinator is employed 011 a palt-Lime basis. 

As with other stations, staff are not paid for programming, rather they are paid for the 

facilitation of volunteer labour and programming. CIBL currently has 250-]00 active 

volunteers. Similar ta Radio Centre-Ville, the Board of Directors consists entirely of 

community members who are elected at regular intervals. The director general also sits on this 

hody. 

4.6.4 Programming 

CIBL broadcasts 24 hours per day with program length ranging From 1-6 hours. Ail 

programming is managed by the programming cammittee and the station changes their 

schedule seasanally (summer and autumn/winter). Similar ta CKUT and Radio Centre-Ville, 

they have standard programming at certain intervals of the day, produced by a diFFerenl team 

each program. In this case, the broadcaster has morning culture and current events programs, 

noontillle local news and a 4pm-6pm news magazine Monday to Friday. The cUITenl schedule 

includes 82 different programs identified according the following categories: 

Table 4.4 

CIBL Programming Categories 

Li Il:Slylc Illaga/.i nc Spccialil.cd Illusic 

Cuilurallllagal-inc Cili7,cn's lllaga7,inc 
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Li ICslylc maga7.ine Spcciali/.ed music 

Crealiwemission Mon[réa!er magazine 

Mulli-cullural magazine Francophone magazine 

4.6.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

Like many of the broadeasters in this study, ClBL relies primarily upon lislencrship 

sur veys as a manner of illustrating their community pre.senee. According to their latesl 

statistics, this station has 125,000 regu lar listeners and 253,000 occasional 1isteners. Assistant 

to the gencral director Geneviève Doré was unable to elaborate lIpon any other systems CIBL 

employs internally for measuring their presence in the eommllnity and the presence of the 

comrnunity on its airwaves. 

4.6.6 In frastrllcture 

This broadcaster IS loeated on the second floor of a commercial building in the 

Hochelaga-Maisonneuve district of Montréal, a historically poor <lnd working-c1<lss 

Fr<lncophone neighbourhood. Theil' 10c<ltion is not easily aceessible [0 physically disabled 

individl1als. I[ is, however, more spaciol1s than other st<ltions ineluded in this sludy. Paid staff 

occupy fom offices while the volunteer news room is localed in a large room equipped wilh 

computer editing and research stations. In addition, they have lwo professional-quality 

production studios, one on-air studio and a record library. Of the broadcasters examined here, 

CIBL is the only one that appears to have a sustainable physical location. They also have lhe 

Jeast expensive rent other th an CJLO <lnd ClSM who live rent-frce. 

4.6.7 Fin<lnciai Resources 

CIBL has suffered a great deul of financial and organizational turmoil during lhe pasl 

five years (Doré, 2006). This turbulence seems to have finally seltled during the currenl budget 

yeur. The broadcuster provided us with financial records to demonstrate this facl. While they 

hud a budget of $383,842 for the 2004 fiscal year with u deficil 0[' $11,334, this decreascd 
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massively to a budgeted $286,882 the following year with an operating deficit of $220. The 

losses experienced in this period are contributed to sudden decreases in operating grants 

($-18,225), exchange of services ($- 114,377) and fund raising ($-8,455). Operating grants for 

the current 2005-2006 budget year have continued to decrease, now at $96,300. 

The broadcaster has a hopeful outlook for ail of its revenue streams this year. With a 

budgeted revenue of $415,800 and an operating surplus of $5,114, very little is actually 

guaranteed. $200,000 is budgeted to advertising, increasing from previous years at $103,501 

(2004) and $148,948 (2005). A further $20,000 is budgeted to a community-driven lottery (a 

fund raising effort not included in previous budgets), $50,000 from the annual fund raising 

campaign (increasing from $16,705 in 2005), and $\5,000 in an exchange of services for 

Internet access. An additioinal $34,500 has been budgeted in the form of corporate and 

community memberships. While Geneviève Doré, assistant to the director general, explained 

their current situation as stable, we believe that true stability will only be attained when their 

financial resources can be regularized over a number of consecutive years. Based on salaries 

alone, they are currently in a very precarious position with $96,300 in guaranteed grants and 

$218,216 promised in salaries. This broadcaster spends the most on salaries of ail subjects and 

has the least amount of regularized funding. They will need overwhelming community support 

in the coming year to stay avoid another institutional crisis. 

4:6.8 Jnter-station Relations 

As with the other broadcasters in this study, CIBL docs not have any formai ties with 

other broadcasters. There is, however, volunteer overlap with numerous individuals 

contributing their programming to CIBL, CINQ and CKUT. Members of this station were part 

of the aforementioned AMARC delegation to the Summit of the Americas and People's Summit 

in Mar dei Plata, Argentina in 2006. They are active members of ARQC and their CUITent 

director general, Érie Lefebvre, is a member of the ARQC board of directors. 

*** *** 
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4.7 Summary : Montréal Campus-Community and Community Radio 

Each of the l'ive campus-community and community broadcasters in Montréal presents 

itself as a"n organization with a unique identity, each playing a unique role in the greater 

community of Montréal. While charged by the CRTC with the task of complimenting public 

and commercial broadcasters, communÎty radio stations compliment one another, as weil. 

Through our research, we have found common factors in the developmental histories of the 

broadcasters, common and recurring problems that regularly threaten the stability and viability 

of this media, and a variety of ideologies that drive the operations of community radio. While 

the community radio system of Montréal has both the potential and mandate to operale as an 

open system of social communic<ltion, there are a number of significant obst<lcles to its 

successful development on a broad social scale. Though it has been defined as an equal third of 

the national broadcasting system, community radio has not been afforded the social or 

economic infrastructures necessary to attain and maintain such equal status. 

The key and defining obstacle to the development of a socially-pervasive and 

financially viable system of community radio in Canada is the inability of the Canadian 

telecommunications regulator, the CRTC, to comprehend this media as a unique means 01' 

communication with unique needs and products. As we noted earlier, this media is defined 

according to opposing standards. On one hand, it is charged with representing the communities 

in which it operates, providing media voices, organizational and dialogic spaces and radio skills 

to the individuals who make up these communities. One of the three pre-defined sectors of the 

national broadcasting system, it within this space that the experiences, views, and identities of 

"the public" can be continually developed. On the other hand, it is consistently held to and 

defined within standards that are alien to these fundamentally social l'oies. The public 

broadcaster is largely funded by federal tax revenue and commercial radio through advertising 

revenue. Community radio has been given the task of carrying out fundamentally public 

broadcasting with limited advertising revenue and no Federal funding. 
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The concept of community is one that can be interpreted and represented in many 

complex ways. Communities can be defined according to geographic, religious, ethnic, age

reJated, sexual and artistic bounds and number of listeners among others. Community, in the 

practice of Canadian community radio, is the community-at-Iarge, a collection of communities 

oF every sort. Rather than consider the disparate social bodies of the nation in humanist and 

c1ecidedly complex terms, the CRTC instead operates according to definitions of "market" 

according to the Bureau of Broadcasting Measurement or the scientific measurement of 

broadcast range. The Bureau of Broadcasting Measurement is a private, non-governmental 

entity whose membership is primarily made up of private broadcasters. 

"Market means" 
(a) in the case of an A.M station, the A.M. daytime ISmV/m contour or the central 
area as defined by the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement (BBM), whichever is 
smaller, or 

(b) in the case of an F.M station, the F.M. 3mV/m contour or the central area as 
defined by the Bureau of Broadcasting Measurement (BBM), whichever is smaller 
(CRTC, Radio Regulations, 1986) 

A market is, by most basic definition, a place where goods are bought and sotd. The above 

criteria we would quai ify as the general delineation of radio marketplaces. Community radio, 

however, operates on a plane of social communication and social capital, monetary capital 

serving to simply maintain the infrastructure. The structuring of our national broadcasting 

system upon a market-based foundation limits the regulator, broadcasters and society alike 

when approaching concepts of audience and successful communication and media use. Such 

ideas can thtis only be approached from a profit-driven vantage point at the exclusion of non

profit approaches to media use. 

4.7.1 Common Histories and Common Problems 

The five broadcasters profiled in this chapter share distinct patterns of organizational 

development. The two oldest broadcasters, CJBL and CINQ, arose from the Québec social and 

student movements of the 1970's. CKUT and CJLü, the two anglophone campus-community 

stations, were the product of long-running closed-circuit radio clubs. CISM appears to have 
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originated within the 1970's student movement, then becoming a closed-circuit broadcaster in 

the 1980's, eventually becoming a licensed FM station. The gestation period for these stations 

is lengthy for a number of reasons. When campus-community and community stations are 

founded, they often have little if any financial support, assuring that the large majority of labour 

is performed by volunteers, often at a high rate of turnover. Community-based stations 

organize themselves more quickly, receiving licences and founding their stations within 2-3 

years of initiation. Campus-based stations tend to take longer, perhaps due to their strong yet 

migratory srudent volunteer base. 

The four oldest broadcasters in our study have ail experienced periods of financial and 

organizational disarray at regular 5-10 year intervals. Almost without exception, when a 

broadcaster has experienced internaI turbulence financial turbulence has followed or 

accompanied it. None of the broadcasters are necessarily in good financial or organizational 

health. In the past 12 months, ail but two staff positions at CKUT have rotated. After five 

years of negotiations with McGilJ University and consecutive years of decreasing fund raising 

returns, the station's finances remain unstable. CIEL claims to be experiencing their fi l'st year 

of financial and organizational stability in five years. They have "re-branded" themselves 

"Radio Montréal" and are attempting to make their station more accessible to and implicated in 

the general Montréal community. While they have budgeted for more revenue this year, the 

majority comes in non-guaranteed advertising. CINQ is the oldesl broadcaster in our study and 

appears to be the most stable. They also have the most guaranteed non-student fee revenue, this 

coming in the form of grants. ClSM, while it appears to be financially stable is operating on 

unsure legal ground. They appear to be willing to sacrifice the legitimacy of legal broadcasting 

for financial legitimacy. This broadcaster has also "re-branded" themselves recently but more 

in the aesthetic of commercial radio. Finally, CJLü is too young a station to have acquired the 

stability accompanied by years of broadcasting. While their finances are in good order, their 

overhead is minimal and they have had three station managers in the past 10 months. 
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4.7.2 Factors Aggravating Marginality 

The community broadcasting sector has been founded upon the concepts of community 

involvement, local media representation and diversification and democratization of media 

resources and content. Without market safeguards in place, however, this mandate remains 

severely handicapped. In particular, Canada has no federal legislation concerning media 

ownership concentration. Instead, the CRTC relies on the Broadcasting Act as guidance for 

creating new policy when needed. In addition, Canada has no legislation pertaining to media 

cross-ownership. These factors contribute to a continuing privatization of the public media 

sphere, most recently evidenced in the record-breaking merger of Bell Globemedia and CHUM 

(Summerfield, 2006). The combination of these factors create a federally-approved social 

communication system in which corporate media growth is encouraged, often to the detriment 

of local concerns71 while community broadcasters - charged explicitly with local concerns, are 

simply permitted to exist without financial or morale support. 

The CRTC dedicates very few resources to campus and community radio, overwhelmed 

as it is with requests from commercial entities (Amadeo, 2006). Thus, the regulator has shifted 

the task of learning about its licensed broadcasters onto the broadcasters themselves. The 

commercial sector has a strong and centralized lobbying group in the form of the Canadian 

Association of Broadcasters (CAB) which represents over 600 private broadcasters72 
. Canadian 

campus and community radio have three central associations which represent 89 of the 141 

campus-community and community broadcasters in the country. Although these associations, 

presented briefly in Chapter l, have been existence for an average of 20 years, they are only 

now beginning to effectively collaborate as a lobbying group charged with the task of educating 

government on the realities of campus and community radio. This situation further exemplifies 

the marginal status of campus and community radio within the world of regulation. While the 

public broadcaster maintains logically direct dialogue with its patrons and commercial radio is 

71 The Bell Globemedia and CHUM merger immediately triggered the firing of 281 employees 
formerly implicated in local programming (Summerfield, 13 July 2006). 

72 Data l'rom CAB website. On-line: http://www.cab-acLcaJenglish/abouUfaqs/default.shtm#1 . 
Accessed 9 August 2006. 
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provided with a marketplace from which to generate financial resources, community radio has 

been left entirely to its own devices in terms of ail financial and social resources. 

4.7.3 The Feasibility of an Open Communication System 

We mainlain that the ideal role of the campus and community radio system is to 

facilitate the participation of individuals and communities in the construction of an accessible 

space for community engagement, dialogue, self-expression and self-representation. Based on 

the data presented here and gathered from ail parties interviewed, we have determined certain 

social actions which would increase the feasibility of such a system in Canada. Central to them 

ail is a fundamental social re-evaJuation of media use and communication. 

Examining the role of the regulator Telecommunications regulators 
fundamentally determine the mechanisrns by which we communicate as a society. 
However, in our discussions with the CRTC, they have maintained that social 
policy can be separated from communications policy (NCRC, 2006). If the 
regulator is to concreteIy integrate the community sector into the national 
broadcasting system, it must re-evaluate this system and its role in structuring it in 
terms founded upon social communication rather than market. 

Examining the social role of communication and media use: 
The social roIes of communication and media use are developed at many levels of 
our society. Dominant notions primarily point to commercial concerns which have 
been formalized in the structure of our communication systems, negating the 
possibility that non-commercial forms of communication and media use can exist 
as more than an "alternative." The debate over such a subject can only effectively 
take place through media to which individuals have equal access as creators and 
consumers. 

Management of radio spectrum : Canada's radio spectrum is managed by an entity 
concerned solely with proper transmission and reception of machine-generated 
signal - Industry Canada. With no social policy tied to the technical management 
of our airwaves, this has become a "first-come, first-served" process. Given the 
typically long incubation required for community broadcasters, this has left little 
room in Canada's urban centres for new community broadcasters, as in the case of 
CJLO. Reserving frequencies nationally for community use would avoid this 
situation and play a role in assuring the continued development of community 
radio across the country. It is also a concept currently being explored as a possible 
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proposed standard for the Americas (AMARC-ALC, 2006). 

Public funding for public media: Federal funding for public broadcasting is not a 
new concept. In fact, the CBC currently receives almost $1 billion annually From 
Parliament (Friends of Canadian Broadcasting, 2004). Canada is one of the few 
developed nations that does not have a funding mechanism for community radio 
(Stevenson, 2006). Operating with much less overhead and fe»,er resources than 
commercial and public broadcasters as weil as immeasurable amounts of volunteer 
labour, these broadcasters produce programming that is locally engaged and 
community-driven. With federal funding mechanism in place, broadcasters cou Id 
turn their focus on their specialty : programming. Québec is the only province in 
Canada that provides funding to community broadcasters. However, campus-based 
broadcasters are excluded and funding levels have decreased regularly in recent 
years. 

The attainment of a truly open system of social communication in Canada is a goal of 

idealism, but not of utopia. We put forth the position that our systems of communication 

media the most pervasive among them - must be structured in a manner which does not 

necessarily implicate ail citizens but does assure that they can implicate themselves. As we 

have demonstrated, our current systems negate this possibility to a large extent. Our data 

illustrates a community broadcasting system that has been historically and consistently 

relegated to a marginal position in the national broadcasting system rather than being 

wholeheartedly considered as an equal third of this equation. Our proposition is not a political 

one, rather one based on fundamentals of democracy and collectivity. lt is crucial to the 

progress of society that we take the opportunity to evaluate our social values and the levels to 

which they permeate our sociopolitical structures. We propose that this process is not at ail 

limited to the field of broadcasting or media use, but to our subsistance as citizens of a 

democratic and egalitarian society. We will address this proposai more deeply in the following 

two chapters. 



CHAPITRE V
 

ÉTUDE DE CAS - MONTEVIDEO
 

5.1 Community Radio in Uruguay 

Like many countries in Latin America, Uruguay experienced an extended period of 

dictatorship, in this case from 1973-1984. C10sely tied to Argentina, it has also experienced 

corresponding economic crises since the end of dictatorship, the most recent taking place in 

2002. Democracy, however, is a serious tradition in this country. From 1951 -1966, the 

presidency was replaced with a 9-person council in order to prevent a concentration of power. 

It is obligatory to vote. In 2004, Uruguay elected a progressive government - from a broad 

coalition of non-traditional parties called the Frente Amplio or "Broad Front". This is the first 

non-traditional party to ever take power. As with many other Latin American countries who 

have recently elected progressive governments, social and labour movements are highJy active 

throughout many sectors of society. With this recent political transition comes the hopeful 

possibility of the masses to take part in the frank and democratic reconstruction of society and 

the examination of ail its parts - including the media. The modern roots of many of these 

movements in Uruguay lie in a collective need to reconstruct society and the social fabric after 

the fall of the dictatorship in 1985 (Fonseca, 2005). In the course of our research, we have been 

told of union-supported radio stations that operated in some neighbourhoods of Montevideo in 

the 1950's (Emisora de La Villa, 2005), but have found no further documentation of their 

existence71 
. The more recent roots of community radio can be found in these efforts to re

73	 The absence of supporting documentation is not surprising given the historical lack of academic 
and governmentaJ attention given broadcast media in Uruguay. 
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organize post-dictatorship society - a situation consistently explained to me by the eommunity 

radio stations included in this study and reaffirmed in others (Curuchet, Girola anu Oreajo, 

2006, p. 16). 

5.1.1 Community Radio in Uruguay: Legal Foundations 

There is no current legislation on community radio in Uruguay nor has therc ever bccn. 

Community radio stations have historically been identified by the authoritics as "piratc" or 

"law-power" radio stations. To this day, radio licenses are gmnted by presidential decree. ln 

2()()1, URSEC7
", the country's first telecommunications regulator, was created (Government of 

Uruguay, 20(1). Until this moment, the spectrum had been managed by the Department of 

Defense. ln 2002, URSEC presented a project 01' law proposing the regulation of low-powcr 

and university radio. It would have limited community broadcasters to a 1.5 kilometer 

broadcast range but was not passed into law (Government of Uruguay, 20(2). Finally, in 2001, 

Decree 114/()03 was passed and provided, for the first time, a concrete framework for the 

administration and control of the national radio spectrum and hinted at the inclusion of 

eommunity radio in the future of radio spectrum administration (Government of Uruguay, 

2(03). Radio regulation has not developed any further since this point in time. Sincc 2004, 

however, AMARC has been working in concert with IELSUR, the communications l'neufty of 

the Universidad de la Republica, and APU to c1evelop legislation For proposai to the 

government. This "project of law" is officially entitled "Law to guarantee freedom of' 

expression by means of commllnity broadcast media75 
. The Uruguayan parliament has been 

studying this proposed Icgislation throughout the summer of 2006. 

The commllnity radio movement in Uruguay has been plaguecl in the past by 

government oppression, inclucling the shutdown of stations and confiscation of eqllipment 

(Robledo, 1998). This persecution took place regularly throughollt the 1990\ and as recently as 

74 Unidad Reguladora de Servicios cie Cmnlllunicationes or "Regulalory Unit or COlTllllunication 
Services. Online: hltp://www.ursec.gub.uy/ 

75 Ley para Garanti/ar la LiberLaci cie Expresiôn a través cie los Medios COlllunitarios pm 
Radioclilùsiôn. Our translation. 
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2002, when four stations were raided during the country's most recent economic crisis. One of 

these stations, El Quijote, is no longer in operation. Levels of persecution seem to depend on 

the political climate. (Alternativa FM, 2005; La VOl., 2005, El Puente, 2(0), Emisora de la 

Villa, 200)). Having interviewecl the majority of Montevideo-based community radio stations, 

we can confidently say that there has been no further persecution on the part of the governmcnt 

since the incidents of 2002. 

).1.2 Political Change and Social Change 

Leading up to the November 2004 presidential election, the Frente Amplio formcd a 

numher of working groups charged with examining the social, economie and political structures 

of Uruguay. One of these working groups was the communications media unit, coordinalecl hy 

Professor Gabriel Kaplûn. The work of this committee effectively constitutes the first time that 

a potential or actual governing party has ever seriously considercd the management of the 

country's media. Among the recommendations made by this committee are the Iegalization ancl 

regularization of community radio broadcasters and transfer of media policy and regulation to 

the Ministry of Education and Culture (Kaplûn, 200S). While the power to grant hroadcast 

licenses remains in the hands of the Presidency (referred to as the Pader Ejec/./LÎ\'O or E>;('C/./fi\,(' 

POIrer), there have been some substantial signais of potential change. At a UNESCO/AMARC 

seminal' in May 2(0), Uruguayan vice-president Rodolfo Nin Novoa announced that his 

recently elected government would legalize community radio (Curuchet, Girola and Orc<üo, 

2006" p. 21). On 26 July 2006, President Tabaré Vâzquez granted a broaclcast 1icense to the 

communications faculty of the Universidad de la Republica - the first eclucational or 

community license to ever be granted. Most recently, it was announced on Il August 2006 thal 

the Uruguayan government will adopt legislation on community radio by the end of this ycar 

and will work with the parties responsible for the devclopment of the above-mentionccl "projeet 

of law" to improve their proposa17
(,. 

76	 Personal e-mail rrom Gustavo GÔlllel'., dircctor or legislativc program or AMARC-All1érica Latina 
y Cari he. Il August 2006. 
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5.1.3 Delimiting Community Radio in Uruguay 

While there is no legal definition of community radio in Uruguay, the movement has 

defined itself in the form of two coordinating associations, ECOS and AMARC-Uruguay. The 

fundaments of each association are quite similar, but also include certain points that have 

contributed to a serious rift between the two groupS77. In 1996, ECOS was initiated by a core of 

stations in Montevideo. Theil' principals place a heavy emphasis on participatory 

communication and democracy at aIl levels of society. The objectives of the association are 

defined as "the democratization of communication, the recomposition of the social fabric and 

to support, encourage and forment the creation of new community radios" (ECOS, 20(5). ln 

that they are conscious tools for democratic social change, ECOS believes community radio 

stations must be organized in a horizontal collective manner. AMARC-Uruguay defines 

community radio in a similar manner, yet provides more room in terms of organizational 

structure. Rather than require community radios to manage themselves collectively, it is up to 

the implicated individuals to decide what sort of organizational structure works best for their 

distinct project. ECOS currently has 23 member stations while AMARC-Uruguay counts 26 

member stations, four associated programs that rent broadcast time from commercial 

broadcasters, one associated community publication and one community news agency. 

Germinal FMn is currently a member of both associations and other stations have switched 

between the two over the years. There are also an uncertain number of unlicensed radio 

stations, commllnity and otherwise, which do not beJong to either organization. With neither a 

licensing structure in place for community radio nor an organization of ail-inclusive 

.membcrship, it is impossible to know exactly how many stations are in operation. Long-time 

members of the commllnity radio movement estimate at least 80-100 community stations 

operating in the country (Alternativa FM, 2005; Radio Contonfa, 20(5). We have chosen 10 

include only member stations of ECOS and AMARC-Uruguay in our study as weil as thrce 

77	 During our rcsearch, wc Icarncd thatlhc two associations had nol ronnally spokcn with one anolhcr 

sinet: 1998. Howcver, the individuals implicatcd in each association orten know one anolhcr on a 
personal n,Isis. 

7~	 UnrOrlunately, Germinal FM has not hccn includecl in this study as we wcre unahle 10 arrange for a 

visit ancl interview c1uring our research period in Montevideo. 
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independent community radio production groups whose members have been implieated in the 

movement for long periods of time, in some cases sinee ils ineeption in 1985. 

*** *** 

5.2 Radio FEUU FM - 102.5 MetropoJitana - http://www.feuu.edu.uy/radio/index.html 

Radio FEUU is the eommunity broadeaster of the students federation of Universid<ld de 

la Republica dei Uruguay in downtown Montevideo. FEUU is the Federaci6n de Estudiélntes 

Universitarios dei Urugu<li9 

5.2.1 History 

In December 2005, Radio FEUU turned 10 yems old. Il is not currently hro<ldeasting 

hut has always done so sporadically. This situation is Imgely due to the fact th<lt they helVe no 

fixcd physical location. They have changed frequencies numerous times in order to <lvoid 

interterence with licensed commercial broadcasters. 

5.2.2 Role 

Rather than function according to a fixed location and broadcast schedule, Radio 

FEUU organizes as a tool of social mobilization when it is needed. Il h<ls been uscd during 

student strikes and other moments of intense social conflict. "We have the vision that the r<ldio 

is not ollly a r<ldio but a whole mountain of possibilities, a social group which can say what it 

thinks. It is not for us to operate with a l'aise sense of neutrality, ta be objective when in reality 

we are not" (Radio FEUU, 2005). As the radio station of the stuclents' federation, one of their 

regular themes is increasing educational funding in Uruguay. They "consider that commullity 

radio:'. are an important tools for the democratization of communication" (Radio FEUU, 1(05). 

79 Federation or Uruguayan University Sllldents. Onlinc: http://www.kllll.edll·lIY/ 
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5.2.3 Internai Structure 

Radio FEUU consists of a small operational collective. We interviewed Juan Pahlo 

who, at the time, had been the coordinator of the radio for two years. Members are implicated 

in a number of social movements and mobilize the station when it is needed. 

S.2.4 Programming 

Radio FEUU has no regular programmmg. When broadcasting, they assemble 

programming related to their cause of mobilization. 

5.2.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

The station has no methods of internai evaluation. Proof of their relevance can bc seen 

in their long lenure maintaining a presence in Montevideo while lacking a fixed address. They 

are also associated with many active social organizations who find great value in a hroadcastcr 

such as this one. 

5.2.6 Infrastructure 

This broadcaster has no fixed address or studios. Their coordinator opcrates oul of :1 

shared student Federation office in downtown Montevideo. When the radio is in operation. il 

has the largest geographic presence of the community radio stations in Uruguay, covering the 

majority of the Montevideo metropolitan area. 

5.2.7 Finaneial Resources : None 

5.2.8 Inter-station Relations 

Radio FEUU has been one of the key members of ECOS-Uruguay. 
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5.3 La Angostura FM - 88.9 FM San José de Carrasco 

La Angostura was the youngest stations we visited at 2 months old. 

5.3.1 History 

This broadcaster has its roots in a community newspaper, also entilled L(I Angoslura. 

The name "is a historic name for the liberators of this zone during the cpoch or Spanish 

colonization. The story originates here, a history populated by situations or rcsistancc. This 

was a place for frec men during the time of colonization. ft was through here thal slaves, 

Indians and prisoners of war dispersed" (Perez, 2005). The radio was founded in April 2005, 

two months before our visit. The periodical was started a year earlier. 

5.3.2 Role 

The mandate of La Angostura is "to always be at the service of lhe community, the 

neighborhood, the people." "Of radios in general and media of communication in gener(ll, wc 

believe they are et'fecting the population in a negative manner because they inducc one lO think 

in an equivocated manner, without working for cultural development, without working for the 

growth of knowledge, objective information nor the search for truth. Thus, radios in gener(ll, 

which hoId substantial economic power, do not permit the immense majority of the population 

to participate with their ideas, to be able to broadcast their needs, their problematic and to 

express themselves with an open mind. It is for this reason, too, that we have our radio, 

inlending to express ourselves freely. And we think that tOI' the fundamental network of 

communications media, who are the largest and strongest with most financial means, the 

fundamental error, it could be said, is this : ultimately, they are molders of opinion who permit 

the consolidation of foreign ideas and often make people party to this practice, effectively 

working against rhemselves, such is the influence of communications media." ThL: radio also 

serves activeJy as a central point for discussing various topics of public concern, be they 

familial problems, computer problems or carpentry. 
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5.3.3 Internai Structure 

At the time of interview, there were 50 individuals actively involved with the radio 

station. They work in a collective consensus-based manner. Ali programs are open to criticism 

l'rom. the other members of the collective and the greater community. There is no director and 

there are no staff members. 

5.3.4 Programming 

The following is a summary of the station's programmlllg. Where time is not 

mentioncd, scheduling is sporadic. 

8hOO-12hOO daily: La anf?ostura entre IOdos - focuses on local issues in an cflon to
 
collecl positive and constructive ideas for improving the econol11ic and social aspects of
 

the neighbourhood. This program has much community participation.
 
Afternoons : Programs produced in cooperation with studenls and teuchers in the
 
public schools. Initiated soon after the radio"s founding.
 
Programming dealing with issues of gender.
 
Environmental programming focLlsing on the pOOl' stute of the local canal.
 
Programming focusing on the local coastal economy.
 
Fishing
 

Tourism
 
Youth issues: music, local problemalics of drugs and unemployment, education.
 

5.3.5 Methods of Internal Evaluation 

This broadcaster has no defined methods of internai evaluation. IL is entirely volunteer

l'LIn and their continued development and fundamental community presence currently serves as 

a marker of their success. 

5.3.6 Infrastructure 

La Angostura is situated in San José de Carrasco, on the outskirts of Montevideo. 

They have been given one room at the local cultural centre to LIse for their ,studio, the 

transmitter mounted on the wall and antenna atop lhe building. They have a very basic studio 

installation, consisting of a computer, mixer and microphone. Ail of their equipmenl, 

transmitter included, has been leant by other community radio stations or by communily 
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l1lembers. 

5.3.7 Financial Resourees : None 

5.3.8 Inter-Station Relations 

Ln Angostura is a member of AMARC-Uruguay and has received support from oLher 

local stations in terms of training and equipment. 

*** *** 

504 Radio dei Prad080 
- 99.9 FM - Paso dei la Arena 

Radio dei Prado is another young eommunity radio staLion, having. startcd opcraLing six 

months berore our visit. 

5.4.\ HisLory 

This station began broadeasting 31 December, 2004. The lounding l1lemhers had 

lormerly gained experience al another slation ealled La Ruti ' FM whieh is no longer on-air. 

5.4.2 Role 

"Radio ean emphasize a whole mountain of lhings, but 1 think that the one it 

emphasizes most is the solidarity that exists. We help with whieh we are failliliar, we always 

do. 1think wc'rc in it to give people help. The people who work on the social progral1ls are likc 

this. 1 like it for that; 1don't gel too focused on people beeol1ling wonderful progral1lmers, 1get 

focused on them working in solidarity." (Radio dei Prado, 20(5) 

XO The nallle is a rderencc lo Ihe ncighbourhood. Thus, R<.ldio Prndo. 

XI L<.l RUIa is a rderence Lo Ihe mac! or highwny. 
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5.4.3 Internai Structure 

At the time of our visit, the station had not composed any formai decision-making 

bodies. It is mainly managed by Carlos, the director of the station its principal provider. 

5.4.4 Programming 

With the aid of a computer, Radio deI Prado broadcasts 24 hours per day with 12 live 

programs weekly. We were interviewed duririg the weekly sports show. The following is a 

summary of the station's programming : 

Four social programs 
CUITent events and news 

Much music geared to an older audience whose tastes are often ignored by commercial 
radio 
Tropical music in the evenings 
Sports 

5.4.5 Methods of InternaI Evaluation: None 

5.4.6 Infrastructure 

Radio dei Prado is located in the neighbourhood of Paso de la arena. A neighbourhood 

with a high level of poverty, members of the station accompanied us ta the bus stop lor our 

safety. The station itself is housed in the garage of Carlos who is the c1irecLOr of the station. 

They have an elevated antenna which helps provide more far-reaching coverage than rnany other 

stations. Studios consist of a computer, mixer and two microphones. 

5.4.7 Financia! Resources 

Main expenses for the station are electricity and equipment repairs. Volunteers who 

program musical shows paya small monthly fee while social programs do no!. They also 

receive occasional contributions l'rom local businesses. 
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5.4.8 Inter-Station Relations 

Radio dei Prado is a member of AMARC-Uruguay and has benefited greaLly l'rom 

workshops the organization facilitates in order to train new community radio practitioners. 

*** *** 

5.5 Radio Contonfa FMR2 
- 107.5 FM - Ciudad Vieja - hltp://www.contonia.cjb.net/ 

Radio Contonfa is one of the older stations in this study and maintains a very active 

presence during Carnival. 

5.5.1 History 

Radio Contonfa began broadcasting on 22 June 2001. lt has been traditionally a radio 

or the street, bringing its medium directly to the community. The central and founding 

members were implicated in other streeL-based movements since the late 198()'s such as street 

theatre, pirate radio and the anti-racisL movement. Il has not been broaclcasting sincc late 2005 

due to technical problems. 

5.5.2 Role 

"A community radio is for the people and needs ta linked to them as a media tilaL 

revolves around the geographically local problematic. That's to say, it's not the same thing. as a 

national radio. If you lose yom dog, you're not going to go to a national radio to get ilelp 

looking for il." "This is the spirit in which community radio was born in this country." It grcw 

out the need of the people to communicate more freely, around the same time as neighbourhood 

periodicals. "These processes' do not appear with progressive governments, they're dreams thaL 

appear c1uring repressive governments because it is then that the need to communicate becomes 

known." (Radio Contonfa, 2005) 

82	 Conlonfa is a playon words mcaning "wiLh sound" or "with Lone" as opposcd Lo "sinLonfa" which 
Illcans "without [one". 
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5.5.3 InternaI Structure 

ContonÎa is collectively organized, its membership con~isting of whoever is availahle. 

On the evening of our interview, there were four members present, two adults who are lhe main 

organizers of the station and two young teenagers. 

5.5.4 Programming 

When broadcasting, Radio Contonfa airs Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturclay l'rom 

20h00 onward. Their current program schedule consisls of nine shows, ail focusing on lheir 

subjects in the context of the neighbourhood of Ciudad Vieja. 

Everyday events in the neighbourhood
 
Neighbourhood sports (including broadcasts of soccer games)
 
Rock music
 
Cullural events
 

5.s.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation: None 

5.5.6 Infrastructure 

The stalion has been given a l'Qom in the local cultural centre which also pays t(X ils 

eleclricity. Theil' studio consists of a mixer, turntable, walkman and microphone. When on-air, 

they usually hroadcast on the Internet as weil. While their studio resources are limilcd, they 

can easily transport them for street-Ievel broadcasts. 

5.5.7 Financial Resources 

The station has no financial resources. When it needs to l'aise funds for purchasing or 

repairing equipment, il organizes dances or lotteries. 

5.S.8 Inter-Station Relations 

Radio Contonfa is a long-time member of ECOS. 
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5.6 Barriada FM81 
_ 107.1 - Villa Espafiola - http://elgalpon.revolt.org/ 

Barriada FM is located in one of the poorest and most dangerous neighbourhoods of 

Montevideo, Villa Espanola. We spent about 12 hours with the stalion and their community 

members. 

5.6.1 History 

Barriada FM grew out of a neighbourhood social centre called El Galpon cie Corralesx1 
• 

A food kitchen was founded first, followecl by the radio in 1999. Today, the cenlre serves as a 

safe meeting place for residents to gather and offers many series of free courses on various 

subjects. 

5.6.2 Role 

"The objective was to have a media at the service of the neighbours. Il also starLed as LI 

response tü economic crisis in lhe country ancl soci<.l1 problems of lhis liberalcd (l'rom 

dictalorship) country. As a form of expression for the people of lhe neighbourhood who didn'l 

have access to communications media. As a media where neighbours can parlicipale direclly. 

Whal it addresses is a work of communication that functions according lo lhe particularilies of 

the zone. So that social organizations and the audience can communicate in a double sen.se : it 

doesn'l only lransmit to the neighbourhood so mllch as the neighbourhood works tü generate 

participation. The pertinence of the people. ( ... ) It's nol just anything thal goes on here, it's 

representative of the people in the sense of the difficliities and problems lhey may have. 

Approaching this l'rom a presupposition that communications media are open or closcd. Likc 

the commercial news thal doesn't tell the entire truth. The trulh that is not expressed is whal we 

address." "Wc believe that community radios should be inserted in Im'ger projecls that address 

other problematics, where there are community kitchens and libraries. ( ... ) They are tools for 

the development of the social fabric. Communications media are fountains of power. 'hus we 

8l The word "harriada" infers "rarnily or the han'io" or "rarnily or the neighhourhood". 
84 The na1l1e translales as "The Shack or Garage or Corralcs", Corralcs hcing lhe slreet il is localed 

on. 
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need to socialize them and distribute this power. In this framework, community radios fulfill 

the role of socializing this power that accompanies media of communication." (BalTiada.2005) 

5.6.3 Internai Structure 

This station is organized horizontally and based on direct democracy. Members or the 

station compose a radio commission which represents the radio within the Im'ger workings or 

the social centre in which they are housed. Other bodies within the centre include the social 

centre commission, food kitchen commission and culture commission. 

5.6.4 Programming 

The radio commission makes ail programming decisions. The station insists that its 

fundamental values of diversity and plurality are reflected in their programming. They ,Ire 

heavily integrated with other social organizations and at the time of interview had human rights 

prograrnming produced by Amnesty International and local human rights groups as weil as 

various musical programs. The station broadcasts l'rom 17h00-24h00 Friday, Saturday and 

SUllday. 

5.6.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

The station has no defined methods of internai evaluation, but does have mechanisllls 

for the review of programming. It is deeply rooted in its community and wou Ici ccase to exist il' 

its work were not sllccessful. 

5.6.6 Infrastructure 

La Barriada beneFits greatly From rent and bill-l'ree hOllsing in the Galpon de COlTales 

social centre in the Montevideo neighbourhood of Villa Espanola. Their srnall studio was 

among the mosl sophisticated we encountered, with separate vox booth~S and technician areas, 

one microphone, a computer, old stereos used as tape decks and a mixing board. 

~s	 Typical slud io arrangements separate the host 1'1'0111 the teehnician. The host's location is rcl"erred lo 

as Ihe "vox hooth". 
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5.6.7 Financial Resources 

The stations finances are addressed within the larger scope of the social centre. 

).6.8 Inter-Station Relations 

La Barriada has been a very involved mernber or ECOS as weil as the international 

independent media movement. 

*** *** 

5.7 Emisora de la VillaS
(, - 104.9 - Cerro 

Emisora de la Villa, also known as "La Villa", is one of the oldest stations in our study. 

We are unsure of their currenL status as they are no longer affiliated with ECOS and AMARC

Uruguay and we have been unable to make contact with its members. This sLation was included 

in a 1998 masters' thesis E.ms Radios Rara.yli7 (Robledo, 1998). 

5.7.1	 History 

"In the case of our radio here in La Villa, it impossible to talk about it without framing 

it within the context of our work in the neighbourhood which goes back much further than the 

radio in particular." "That which is the project of the radio should not be considered as a 

project unto itself as much as operating thanks to a much larger social project that saw the 

potentia! and proposed the necessity of an alternative communications media as a media, 

channel or tool for strengthening this cstablished social project." The neighbourhoods of Cerro 

and La Teja88 have a strong history of neighbourhood organizing and labour movements going 

back to the 19S0's. The project which La Villa is part of operated l'rom 1984-1998 as a 

children's community kitchen. The development of this project quickened after a hunger sLrike 

by workers l'rom one of the main neighbourhood slaughterhouses. "From this time on, the 

Ra "Villa" n:l~rs lo the neighbourhood or Villa Cerro, also known as Cerro. The naille ean be 
translalcu as "Radio or Vill<1 Cerro". 

R7 "These SIrange Radios". 

R~ hl Puenlc, anothcr stalion in our stuuy, is localcd in La Teja. 
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schools began providing food to children, but on the other hand the new times came with new 

problems, including the growth of the periphery of the zone, the dismantling of induslry and 

changes in the world of employment. After this, we decided lo develop the community centre 

and between 1996-1998 went lhrough a process of transition." (Emisora de la Villa, 2(05). 

The station itself began broadcasting in 21 April 1996 (Robledo, 1998, p. 25). During 

this same period, they were one of the founding stations of ECOS. In 1996, Emisora de la Villa 

was shutdown by the government three times, luckily never losing their lransmillcr. For the 

following few years, they would broadcaSl from the homes of neighbours in order lo avoid 

dctection. 2002 would see Emisora de la Villa raided by the aUlhorities al the same lime as La 

Voz8
') El Puente90 and Alternativa91 

. (Emisora de la Vi lia, 20(5). According to a reprcsenlalive 

from ECOS, Emisora de la Villa is currently broadcasting '\vith greal difficulty" and ils 

members have not been active within the movement in recent months.n 

5.7.2 Role 

In the midst of serious negative changes in the neighbourhood, members or lhis 

community development project began to consider alternative forrns of media. "When 1 lell 

you today that we did not bel ieve in media 1 mean that we did not know how to speak aboul lhe 

freedom each individual can exercise in order to express themselves, to express their worrics 

and problems, their propositions al a cultural level, a social level, a political level, questions of 

ethnicity and gender. There is an infinitude of questions. We, in particular, implemcnled lhe 

instrument of the radio as a social and community tool for the neighbourhood. To maintain lile 

and minimize and stimulate everything related to social happenings. From therein, l'd have lo 

say thal the principal fundaments of this centre have to do with solidarity. With the recovcry, 

thc revalorization and the practice of solidarity. Besides that there are other fundamental 

themes that have to do with c1ass independence...as a revindication of the independence of lhe 

89 Scction 5.8 
90 Seclion 5.10 
91 Scclion 5.11 
92 Pcrsonal cmail l'rom Guslavo, represenlalive 0[' Ecos and I11cmbcr 0[' Barriada FM. 17 August 2006. 
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social and unIon movements that are excluded from politics. We beJieve that this is 

fundamental in order to be able to take adequate participatory action. The autonomy of the 

social space must eventually become a legitimate question for the State. Autonomy is a much 

broader concept. It has nothing to do with the apolitical. To the contra l'y, we believe that as 

social organizations we play a political raie in that wc facilitate the politics thal wc delimil. ( ... ) 

Ali of this has to do with the radio, why we do radio and how we do radio. We give absolulC 

programming priority to ail the social organizations of the neighbourhood. ( ... ) Wc believc lhal 

community radio and alternative medias are closely linked to popular direcl action. Il is a 

decision to create a different current of information. When we began with the idea of 

community radio, we departed From a base analysis of the raie of communications media, the 

deformation of symbols. Notions that people can represent themselvcs and reproduce what is 

close to them in Iife, that which makes up their comportment and is their unique and Iota1 

thought." (Emisora de la Villa, 20(5). 

5.7.3 Internai Structure 

The radio exists within the larger structure of the community centre. Il is rcpresented 

in the space of regular plenaries that take place within the management of the centre. 

5.7.4 Programming 

Programming priority IS glven to community social organizations. At the time of 

interview, a proposai from the local athletie club was being examined and thcy had recenlly 

hosted programs produced by workers at the local slaughtcrhouse. "Within the radio we also 

have places especially for expressions emanating From the centre itself in that they fllnction as 

neighbourhood chronicies. These news programs are divided into an hom of national politics 

and news and an international hour where the Latinamerican continent takes precedence. Wc 

have another progrum called Rights and Humons that focuses specifically on the theme of 

hllman rights in Uruguay in function of what occurred during the dictatorship and wh<'11 has 

bccn taking place since. (... ) Right now we have a program by a group of high school kicls that 
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addresses various topics." (Emisora de la Villa, 2005). Programming at La Villa is generated 

by the community itself and changes on a regular basis. When we visited, they were 

broadcasting on Saturdays and Sundays. 

5.7.5 Methods of InternaI Evaluation 

This broadcaster has no formai methods of internai evaluation. Considering lheir 

absolute reliance on the immediate community, they would cease to exist if their work were not 

carried out weil. 

5.7.6 Infrastructure 

Emisora de la Villa is located within one room of a community centre in the povcrty

slricken neighbourhood of Cerro. As with other stations, our interview subjeets accompanied 

LIS ta the bus stop in the evening for our safety. Their stuclio installation is very minimal, 

consisting of a mixer, cd player, turntable and two microphones. 

5.7.7 Financial Resources 

"The project of the centre is financed by members and cüllaborators - a large numher 

who participate in the activities and others who contribute and do not partieipate in activilics. 

We have other financing mechanisms just like ail the other social organizations. Wc have 

!estivais with entrance fees and singers. Basically, we finance it like thal. Every autonomous 

projcct costs blood, sweat and tears." ln the late 1990\, ECOS received tïnancial support l'rom 

a German foundation with which to purchase studio equipment for a number of its stations. 

Emisora de la Villa was one ofthese beneficiaries. (Emisora de la Villa, 2(05). 

5.7.8 Inter-Station Relations 

Emisora de la Villa was one of the founders of ECOS. They are no longer members of 

ECOS nor are they members of AMARC-Uruguay. 

*** *** 
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5.8 Lu VOZ~l - 88.7 FM - Villu Colon - http://www.fotolog.com/lavozfm 

Lu Voz is ane of the older stations in our study and an active member of ECOS. 

5.8.1 History 

Lu Voz bcgan broudcasting in 1998 in the Montevideo neighbourhoou of Villa Colon, 

far From uowntown and among many housing cooperatives. "It has grown little by liule. 

precuriously, as the project of a group of companions who wanted ta have a media of 

communication in the neighbourhood that would pay attention to the needs of the people of the 

neighbourhood. It was less a complaint than a proposition, that one could come here and he 

purt of things and look for a means of changing the conditions or life." The stution was raided 

by the authorities in 2002 ut the same time as Emisora de La Villa, El Puente and Alternativa 

FM. (La Voz, 2(05). 

5.8.2 Role 

"The idea of the rudio is not only to be u broadcaster. It's fine if people simply cnjoy 

doing it, but it's more than thul. .. that the people of the neighbourhood cun come und have thcir 

own proper space. That uny group from the neighbourhood can purticipate. For example, three 

weeks aga we were broudcasting From the sluughterhouse where people, for vurious reasan.s, 

were on strike and occupying the building. Rudio isn't only a tool that people can come ta, but 

it can also go to them. Ifs un important tool of communication but ulso one of struggle. Il" wc 

anly have a radio for playing music, so 1 can heur my voice, so 1cun have a little rock music 

progrum, the radio rcmuins just that - a hobby that never goes unywhere and Ilever daes 

anything constructive. The big problem that we're experiencing today is on a subjective leveL a 

cerebral level. Today in Uruguay, the conditions of life, that which is normal life, that which 

one lives, that which one plays, that which one tastes, that which one wins i.s the worst momcnt 

in the history of Uruguuy. Never was there an economic crisis with so many people excluued, 

marginalized, set outside of everything. In the 1960's, when there was a guen'illa operating in 

LJ3 "Thc Voicc·'. 
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Uruguay, things were better. But today we're in this terrible crisis and still nothing can make a 

difterence. We believe that some of the fundamental aetors that influence this statc of paralysis 

are the commercial communications media as generators of opinion : the television, the 

networks, the owners and PR men. But there's another campaign, a popular campaign, lhal 

really does see things From a different vantage point." (La VOl, 2(05) 

5.8.3 Internai Structure 

The station has no formai structure, pel' se. Il operates as a collective made up or 

implicated individuals. 

5.8.4 Programming 

La VOl broadcasts from 18h00-24h00 Friday and Saturday and from 8hOO-12h()O on 

Sundays. Musical programs range from rock to rap and reggae. They have a Saturday 

arternoon program for the local seniors, an environmental program, student programs and il 

program that focuses on the physical and social state of the neighbourhood. 

5.8.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

La VOl has no formai methods of evaluation. However, as the case with many ,qations 

ln this study, they would cease to exist without the participation and support or their 

community. 

5.8.6 Infrastructure 

This station broadcasts from the neighbourhood sports club. Their studio is minimal to 

lhe point of easiJy portable: a mixer, a microphone and two walkmen. Il is likely a continuai 

work-i n-progress. 

5.8.7 Financial Resources : None 
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5.8.8 Inter-Station Relations 

La Voz is an active member of ECOS. 

*** *** 

5.9 Alternutiva FM - 105.5 - Nuevo Paris 

Alternativa FM is one of the oldest stations ln our study and rcprescnts a unique 

melding of alternative culture and community-based programming. It was previously examined 

in Esas Radios Raras (Robledo, 1998), Las Otras Radios'14 (Bouissa, Curuchel and Orcajo. 

1998) and Radio cO/11unitaria () ruido comunitario?vs (Curuchet, Girola and OrcéUo, 2(06). 

5.9.1 History 

Alternativa FM began broadcasting on 4 February 1995. Il began as Ihe project of 

threc fricnds who were unsatisfied with commercial radio. "Within the first couple Illonths 

there were probIems. Mainly because the First government raid occurred about 10 months arter 

we began broadcasting. We were receiving threats by telephone. Since we were three hlocks 

From the police station, we suddenly began getting calls From a supposed policeman telling us 

to stop hroadcasting.. but of course it was illegal and ail. (... ) And then in December 1995, the 

Direcciôn Nacional de Comunicaciones% came and raided us for the first time. l'm pretty sure 

they took ail of our equipment. This happened one month al'ter Radio ~EULJ began 

broadcasting. This was the first year of the second mandate or President Sanguinetti and he 

eventually gained the support 01' the university and the students' Federation la ofliciully evicl 

radio FEUU From the Hospital dei C1fnicas. (... ) The presence of Radio FEUU was a catalyst 

and when they started broadcasting we ail got shutdown. During this period, wc were 

broadcasting l'rom Adrian's house. The original idea was 10 play music thal you couldn't hear 

anywhere else. It was a pirate radio, you could say." "In 1999, the owner of the house where 

94 "T17f' Ot17er Radios ".
 
LJS "Coli/l7/unity radio or community noise.?".
 
9ô	 National Direction or Communications. This was Ihe Iciccomillunicalions rcgulalor prior 10 lile 

creation or URSEC. 
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we were located decided he didn't wnnt the radio there anymore and we had la slop 

broadcasting l'rom there. Marcelo was checking things out at another radio called "Sudeslada" 

thal was broadcasting from a housing cooperative nearby. It became a logical fusion of 

Alternativa with its equipment and infmstructure and the people that were lhere. The projcct 

bccame, effeclive!y, part of the cooperative and acquired more formai and cOll1lllullily 

characteristics. In 1996 or '97, more anarchist members of Allernativa starlcd another station 

called "La Intrusa97
" that lasted a couple months and was shutdown one day." "Wc moved inlo 

lhis localion in 2000-2001 but we've al ways been in this neighbourhood." 

5.9.2 Raie 

"The fundament of this radio is that we wanl ta do radio, we're doing it. (-<~verylhing 

cise supports being on-air doing radio. I think this is something sacred for us, doing radio. 

And we're nll learning together. ['m the oldest here, l've been here through all the changes or 

the radio and ['m realizing thnt change can be a good lhing. But when the radio was barn in '95 

as a counterculture vehicle, it didn't understand this sarl of thing. Il was barn sarl of as the 

reaction of four annrcho punk guys who couldn't find music they wanled lO lislen lo. (... ) 

Alternative communicntion wouldn't exist if the necessily wasn't there." "For lhat parI, it's 

clear lhat ta get a transmitter and grab a frequency illegally is a politicaJ act. But it's nol a 

medium for nothing, it's not a radio ta win supporters for one side or another. There are radios 

that are born like that; our genesis is different and we're fighting tooth and naillo maintain lhis 

slructure as a radio emminating culture through music. (... ) The radio is probably thc rnosl 

acces.siblc, because you can listen ta it anytime. We are transrnilting cultural arlifacls, but not 

as they're commonly considered (by the mainstream media - as products). Whal we're doing is 

sharing our vision of music, our form of life, sense of humour. And the only thing we ask, Ihe 

only thing that helps us do this is that somebody calls. We're ail involved with whalcver other 

social and politicaJ groups, but this radio is not the vehicle of any particular group. Therc are 

radios lhal are vchicles of a lefl-wing group where they've decided, genuinely il appcars ta mc, 

07 The nome can be lranslatcd as "The Intrudcr", 0 rcrcrenœ lo clandestine pirale radio hroadcasling. 
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to have a revolution through the airwaves. Groups of the extreme left who are calling for 

revolution, but this doesn't work for us. We're much more... you could say wc want revolutioll 

but we have much more patience. I think that what is revolutionary is lhal anybody can express 

his ideas on this radio withollt Jimit." (Alternativa FM, 2(05) 

5.9.3 Internai Structure 

Altcrnativa FM is independent of any other groups. Their membership is made up of 

ail active participants. This group forms a formai body - the Assembly - lhat decides what 

days the station will broadcast and who will bring il on-air and take il of-air. The assembly 

occasionally creates committees for certain projects. Everybody is entitlecl to use lhe 

equipment, archives, publications, record library and books. 'There is the virlllai "boss" of the 

neighbours who corne and say they want to make a complainl and the radio belongs lo lhem. 

too'" (Curllchel, Girola and Orcajo, 2006, pp. 74-75) 

5.9.4 Programming 

The Assembly of the membership makes all programming decisions. In the case of 

new programs, we have a Programming Committee that evaluates each program. Thesc 

decisions are approved by the Assembly. The station's schedule over the years has varicd from 

broadcasting 24hOO-3hOO to seven days pel' week, 18h00-24h00. They cllrrently air l'rom 9hOO

24h00 Saturdays and 18hOO-24 Sundays. They have some thirteen programs, roughly 2/) music 

and 1/3 news and current events based. We were interviewed dllring u politics and punk rock 

program. Their programming is historicully qllite revolutionary for the location and in the lute 

1990's they had very active feminist and gay programming. (Alternative FM, 20(5) 

5.9.5 Methods ofInternal Evaluation 

This station has no formai methods of internai evaluation except for lhe approval 0(' 

programs. Alternativa FM has been shlltdown by the allthorities a total of five times, losing 
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their studio equipment severa! times in the process. They seem to persist due to equa\ parts 

community support and strong internaI organization. 

5.9.6 Infrastructure 

In thc two years before our visit, Alternativa FM had relocated to a structure next to the 

cultural centre of an under-construction housing cooperative (that of the soccer Ieaguc). It's 

members have constructed the most sophisticated studio of ail we have examined, built into an 

underground olive oil storage container. They are the only station with a music library and weil 

insuJated and isolated studios. Most stations have one or two microphones while this studio has 

four installed for interviews and dialogue. They also have cd players (opposed to using 

Walkmen or home stereos) and a protessional quality soundboard. Alternativa FM benefited 

l'rom the German foundation funding that permitted ECOS to furnish stations with nceded 

equipment. However, this equipment was seized by the authorities in 1998. In /999, a ferry 

carrying a group of station members to Argentina sunk. When matters were scttJed, these 

individuals each donated a portion of their insurance settlement to purchasing new equipment 

for the station (Alternativa FM, 2005). They also have the greatest range of ail the regularly 

broadcasting stations thanks to a 35 watt transmitter and a 16-meter elevated broaclcast antenna 

(ClIflIchet, Girola and Orcajo, 2006). They can be heard in a large part of the west side of 

Montevideo and would like to ideally broadcast to the entire city. 

5.9.7 Financial Resources 

"Alternativa FM is supported by its own active members. Each program pays ,1 

monthly fee of 60 pesos ($3 U.S.) per hour pel' month. There are some community members 

who have launched an advertising project in recent years." "Then there is the Listener's Club 

which was launched this year (2003). A community member pays 5 pesos cn cents U.S.) 

monthly, is able to participate at the radio and receives certain discounts From local stores. 

They can also take part in whatever workshops we organize and other activities and they aiso 

get access to the phonographic archives of the radio or our library." (ClIruchet, Girola and 
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Orcajo, 2006, pp. 69-82) 

5.9.8 Inter-Station Relations 

Alternativa FM was one of the faunding stations of Ecos and has farmerly ocen a 

member of AM ARC-Uruguay as weIl. During our research, we encountercd members ol" the 

station al other stations in Uruguay and Argentina. 

*** *** 

5.10 El Puente9~ - 103.3 FM - La Teja - http://www.lateja.org.uy/elpuente2.hlllll 

El Pllente is often used as an ideal point of comparison for community radios in 

Uruguay. It is the oldest station, a founder of ECOS and AM ARC-Uruguay and the only station 

with paid employees, This radio was previously eX;1mined in E.ms Radios RamI' (Robledo, 

J998), Los OlrelS Radios (Bouissa, Curuchet and Orcajo 1998) and Radio cOlnuniloria 0 ruir/o 

('ol7711nifario! (Curuchet, Girola and Orcajo, 2006). 

5.10.1 History 

"In 1989, a neighbourhood periodicaJ was created that had links with variolls youth 

movcments - anli-racist, anti State oppression. This periodical was created because in the 

neighbourhood there was no local print media in which the residents could present thcir 

opinion and their form of viewing the world. "El Tejano" came out of this. In 1994, these saille 

people saw a need to imrlicate more youth. Youth culture in Latin America, just as Illuch or the 

l'est of the world, isn't drawn to periodicals much. We saw other examples such as La Tribu'J') in 

Buenos Aires and how we could have an easily accessible electronic media," Theyassemolcd 

9~ "The Poinl" is a rekrenœ to a cenlral eommunily meeling point and can alsu he lranslaled as 'The 
Bridge" - a rcferenee 10 Ihe use or Ihe radio as a link l'or commllnily Illelllbers as weil as 10 an 
important pari or lhe neighhourhood inrra~lruclure. 

90 La Trihu is lhe oidesi eOllllllunily radio slalion in Argenlina and serves as an illlporLanl exal1lple 01' 
the potenlinl l'or eomlllllnily radio in Lalin America and clsewherc. On-line: 
hIl p://WWw. f'm lalri bu ,COIll/ 
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members l'rom various parts of the community in order to understand exactly what the 

neighbourhood needed l'rom a radio station. Finally, they began bmadcasting on 19 .luly 1994, 

airing only on the weekends." "In 1995 the raids of our radio stations began, persecution on the 

part of the government." They were raided three times, sometimes saving their equiprncnt, 

somctillles losing il. Unlil 1997, they hat! no fixed location lar lhe station. From 1997-2002, 

they were hidden in lhe garage of a community member. Since 2003, they have rcnted the Lop 

floor of a building and created a physically permanenl and accessible location. (El Pucnle, 

2(05) 

5.10.2 Role 

The ~aLlnclers of El Puente chose the medium of radio due lO its cheap and casy 

accessibility. 1t is <tlso very weil received by a YOLith population otherwise under-scrved by 

commercial media. "This is a neighbourhood on the periphery of Montevideo, a /.one or 

conflict that is in the conventional media a lot but is only characterized by dealh, robberies, 

drugs, etc." "When 1began at this radio, 1was 15, 16 years old and if somebody had lold me al 

that time that it was a television, 1 would have had to show my face, al a lime whcn lhe 

illegality of this aClivity was made very clear by the government through very strong 

repression ... it would have been a very big risk with a very insecure media. Television requires a 

differcnl type of production, of language, of convention that makes il inaccessible to anybody." 

"We do this primarily because we like to do radio, because we chose this medium, because 

we're militants of this media of communication. Because we think that wc necd to look l'or 

change. (. .. ) We're also a nexus for various things. For exalllple, with lhe Internet, people l'rom 

the neighbourhood who are elsewhere in the world can send things to the radio and we pass 

their communications on the air to their families who are here. We also participate in various 

Jocal organizations." 
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5.10.3 Internai Structure 

El Puente's operations arc organized around a Steering Committee or Comisi611 

J)irectiva composed of seven people. At the time of our visit, these inclividuals functioned as 

<;tal'f members are were paid 50 pesos ($2.50 CON.) pel' hour. The roles of these indivicluals 

are subject to change and the group works collectively. They regularly appoint memhers lo he 

responsible for lhe following tasks : 

Organize radio operators
 
Supervise technical operations
 
Organize and supervise programmers
 
Station director (responsible for overal1 operations)
 

Ail station members are permitted to participate in this body. Suh-groups of the hocly inclucle 

the Programming Oepartment, Creative Oepartmenl ancl Press Department. 

5.10.4 Programming 

While it broadcasts 24 hours per clay with the help of computer automalion, El Puente 

only broadcasts live l'rom 19h30-24h00 Fridays, 9hOO-23hOO Saturdays ancl 12h00-19h00 

SlIlldays. They are the only station that broadcasts cOlltinually on the Internet. During lhe threc 

hroadcast days, they air 17 programs. Oaytime programming is preclominanlly news and 

culture-based and evenings are primarily music. Two of lhe four Sunday programs are repeats 

of Friday and Saturday programs. Two of the 17 programs are reserved for neighhourhood 

YOllth, sometime produced in cooperation with the schools. 

5.10.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

As with other stations in this study, El Puente has no formai methods of internai 

evaluation. However, we have been told of a recent study which demonstraled lhat the 

hroadcasler has a higher listenership in their neighbourhood of La Teja than any commercial 

broadcasters (Kaplun, 20(5). 
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S.10.61nfrastructure 

El Puente is the only station In this study that rents ils office space. They lise 

computers and Internet technology very heavily. While their broadcast studios are spacious, 

lhey are not as weil assembled as those of Barriada or Alternativa FM. The slalion has Iwo 

raoms used as offices and a large space for meetings. Howcvcr, il does not have a library. It is 

located on the major street of the neighbourhood and easily accessible. While they have the 

most powerful transmitter of any regularly broadcusting radio (40 watts), their range is impedccl 

by the size and location of their broudcust antennu (nine metcrs al a low altilude). 

5.10.7 Financial Resources 

The station organizes raffles, dances und funding campaigns. They renl their sludio on 

occasion to local bands for recording. Other funding comes from the programs themselvcs, 

each paying 30 pesos pel' person pel' month or ISO pesos pel' program. These lCes arc /lol 

obligatory. They also receive money from local businesses in exchange for casual verbal 

advertising - a practice known "underwriting". 

5.10.8 Inter-Station Relations 

El Pllente was one of the foundîng stmions of ECOS and AMARC-Uruguay. Todél)' 

they are heavily involved in AMARC-Uruguay and their members are implicatecl in the 

development of the earlier-noted project of law on communily radio. This station also houses 

the Legislative Program of AMARC-ALC. IL is very weil connected and very aClive in the 

local and international community radio movements. 

5.11 La Esquina FM 100 - 105.5 FM - Las Acacias 

La Esquina FM has been one of the core members of the Uruguayan communily radio 

movement, but was experiencing a period of difficulty when we visited them in 2005 The 

station was previously examined in E.ms Radios Remis (Robledo, 1998) and Las Olras Rodios 

IOO"Thc Corner" is a refercncc lo the neighbourhood street corners, a gathcring place for youlh. 
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(Bouissa, Curuchet and Orcajo, 1998). 

5.11.1 History 

"La Esquina FM 105.5 is in the barrio of Las Acacias. We've been doing this for ninc 

years, since 22h00 on 6 July 1996. (...) The idea came from a group of youth who wantcd to do 

something different in the neighbourhood, which was faltering. They were kids, we were kids 

from the barrio who wanted to do something since there was nolhing here, we had no 

periodical, cultural centre, no library. And at this time there were some other cOnlmunity 

r~ldios that were beginning to grow. So we said why not have one here. (...) The people from El 

Puente and La Villa helped us out technically with a transmitter, mixer, microphone and gave us 

{In iclea of how and why to do radio." For the better part of their existence, this station has had 

no lïxed address. ln the months before we visited, they moved into LI building that the 

neighbourhood was organizing as a community library. (La Esquina FM. 2(05) 

5.11.2 Role 

"[t's a bit of that, that the radio is ()f the neighbourhood and that any neighhour ean 

come and put forward their interests, that the radio is at the disposai of the neighbourhood. Il 

works a bit in like this to further democratize information for those that aren't heard in any 

forum and are effectively voiceless, this is a media where they can come and express what they 

are thinking and feeling." "We're tired of communications media resting in the hands of very 

few people and sometimes there is news· we want to hear, or music or themes that we wanl to 

acldress that commercial radio doesn't touch in any manner." 'There's also the other story, to 

use the radio as a tool for socialization, for making information accessible and to use it as a 

beacon, a connection between ail that characterizes our neighbourhood." "We also have a 

social work to carry out in the neighbourhood : we participate as coordinators at the Icve! of 

Human Rights, sometimes in the PlenarylOl, we participate in marches, of 1 May (Labour Day), 

lOI The Plcnary is the Mell10ry and Justice Plcnary or Plenaria Memoria y Jusliciél, an open plcnal'Y on 
hUlllan l'ights organized by eSlablishcd sociaimovelllenls. 
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denunciations of the dictatorship's torturers lO2
. Also activities focused on the neighbourhood, 

promotions of activities, meeting with the local membership of FUCVAM 10\ and the local willer 

movement." 

5.1 U Internai Structure 

La Esquina was experiencing a severe drop in participation when wc visitcd ancl 

currently relies on the efforts of whatever individuals are regularly implicatecl in the 

organization. That said, their small group works collectively and rnakes decisions by 

consensus. They meet every two weeks to discuss technical issues, prograrnmlng. funding 

plans and corn munity outreach. 

5. 1lA Programming 

La Esquina broadcasts on Saturdays l'rom 18h00-22h00. Theil' programming evolvcs 

regularly with the involvement of many neighbourhood organizations such as social groups, 

housing collectives and soccer clubs. 

5.11.5 Methods of Internai Evaluation 

The station has no methods of internai evaluation other than bi-weekly meetings to 

address the stute of the organization. 

5.11.6 Infrastructure 

La Esquina FM is located in the neighbourhood of LIS Acacias, approximJtely 45 

minutes from downtown Montevideo by bus. Their studio consists of a small concrete roorn in 

a structure recently designated the cornmunity library. Theil' studio equipment WJS surplied by 

I02Thesc are organized hy lhe Plenary. 

I03Federaci()n Uruguaya de Cooperativas dc Vivicneta pOl' Ayuda Mutua or Uruguayan \-'ülcralion or 

Housing Cooperativcs anet Mulual Aid. FUCVAM is Ihc nalional rederalion 01' housing collectives. 

ln existe.ncc sinee 1970, il works wilh unions and other .social nrganizalions 10 conslrtlCi hOLl.sing 

collecl ives throughout Uruguay. As of 2004, therc wcrc over 330 sud collectivcs housing over 
Jo,()OO l'ami \ics. On-I inc: http://www.fucvam.org.uy/ 
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a pool of equipment purchased by ECOS in the late 1990's. It is very minimal and consisls of a 

mixer, personal cd players and a microphone. When we visited, they were experiencing severe 

problems with lheir transmitter, neighbours were receiving the station's signal lhrollgh their 

televisions inslead of their radios and the evening broadcast was cancelled. 

5.11.7 Financial Resources 

The stalion resources are financed mainty by dances and various olher small-scale l'und 

rJising evenls. Theil' transmilter was purchased as a resull of many dances organized expressly 

for lhat reason. At the time of visit, the station was selling CD compilalions for 40 pesos. 

5.11.8 lnter-Slalion Relations 

La Esquina FM was one of lhe lounding stations of Ecos and has equally bcen a long

Lerm member of AMARC-Urugllay. 

*** *** 

5.12 lndependenl Production Organizations 

Although we have included three independent production organizations in our study, 

we have ullimately chosen to provide only minimal summaries for the sake of brevilyH'I. Each 

of lhese three groups is tightly lied to the community radio movement in a variely of manners. 

We encourage lhe reader to examine the groups and their work independenLly. 

5.12.1 Testimonios ,oi - hltp://www.testimonios.org 

"The profile of Testimonios has al ways been to provide a platform 10 the prolagonists. 

not to speak too much ourselves as announcers or inlerviewers, more lo speak wilh lhe people. 

(... ) We avoid, above ail, politically directive language, that of union organizers, elc. so lhallhc 

I04Plc<lse noie lh<ll ru[ure versions or lhis work will ide<llly include <III suhjecls lhal have heen
 
l.I11imalely omiued rrom ollr sludy.
 

105 "'Tcslimonics" is J rderence lo the goal or lhe group, Ihal evcryday people he provided the me<lns
 
10 leslif'y 10 their hUil1<1n condition.
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people can express themselves directly as testimony of their life, their thoughts and political 

considerations" Testimonios began in 1987 as a program hosted at <l community radio called 

Emisora dei Palacio 106
. At this time they produced a I-hour Saturday afternoon program. As 

with many early community radios. their initial effort began as a manner of coping with post

dictatorship society. Rather than limit themselves to a single urban neighbourhood, however, 

Testimonios began to visit the interior of the country and to examine the effects of dictatorship 

on the country as a whole. With the c10sing of Emisora dei Palacio in the 199()'s, they began lo 

rent space From a commercial broadcaster. During this same period, lhey began to produce 

documentary series with the Landless Movement in Brasil and other significant social 

movements outside the country. Due to further financial difficulties, namely the 2002 

economic crisis, they began to oFfer their programs on ly on the Internet. 1n recent years, they 

have produced impressive work examining the Landless Movement in Argentina, the worker

managed factory movement in Argentina and even the 2002 Summit oF the Americas in Québec 

City. Their programs are distributed casuaJly among Uruguayan community radios as weil as in 

Argentina and throughout the world. Testimonios has survived mainly on funding from 

German foundations. (Testimonios,2005). 

5.12.2 Comcosur - http://www.comcosur.com.uy/ 

Comcosur stands for "Comunicaci6n Participativa Cono Sur" or "Southern Cone 

Participatory Communication". It is an organization that works closely with AMARC and a 

myriad of other social and communicational actors in Latin America for the dernocralization or 

communication. To this end, they produce a weekly program called Ethernautas that is 

publicly available and regular news summaries that are distributed severa! times a week by 

email. Their sophisticated production studio is also made available to members of community 

radio stations, these organizations lacking such infrastructure. The programs produced by 

Comcosur are aired regularly in Uruguay and throughout Latin America and elsewhere. Theil' 

106 The namç is in reference to the neighhourhood surrounding the Palacio Legislativo -Ihe scat of 
thè Uruguayan national government in Montevideo. Emisora dei Palacio also opcratcd as a 
clandestine community broadcaster du ring the dictatorship. 
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work is currently funded by German foundations. (Caseras, 2005). 

5.12.3 Radiomundoreal - http://www.radiomundoreal.fm 

In 2003, Radiomundoreal or Real World Radio was founded as a project of REDES 

Amigos de la Tierra (Friends of the Earth) and AMARC. Today it is funded entirely by 

REDES - Amigos de la Tien'a and is an Internel-based broadcaster and networking centre for 

community broadcasters in Latin America and anywhere with Internet access. The group 

regularly sends teams to broadcast From important international events such as the World Social 

Forum, World Trade Organization meetings, Summits of the Americas and People's Summits. 

Its translation department provides programming in English, Spanish and Portuguese and will 

offer French in 2007. They also run related website called Foroderadios.fm (Forum of Radios) 

which has grown as a central location for community radio stations present at the World Social 

Forum and offers programming in English, Spanish, French, Portuguese, German and Dutch. 

When we visited in 2005, they had 13 employees. They are the best equipped of ail production 

groups in Uruguay. (e los Santos, 2(05) 

5.13 Summary : Community Radio in Montevideo, Uruguay 

IL is safe to say that the community radio movement in Uruguay at a vital and central 

turning point in its history. The recent changes in political climate have contributed to a surge 

in idealist hopes and demands on a new government. Should it take the necessary steps, this 

will be the first post-dictatorship government in Uruguay to seriously examll1e 

telecommunications policy. In doing so, it will have to consider not simply the place of 

community radio in a media system but every facet of the system itself. Evaluating the state 

and potential for community radio can potentially be the firsl step in extensive this process. 

Such an occasion provides the opportunity to comprehensively examine the values upon which 

systems of communication are based and to further develop a pre-existing system in which 

inclusive and participatory communication is a fundamental base rather than a by-product. 
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5.13.1 Histories and Roles 

We have examined a large number of community radio stations in Montevideo, but 

certainly not aIl. During our research, we spent time with a small group of individuals in their 

early 20's who had plans to found a community radio station with funding from the Frente 

Amplio, were refused access to a radio station working with one of the most marginalized 

populations in the city and made contact with a 16-year old boy who had recently founded a 

station at his housing cooperative. However, our study presents a broad and representative 

cross-section of the stations operating in the city and detailed analysis of their histories and 

operations. It is important that the reader understand the micro-scale of these stations and the 

l'oies they play in their immediate geographic locations. The community/audience of each 

station has historically defi·ned by limited broadcast ranges and the explicit needs of localized 

social development projects. No matter their age, the stations in our study ail share common 

histories leading to the need of people to reconstitute democratic society and the rights inherent 

to such society'07. The sole support systems for community radio here are the communities in 

which they operate and the network of community radio stations and like-minded media groups 

in the country and, to a certain extent, outside the country. While community-based radio has 

been funded and used as a development too! by various NGOs and development agencies 

around the world, this has never been the case Uruguay. Indeed, many broadcasters proudly 

expressed their independence from foreign NGO's. The stations presented here originate from 

three social locations : 1) other community radio stations; 2) community journals or 

periodicals; and 3) neighbourhood-based social development projects. Without exception, they 

are community-created tools with community-defined objectives. Each of these radios is in a 

similar precarious position that is made viable through the support of these communities alone. 

5.13.2 The Viability ofCommunity Radio in Uruguay 

In August 2005, at the end of our research period, we interviewed Professor Gabriel 

Kaplun, coordinator of the Frente Amplio "Communications Media Unit" and professor of 

107 There is also a distinct characteristic of neighbourhood identity in Montevideo which cxhibits itself 
through the various radio stations, soccer clubs, cultural centres and musical groups. 
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communications at the Universidad de la Republica dei Uruguay. Professor Kaplun has worked 

closely with unions, popular education groups and social organizations in Uruguay and 

throughout Latin America and has observee! the development of community radio here since its 

inception lO8 
• We askee! him to comment the social, political and economic viability of 

community radio and media reform in Uruguay. 

"1 think (the creation of a democratized national system of communication) is socially 

viable. Ifs not easy, but l think the social side is where there's more strength. For the 

experiences, such as the radios, there are many previous examples because there's a certain 

tradition of citizen participation, not always fertile, sometimes there's participation without 

results which discourages participation. But there's a pretty extensive history in Uruguay of 

grass-roots movements, citizen movements and the such. This seems to me to be the social 

base of other possibilities for communication. These radios demonstrate this. They have 

fundamental1y grown from these types of movements or from a smal1 group tied to a movement 

of this sort. The radios are not always of these movements but at the very least have a 

relationship with social movements. Ali this to say, yes there are possibilities, but they won't be 

easily attained and are always volunteer efforts with problems of development. Economical1y, l 

think there are also possibilities, but this is a bit more complicatee! because to be viable you 

need to think about what your funding mechanisms are going to be. For example, some radios 

are closed to the idea of advertising while others want to sel1 it." "The political level is where l 

think are the most problems that have to be left to others who are now five months into their 

new formation as a government l09 
. One of the few things that was elear was the resolution or 

the situation of the community radios and we're not seeing concrete signais from the 

government. This shows that there is no politieal willingness with respect to this matter. 

Perhaps because it is not considered to be a priority because there are other priorities. l think 

ifs true that there are other very urgent priorities in this country today. The poverty, el plan de 

lOS Gabriel Kaplûn on-line : http://www.liccom.edu.uy/docencia/curriculum/gkaplun.hlml 
109The Frente Arnplio look presidential power on 1March 2005 while their winning election was held 

on 31 October 2004. 
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emergencia 11O
, there are other problems. Nevertheless, this is something they cou Id have dealt 

with weil at the beginning of their mandate and it will be more difficult to resolve when more 

time has passed." (Kaplun, 2005). 

In the time since this interview, significant events have taken place that signal the 

political will of the Uruguayan government to legalize community radio. However, concurrent 

actions within the community radio movement emphasize a continued divide in this movement 

itself. As described in section 5.1.2, proposed legislation on community radio has been under 

development since 2004. The development of this legislation has been a fairly public affair but 

not an ali-inclusive one. The following timeline detaiJs key events in the development of this 

legislation. In the case of meetings and seminars, we have been present in an observationaJ 

capacity. 

26 May 2005 : During an AMARCIUNESCO seminar "Freedom of the press, media 
and democratic governability"l", the vice-president of Uruguay states that his 
government williegalize community radio. 

28 June 2005 : Meeting between ECOS and legal representative of the group 
developing the project of Jaw. The delegation invites ECOS to assist in the final 
redaction. ECOS refuses on the basis that the bulk of development has already taken 
'place without their involvement and that they cannot adequately provide constructive 
input on the legislation within the time proposed. 
8 November 2005 : AMARC and UNESCO organize a public seminar for the formaI 
presentation and debate of the project of law. The commercial radio sector voices their 
opposition. ECOS enters the debate publicly for the first time. They appear to be 
willing to integrate themselves into the future of this project of legalization and 
regularization while opposing certain points on seemingly ideological grounds. 

26 July 2006: Tabaré Vâzquez, president of Uruguay, grants a broadcast license to the 
communications faculty of the Universidad de la Republica deI Uruguay. This is the 
first non-commercial license ever awarded in Uruguay. 

IlO"The emergency plan" is the national welfare program. It is in the midst of reform. 
111 "Libertad de la prensa, medios y gobernabilidad demoerâtiea." On-line: 

http://I ae .dereehos.ape ,org/even toft.shtm 1?x=3332ü 
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8 August 2006 : Following their second national conference, ECOS issues a press 
release rejecting the project of law on the following grounds : 
The project of law requires stations to become Jegal incorporated entities in which 
certain individuals are legally charged with the responsibility of the station. ECOS 
c1aims this is incompatible to the collective organizational nature of their member 
stations. 
The project of law does not cali for the reform of "Executive Power" whereby the 
president directly grants broadcast licenses. 
The creation of an independent regulatory body to govern community radio serves 
primarily to legitimate state control over community radios. 
URSEC, the telecommunications regulator, is "a repressive organization" 
Punitive measures date back to a law passed by the dictatorship rather than creating 
new mechanisms of regulation and punishment. 
This statement is, in fact, faLse according to the Latest revision of the project of Law 
presented to the government. ft do es, however, provide a prime exampLe of the 
dangers in the inclusion of onLy one set of organized community radios in the 
deveLopment of this LegisLation. 

Il August 2006 : The Uruguayan government gives notice to AMARC-ALC that they 
will work with the parties implicated in the deveJopment of the project of Jaw to 
produce a final version and legalize community radio this year. 

The general exclusion of ECOS from the development of this legislation and their subsequent 

rejection of its contents poses a potentially significant obstacle to any practical process of 

legalization and regularization. After two decades of operation as "illegal" broadcasters, the 

members of these stations and their communities have come to understand the construct of a 

"community radio station" in terms having more to do with absolute freedom of expression 

than with legal definition. Throughout our interview process, we asked each broadcaster - both 

members of ECOS and AMARC - if the legalization of their radio stations would change their 

mode of operations. By this we mean the possibility of more regular broadcasting hours, the 

possible consolidation of small-scale community broadcasters into larger stations, increased 

broadcasting range, etc. Every single station in our study replied that they would not. 

(Alternativa FM is a partial exception to this rule. They uniquely represent counter-culture 

movements in Montevideo and would like this aspect of their broadcasting to reach a larger 

audience. Their social work, however, is localized.) This dedication to the scale and focus of 

the work of community radios presents the idea of "Iegalization" in a much different light. In 
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an environment where people generally trust the government very little yet put enormous faith 

in written policy and political process ll2 , the most immediate primary benefit of legalization is 

protection from future persecution by the federal regulators. For the developers of the project 

of law, this step is necessary to guarantee the growth of community radio. Their work is a 

definite first step towards the graduaI repartitioning of the national media system with an 

understanding that society and its forms of communication reqllire time to evolve. To the 

contrary, ECOS advocates the immediate and wholesale reevaluation of the nation's 

communication system. 

The viability of community radio in Uruguay is an issue with more than the general 

social, financial and political vectors relative to the state of government and larger society. It is 

equally in the hands of the movement itself. Should legislation be passed that, in function, risks 

alienating 50% of the organized standards-based commllnity broadcasters, we are confident that 

these stations will continue their work, in contravention of regulation yet with the support of 

their communities. However, it is our opinion that the process of legalization and regularization 

put forward in the project of law is a just and crucial one which adequately integrates 

community members, social institutions and the State into a communications system 

management framework while leaving f1exibility for evolution and change. ln particular, the 

project of law supports the following : 

Radio broadcasting is a technical tool for freedom of expression and information, rights 
that are universally recognized and guaranteed. 

Radio frequencies must be reserved for community and civil society use. 
This is a unique approach to spectrum management for which we see application in 
other countries, as weil. 

The mandate of community radio is defined as "the promotion of social development, 
human rights, cultural diversity,pIurality of information and opinion, democratic 
values, the satisfaction of the necessities of social communication, peaceful coexistence 
and the strengthening of vehicles that are the essence of cultural and social identity. 

112Two examples : During our research tenure in Uruguay, the right to water was added to the 
Constitution amidst protests against water privalization. Rather than initiate a civil war against the 
dictatorship, Uruguayan society organized a referendum on the dictatorship in the early 1980's. 
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Creation of a designated community radio arm of URSEC charged with regulating 
community radio independently of commercial radio 
(Project of law) 

While the fundamental right of self-expression has been universally recognized, it is not always 

the case that the mechanisms for this expression are equally supported. The proposed 

legislation, through its recognition of community radio as a distinct communications media and 

especially the necessity of this media to be regulated according to its own standards serves to 

assure that this will not be the case in Uruguay. We believe the future of community 

broadcasting here has much potential. The key to its success, above ail else, is the strong 

relationship that already exists between the broadcasters and their communities. This is a 

relationship that, with the dedication of station volunteers, has made the continued existence of 

these broadcasters possible. The potential to create a fundamentally open system of 

communication born of this equation. The role these stations play and the tradition in which 

they develop is a result of very unique circumstances that have innately linked them to a 

consistent ideology of community social work. Community radio in Uruguay is a well-honed 

and focused tool that, with the proper direction, funding and care can ultimately be transformed 

into a true vehicle of participatory and inclusive social communication. 



CHAPITRE VI
 

SYNTHÈSE
 

Throughout the preceding five chapters, we have evaluated the potcntial for creating an 

open system of social communication through media use within pre-existing national media 

systems. We have used community radio as the subject of this study, primarily due to its vast 

and varied international presence and the predefinition of the radio spectrum as a limited 

natural resource belonging to ail mankind. Our choice of the radio medium has also been 

influenced by the highly commercia!ized and monopolized state of the national broadcJst 

systems in our two subject locJtions - Montréal, Canada and Montevideo, Uruguay. Examining 

the community radio systems of each city and the related legislation, we have provided 

thorough portraits of each system and the particular state of each system in terms of social 

presence, ideological diversity, resources and challenges. Neither system is ideal, indeed both 

are very much embroiled in continuai development and a search for broader legitimacy. Our 

communicational superstructures reflect the society in which we live 8S weil as facilitating its 

evolution. By altering these superstructures and creating spaces for direct citizen implication, 

participation and social dialogue, we develop the potential for living and communicating in 

si milarly democratic manners. This goal is contrary to currently pervasive market-dominated 

systems of media use whereby the objective is Ilot tied to dialogic communication but ratller 

simple diffusion. Approaches to attaining such an objective, however, have been historically 

limited witllin North American traditions of communications research and practice. lt is our 

hore that the work included here can serve as another step towards expanding the footpriIlt of 
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community-based and participatory media within communication studies and towards the 

further legitimation of this form of media on a broad social scale. 

6.1 Community Radio in Montréal and Montevideo 

While commercial radio has evolved with market forces, communily radio has been 

born of the simple needs of individuals and their communities to communicale, create public 

media spaces for social dialogue and to represent themselves wilhin the larger sphere of media. 

Throughout the development of communily radio, the approaches of teiccommunicalions 

regulators has servecl to shape. it in distinct ways. While lhese approaches have oflen been al 

odds with the icleals embodied ancl facilitatecl by community raclio, lhey have nonelhelcss 

contributed to its icleological and functional c1evelopment. The community radio systems of 

Montréal and Montevideo have developecl accordingly, each c1isplaying a variely 01' projecls 

with distinct goals and approaches to the use of a common medium. Ralher lhan funclion 

according to a global standard, community radio is a medium that is adoptecl and shapcd by 

social bodies as a tool c1esigned to meet their particular needs. The c1elimitation of lhcse neecls 

as weil as concepts of community provide us with some of the tools necessary far 

unclerstancling the potential of meclia c1emocracy on a global ancl necessarily cross-cultural 

scale. 

6.1.1 Concepts of Community Exhibited in Community Radio 

As previously summarized, community radio has developed 111 distinctly c1ifferent 

manners in Montevideo and Montréal. However, in each case this form of media originated by 

citizens who themselves recognized the neecl to create accessible media institutions. This 

process was startecl in Canada in the 197ü's and is very much still unclerway. While aftarcled 

thcorclical legal equality within the national communications system, Canadian communily 

broadcasting is still working to acquire the resources and correlative organizational stability ancl 

communications policy to make this a functional reality. As detailecl in Chapter IV, the national 

broaclcasting system has been deemed vital to the maintenance or Canadian iclenlily. Nalional 
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identity in the social sphere of Montréal is a decidedly complicated subject influenced by a 

number of factors including ethnie communities, linguistic communities and socially and 

politically defined communities. Rather than facilitate a single and unitïcd "Canadian 

identity", community radio provides social spaces for individuals of these distinct coml11unities 

to interact and engage one another. "Communitics" that we have observed 1110st reguJarly 

integrated into the operations of Montréal community radio tend to fall into (but arc not limited 

to) the followi ng categories: 

Table 6.1 : Montréal Radio "Communities" 

ethnie communities linguistic communities 

communities based on sexual orientation artistic communities 

musically-oriented communities uni versi ty-related commun ities 

communities based on gender coml11unities based on race 

religious communities political communities 

The communications policy that governs Canadian coml11unity radio does very liule in 

addressing the definition of "community" aspect of coml11unity radio and has thus left the 

deveJopment of this concept very much in the hands of practitioners. Each station in our study 

has defined their member communities according to various factors in their developmental 

history such as physical location and the guiding decisions of implicated individuals. Montréal 

community radio stations function primarily as central spaces for the interchange of distinct 

communities and media tools with which they can represent themselves within the larger 

Montréal community. Stations here are not limited to a defined broadcast radius as a matter of 

explicit policy. Instead, they have a tendency to have a much smaller broadcast runge thell1 their 

commercial counterparts due to economic and radio spectrum limitations that are a result of 

communications policy. Thus, stations in Montréal tend to serve physically accessible 

coml11unities within the urban centre more actively than those that lie geographically outside 

L 
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their scope. Thut said, the increused use of Internet technology is effectively chunging the ways 

in which the media of radio is used and communities are defined. While it is u topic far tao 

vust to be wholly included in the current work, we suggest that future reseurch on Lhis 

phenomenu would be of great practical and theoreticul use. 

Montevideo is a city of 1.5 million people, most of whom shure similur ethnie 

backgrounds. Muny me second or third generution immigrants From Spain or Italy whilc 

immigrant populations From other regions and indigenous populaLions are very small. While 

this makes for a fairly homogeneous populace in terms of lunguage and popllldr culture, 

concepts of community have developed around neighbourhood or "burrio" identity. Most 

neighbourhoods have their own musicul groups, mi/rga.\", which perform during the annual 

Carnival. Many neighbourhoods ulso have their own soccer teams. During our rescarch, wc 

round that most pOOl' neighbourhoods in Montevideo have ut least one comlllunity cultural 

centre (often incorporating a community library, educationul progrums und food kitchen) and at 

least one community radio station. The wealthier neighbourhoods tend to IlOt huve any stations. 

Almost aIl eommunity radio stations can be heard only in their immediate geographie 

neighbourhood while a few broadcast at a maximum range of 3-5 kilometcrs. The origin of Lhis 

extremely localized model of community radio is a composite of imposed technical limitations, 

the exercise of barrio identity and the raie of these stations within larger social developmcnt 

projects. ln the first case, sllch operations have always been illegal, muking them difficllit to 

maintain in tcrms of human, technical and physical resources. Several stations in Montevideo 

recounted to us stories of risky and transient clandestine community broadcasting, of'tcn 

hampered by government persecution, equipment seizures and regular relocations. Most 

broadcasters have only recently moved into permanent locations. Thus, this extreme limitation 

of resources and threat of overt governmental oppression has forced community radio Lo 

develop on a very small scale. At the same time, these broadcasters operate in a country thut is 

still very much recovering from a recent economic crisis I,.vhich continues to create new leve/.s 

of poverty and socio-economic marginality. ln order to survive in sllch an environl1lenL thcsc 
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broadcasters rely directly on their geographic communities for resources. In addition, many of 

these broadcasters have their origins in other neighbourhood social groups and local 

development projects. Ali Montevideo broadcasters included in this study are adamanl thal lhe 

work they perform is locally-focused and locally-defined. In order to continue with the work of 

rcbuilding post-dictatorship society, such work must be performed with attention given to every 

concerned individual, independent of outside influence, such as that of non-governmenlal 

organizations. 

ln the context of our study, community is an explicitly social construct. More than u 

simple assemblage of individuals, community includes the social networks of these individuals 

Hnd the communicational networks through which they interact with one another as cilizcns. 

Community radio, in that it functions primarily al this level of social relations, provides un 

infrastructure whereby this complicated social web can manifest ilself publicly. Il is a f1uid 

form of media, constantly refined and re-defined by its practitioners and audiences depending 

on their particular needs. 

6.1.2 Roles and Ideologies Observed in Community Radio 

The l'OIes that community radio plays and the ideologies that drive it are inexlricably 

tied to the particular historical circumstances of each broadcast system and the sociely in which 

il works. The community radio systems of Montevideo and Montréal exhibit characteristics 

that are unique to each system as weil as certain commonalities that allow us to extrapolatc 

morc gcneral theory concerning the use of this media. 

A great variety of self-defined l'OIes and ideologies can be found within the Montréal 

community broadcasting system due to the extreme diversity of individuals and communitics 

involved. Indeed, we have been party to divisive debate within stations and al a broader 

national level concerning "the l'ole" of community radio. There are several approaches thal co

exist to a certain extent within single stations and within the broader system. We can identify a 
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number of philosophies that drive community radio in the urban centre of Montréal. The self

defined l'oies and ideoJogies observed here can be generally understood accOl'ding to the 

following denotations: 

1)	 Community radio operates as an open dialogic space that facilitates diverse community 

involvement and interaction, As such, it is a space in which various communities and 

factions within these communities can represent themselves within the poplilar public 

sphere. 

2)	 1t is a tool of political mobilization through which social and political groups Ihal are 

traditionally denied direct media representation can reclaim these public resources in 

order to justly represent themselves, their causes and the experiences that delÏne thcir 

existence. 

J)	 By putting the means of media construction inLo the hands of its tradiLional consumcrs, 

the power inherent to media is demystified. Individuals are specialisls in lheir own 

ex perience. As such, they have the natural right to represent this expericnce in thc 

public eye and can do so with greater accuracy and accessibility them tradilional 

commercial media. 

4)	 Community radio is a tool of community building in thal iL provides centres for citi/cn 

implication, commllnity organizing and facilitates the inLegraLion of individuals inlo 

new communities and spaces for community debate and dialogue. It aids in the 

maintenance of the larger urban community by providing a space ln which disLinct 

commllnities interaet as they might not otherwise. 

5)	 Community radio is the "voice of the voiceless". This is a catch ph rase that has 

historically been used to express the social l'ole of community radio. lt infers thal 
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commercial media serves as the vOlce of privileged members of society while 

community media represents those marginalized by commercial media systems and 

within the larger organization of society. 

The self-defined roles and ideologies employcd in Montevideo are similar to those of 

Montréal but manifest themselves in a very different manner. Ail broadcasters which we 

examined here define themselves within a tiered, but not necessarily hierarchically delïned, 

process of social reconstruction. While not ail stations are integratcd into the physical 

structures that house these processes on a local level, the are ail directly implicated through 

their active relationships with neighbourhood social organizations. This tiered rroces,s is 

organized in the following manner : 

1)	 Grassroots organizing has become a well-honed practice in Uruguay since the t'ail of 

the c1ictatorship in 1984. A great lack of government-funcled social services combined 

with a c1istrust of the State have provided the inspiration ancl necessity 101' thcir 

continuecl c1evelopment since this period (Fonseca, 2(05). While the sociopolitical 

environ ment within the country may be undergoing positive change (as detailed in 

Chapter V), the current government is handicapped by an immense national dcbt, the 

et'fects of a recent economic crisis (2002) and social support systems that are in need of 

rcpair. Thus, the establishecl system of grassroots community support systems have 

gained an increased leveJ of importance in the maintenance 01' Uruguayan society. 

2)	 As seen in the testimony of many of our interview subjects, comlllunity radio in 

Montevideo has grown out of both this network of neighbourhood-Ievcl social 

development projects and the need to recreate spaces for public dialogue and free 

expression. Working within this system, community broadcasters play an integral l'ole 

in the reconstituting popular notions of free speech, public politics and critical soci<i1 

dialogue 
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3)	 Working within their individual communities, stations largely define their role within 

the context of the larger project of social reconstruction. With this social reconstitution 

as their goal, they employ many of the approaches evident in Montréal. In particlilar, 

stations in Montevideo see their work as a reclamation of media space for use by local 

voices. The uct of speaking, giving testimony of one's life experienccs is of grcat 

importance. Rather than function simply as a manner of demystifying media, this 

functions as a realignment of the right to free expression, eftectively returning: the 

function of free speech to the public. Community radio in Montevideo also serves as 

an important manner by which to implicate youth, both politically and critically. 

Mass media is most popularly used and consumed as a form of intormation, 

cntertainment and SOCiLlI control. The concept of community, as it is defined and utilized 

above, is rLlrely if ever encountered in commercial media. While a similar mapping of 

community groups does occur, these groups are considered only in terms of audience and 

market. However, when the structure and driving forces of mass media originate within the 

social bodies of communities ruther than the expert devices of State and indllstry, media evolves 

us an integral of our social communication infrastructure. Community radio plays <.ln intcgra\ 

raie in providing tools with which to build fluid routes of communication betwecn memhers or 

the public and those who mLlnage the our public communication resources. By claiming speech 

and expression through the use of media LlS a comlllon human right. the politics or 

communication become a thing of everyday concern to which we ail have direct access. This 

opening of the private political sphere CLln be seen as the single foundation for community 

broadcasting in Montréal and Montevideo. Every project we have examined here seeks, 

through a diverse vLlriety of manners, to create a f1uid and open communication structure 

through which citizens can adequately participate in public life. In doing so, they contribute 

fundamentally to the evolution of open and accessible communications systems in which the 

idealism that marks such concepts as the emirec, participatory c1emocracy and participatory 

communication can be realized. 
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6.2 The Feasibility of International Standards for Open Systems of Communication 

We seek here to suggest concrete approaches to the eventual attainment of a theoretical 

ideal, this being Lhe creation of pervasive systems of accessible and participatory community

based broadcasting. The current and historical approaches to communications regulatioll have 

much affected the academic analysis and popuJar comprehension of media use as a me<.lns or 
social communication. Understanding that our communicational superstructures equally reflect 

and facilitate our deveJopmenL as a society, we propose a grudual yeL fund<.lmenLal re-visioning 

of communications regulation. Such a process is not necessari Iy the precu l'sor 10 a popul isL 

reworking of our communications networks and their relaLed culture industries, rather it 

embodies greaL potential in contributing to the further development of modern democraLic 

socieLy. Thus, we will detail key obstacles to the development of open systems of social 

communication with the community broadcasting systems of Montréal and Montevideo serving 

as our examples. FinalJy we will propose certain standards vital to the general applicalion of 

this idea!. 

6.2.1 Technocratic Communications Regulation 

As detailed earlier, the current telecommunications regulatory structures of our subjecl 

locations - Montevideo, Uruguay and Montréal, Canada - function laJ'gely to the exclusion of 

the public whose communications they regulate. Specifically, they lack systems that assure 

equaJ stakeholder representation within their decision-making bodies and structures thal assure 

comprehensive, regular and f1uid consultation with the societies they are charged with 

regulating. Both countrics have a long-standing tradition of keeping the mi.ll1<.lgement or 
communications systems, more or less, behind closed doors. 

ln Canada, the CRTC commlSSloners - those who make the ulLimaLe decisions 

concerning telecommunications licensing and poJicy - have never counted a mcmber of the 

community broadc<.lsting sector among their ranks (Kaestner, 2(06). Rather th<.ln organize thcir 

seats according to the sectors that have been defined in the Broadca.l'tinf? Act, operations are 
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split between radio broadcasting and telecommunications sectors and geographic regions. Of 

the eleven commissioners currently in power, four have backgrounds in telecommunications law 

(one of these having also worked as a television producer at the CBC), six have recentl)' been 

executives of large communications corporations and one has worked with the National Film 

Board of Canada. Ail commissioners are appointed to their position by a proces.s of the Privy 

Council (paquin, 2005). 

lt would be logical to assume that the management of the social communication 

superstructures of a democratic society would be inclusive and transparent. In practice, though, 

the processes of policy creation, reform and management is largely reserved as a spccializecJ 

matter for the CRTC and representatives of industry associations. The gelleral public has ollly 

two mechanisms by which to take part in the process of media regulation - through 

participation in public hearings or the filing of complaints. The CRTC considers itself a non

interventionist regulator and it largely the responsibility of broadcasters and thcir audiences to 

assure that broadcasting mandates are satisfied (Amodeo, 2(06), a stance that further 

discourages constructive dialogue between the regulator and the general public. 

No federal government in Uruguay has ever addressed the subject of communications 

regulation in earnest (Kaplun, 2005), although some significant reforms have beell made 

between 1985-2006. Until 2002, ail telecommunications regulation fell under the power of the 

Department of Defense, incorporated in the body of the National Communications Directive. 

Broudcust licenses have always been and continue to be granted cxclusivcly by the office of the 

president. The creation of URSEC in 2002 represents the first major step in managing the 

national communications infrastructure of Uruguay. There is no system of public intervention 

similar to the public hearings of the Canadian system. ln addition, to this day, communily 

broadcasting is considered an illegal activity with no possible license categorization. The only 

affirmative manner by which to advocate regulatory reform has been through the indepcncJent 

work and legislative redaction of implicated social organizations and the higher-lcvel 
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involvement of AMARC-ALC and UNESCO. 

If our systems of communication continue to be regulatecl in thc tradition of thcse 

regulators, the results will undoubtedly resemble the evolution which has occurred throughout 

the previous twenty years. As detailed ineariier chapters, the social and industrial guidance 

provided in the form of regulatory policy has contributed greatly to a private monopolization of 

the public sphere as weil as general social understandings of media use and communication. In 

orcier to avert the continuation of this evolution, regulators must create structures through which 

society-at-large can play an active and critical role in the workings 01' communication policy 

and regulation. 

6.2.2 Inclusive Regulation 

The l'ole of Canada's national broadcasting system IS resolutely defïned as the 

maintenance, development and exerclse of Canadian identity. By devising a system that 

illcludes community, commercial ;.lIld public broadcasting elements, the crafters of Canada's 

communications policy have insinuated that these three sectors necessarily co-exisl al the 

benefit of one another as weil as the benefit of the nation. Thus, one would assume that the 

regulator of this system would assure that these three vital sectors are equally represenled 

within the regulating body itself and that regulatory policies would provide for the realization 

of this role according to the particularities of each distinct broadcasting seclor. While policy 

has heen developed for community radio in Canada, the methods by which il is cvaluated arc 

ultimately do not differ much l'rom those of commercial broadcasters. If the national 

broadcasting system is to l'ully satisfy ils fundamental social role, the sectors must compliment 

one another in more than theoretical manners. Theil' distinct relationships with the public must 

be clearly defined in concert with this public. 

We have encountered a t(~w historical and theoretical exarnples cxist of regulatory 

structures thal are capable of incorporating community radio in a manner that recognizes il a,<; LI 
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distinct form of media operating according to community-specific markers of function and 

success. ln the 1970's, several proposais to this end originated in the province of Québec. 

Firstly, the Fédération Professionnelle des Journalistes du Québec'J:\ (FPJQ) proposed 

mandatory tripartite "news management councils" for ail public and private media in order to 

structurally and actively link media creation with the communities they represenl. In 1972, the 

Parti Québécois expressed the desire to create a framework for "collective communication". 

Following a similar trajectory, the Québec Commission of Education, Cultural Affairs & 

Communication proposed the creation of "community production committees" which would be 

Financed by commercial broadcasters (in this case, cable television providcrs). (Raboy, 1990, 

pp. 20S-2n). More recently, proposais have come in the context or Uruguayan rcgulatory 

reform. In informai discussions with members of Alternativa FM and ECOS, it was suggested 

that community broadcasters and their implicated communities should create formai bodies of 

cOll1l1lunity members that would assure active community involvement and assure that 

broadcasters satisfy community needs. A more thoroughly developed proposai that wi Il Iikely 

pass into law by January 2007 is included in the aforementioned "project of law" and will 

create a sub-division of the communications regulator charged with regulating community radio 

and nothing more. Such a body will include representation From various social groups 

representing the general population and community broadcasters themselves, thus c1cveloping 

the capacity to determine sector-specific policies. 

6.2.3 The Social Provision of Resources 

Community radio, while assured a role in Canada's broadcasting system and future 

legaJ legitimation in Uruguay, has been historically denied the Financial resources necessary to 

runction in a manner that promotes sustainab1e institutional, and thus sectoral, devclopmcnl. 

While the public broadcasters embodied in the CBC and SRC are given the mandate of 

providing media of uniquely Canadian character, these broadcasters severely limit their 

engagement with the public. While operating on large budgets sourced from federal tax dollars 

113Thc FédérLlLion Professionnelle des JournLllistes du Québec can be found on-line al·
 

hl Lp://www. rpjq .org/
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(and to a smaller extent, advertising revenue), they typically operate in a manner identical to 

that of commercial broadcasters. Working without the pressures observecl in under-funded 

community broadcasters, these public broadcasters create a standard image of "national 

identity" to the participatory exclusion of the multitude of communÎties that constitute the 

"natiün". If we are to work to the successful goal of building national identity in a multi

cultural society, public resourees and public space must be afforded to media that works 

primariJy to comprehensively engage and include ail citizens. In order lO comprehensively 

reiterate the poor state of financial resources that we have observed during our researeh, wc 

provide here a synthesis of ail broadcasters observed and CUITent finances. Keep in minci thal 

the Montréal broadcasters incJuded here are among the best funded campus-community and 

community stations in Canada (Kaestner, 2006; Paquin, 2006; Paré, 2(06). The budgeted 

revenue of the. CBC-SRC for the year 2004-2005 was $1.715 billion (Canadian Broadcasling 

Corporation-Radio Canada, 200S, p. 47). 

Table 6.2 

Synthesis of Broadcasters and Financial Resourees (Montréal) 

Broadcaster Revenue (2004-2005) 

CKUT (Montréal) $402,060 

CISM (Montréal) $184,461 

CINQ (Montréal) $199,558 

CJLO (Montréal) $1 SO,OOO 

CIBL (Montréal) $4 JS,800 

l'able 6.3 

Synthesis of Broadcasters and Financial Resourees (Montevideo) 

Radio FEUU (Montevideo) $0 

La Angostura FM (Montevideo) $0
 

Radio dei Prado (Montevideo) $0
 

Radio Contonfa (Montevideo) $0
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Barriada FM (Montevideo) $() 

Emisora de la Villa (Montevideo) $0 

La Voz (Montevideo) $0 

Alternativa FM (Montevideo) $0 

El Puente (Montevideo) unspecified (enough to pay rent and minimal 
salaries) 

La Esquina (Montevideo) $0 

The CRTC identifies itself as a decidedly "hands-off' regulator. Through Ihis practicc, 

they attempt to separate the ideological roots of communications policy l'rom striclly technical 

etetails of said policy. Such an approach ultimately has led to a syslem in which the more 

tangible and insistent enterprises of commercial broadcasting are afforded a much higher level 

of attenlion lhan community-based broadcasters. Flirther, while il is the expert organizalion 

charged by ParJiament with directing the nation's communication systems, the CRTC insisls 

lhal il bound to the Hroadcasling Act and can only act within the parameters.. detïncd hy its 

scribes (Amodeo, 200S; NCRC, 2006). We will argue lhal every decision made and cvery 

policy enacted by the regulator is pro-active in that il carried out wilhin lhe intcrprelalion of 

this act and with the understanding thal such actions affecl individuals, communilies and our 

collective social evolution. As such, it is the role of the regulator to assure lhal ail 

communications sectors are in equally good health, thereby assuring the health of the system a\ 

a whole. 

6.2.4 Conclusion 

Each of the experiences of community radio we have examined in this sllldy has heen 

molded by the political and social realities of their nations. The current state of our national 

media systems reflect, through the media they produee as weil as the manners in which thcir 

.structures evolve and the state of social dialogue in each location. Whi le academic 

investigation and citizen-level media regularly work to demystify the realities of mas.s media, 
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the functional processes of creating truly accessible media on a broad social scale arc 

consistently fragmented. Rather than attempt to mold existing systems into democratic ancl 

participatory forms, there is a tendeney to leave the inherent inequality of these olcl systems 

behind to seek new hope in virtual spaces. In North America, we are at a state in the cvoiution 

of approaches to media democratization where we are predominantly satisfied to limit our 

debate to examinations of corporate monopoly. While more extreme notions of the debate do 

occur within the world of academia and activism, these have not yet trickled down to popular 

society. If media reform is to be a suecessful pursuit with ideals truly rooted in the necds ,md 

desires of citizens, it must itself be a popular, democratic and inclusive process. 

lt is telling that the Montréal community radio movement, and perhaps the Canadian 

movement as a whole, displays a variety of complimentary and sometimes contradictory 

ideologies and practices while the Uruguayan movement is, at the very least, ideologically well

developed and consistent. Canadian human rights have been defined : we are guar,lIlteed ail 

which has been decreed in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. including frecdom or 

the press and other media of communications. In Canada, however, we do not take the 

opportunity as a social body to examine the pervasiveness of these values. Following this eue, 

the Canadian Radio-Telecommunications Commission considers media regulation, in practice 

as weil as definition, to be based on balancing markets rather than the communicational righls 

of individuals in society (Amadeo, 2(06). Our social value systems have been overriddcn by 

the more powerful ones of economics and politics. Having never undergone a social process 

defïning our explicit rights as citizens. we have no traditional understanding of our soci,t1 

communicational needs and rights nor an understanding of how to define, attain and retain such 

rights. 

The Urllguayan situation offers a key counterpoint. Shaped by a collective nccd to 

reconstitute society and its communicational fabric, community broadcasting has evolved along 

consistent lines of democracy at ail levels. Hllman rights are the standard upon which ail 
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seclors of society should be constructed. Intellectual traditions that share these same origins in 

social crisis and democratic and participatory approaches offer us taols with which to evaluatc 

the Canadian situation. Not only does the Uruguayan experience of community radio enable us 

to see the potential of devising community radio policy that understands this media as a wholly 

social good, it helps us envision the raie of communily radio and communications media in 

general on a purely social scaJe, minus our customary complications ol" economics and market. 

Creating similar media policy in Canada is not a simple matter. In carrying out such a process, 

we trigger a revaluation of ail broadcasting sectors according to the level al which they serve 

the needs of citizens - those who own the airwaves. 

6.1 The Future of Independent Media Studies 

While the study of commercial media has been historically central lo lhe North 

American curriculum of communications and media studies, community media rarely arpe,lrs 

as a subject of study. As documented in earlier chapters, this has inevitably led to a severe lack 

of theoretical tools with which to examine uniquely citizen-based media. The malignccl 

presence of community is further compounded by <l severe lack of published examplcs of 

community media research. Indeed, we have encountered the majority of the exampJes we have 

employed in our own research while carrying out our field research in Uruguay and Argentina. 

fr we are to advance the field of independent media studies, and ideally correlative fields of 

independent media, we must take definite steps as academics, practitioners and othcrwisc 

interested parties to assure regular academic development, tied to the practices of media use 

and media regulation. 

6.3.1 Pl"Oposals for future Development 

There exist certain factors inherent to the field of independent media studies thal Illake 

il a logistically difficult field of study, namely issues of culture and linguistics. As a neces,<;ary 

requirement of the work we have engaged in through this study, we have encountered both of 

these issues ancl, we teel, used them to our advantage. Studies in independenl media can 
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greatly beneFit From cross-cultural exchange. We have found this oF great utility with regard 10 

the manner in which we have conducted our research in Uruguay and Canada. We have equally 

observed the importance and difficulty of cross-cultural dialogue on community media in the 

form of moderated international discussions on community radio such as the earlier noted emai 1 

dialogue hosted by the British uevelopment group ID2111~ in February 2006. Through both of 

these activities, we have observed that the study of independent media in North America has a 

tendency to limit its perspectives to those most available in the English language. As sllch, 

when we have the opportllnity to escape our geographical and ideological limitations, wc gain 

newfound perspectives on our personal experiences and acquire new research tools. The 

internationalizing of independent media studies is vital to the development of richly elaboralcd 

theoretical tools that can be of equal service to researchers and practitioners. 

We tïnd it necessary to pursue this type of research in a participatory manner, thus 

becoming part of the cultures that embody community media. Within the CUITent climate and 

tradition of communications research, the study of independent and community-based media is 

a decidedly political decision. That said, it is a field with much potential in terms of theoretical 

and methodological development as weIl as practical application. As researchers, we occupy a 

privileged position between practitioners, audiences/communities and regulators. Byengaging 

these three groups collectively and regularly, we can work to facilitate not only our research but 

the advancement of egalitarian media on a global scale. To this end we propose the following 

structures as means by which to facilitate the development of community-based meuia as a 

sllbject of academic study as weil as a popularly accessible [orm of media: 

1.	 The creation of a mulLi-lingual, international network of independent and community 

media researchers, practitioners and regulators: A large amount of our primary 

research sources have been only published locally, if at ail, Ieaving a gap in the 

knowledge available elsewhere. Increasing dialogue among these groups and sharin~ 

114m21.0nline hllp://www.id21.org/ 
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of resources and data generates a dynamic body of work while bridging the gap 

between the theories evident in research and regulation and the realities that play out in 

the practice of community media. 

2.	 Regular working dialogues between researchers, practitioners and regulators in public 

forums: Dialogue on our social communication structures as weil as the rcgulation of 

these structures should not only be created in public, but must implicatc the public. By 

creating open spaces for such dialogue to occur, we lay the foundation loI' the 

development of dynamic, transparent and inclusive systems of regulation. 

Throughout the process of research and redaction, we have come to understLinu the 

potential of the communications researcher as a catalyst for social change. As a researcher, we 

have engaged in frank dialogue on the limitations and potential of community radio with ail 

broadcasters notee! in this study as weil as representLitives from the CRTC and Canadian anu 

Uruguayan community radio associations. While we expected our work to be well-reccived by 

community broadcasters, we have been happily surprised by the level of frank dialogue and 

rerJection that has subsequently occurred within the CRTC. We have taken part in processes 

similar to those described above, namely two public seminars in Montevideo organizcd by 

AMARC-ALC and UNESCO around the discussion of community radio legislation in Uruguay 

(Chapter V). It is here that we came to fully understand the value of public dialogue between 

the diverse actors involved - rarely would they meet otherwise. IL is our hope that this work 

and the dialogue that has contributcd to it will continue to contribute to the advancemcnl 01' LI 

truly inclusive and representative system of national media. 
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